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ABSTRACT

A RULE-BASED DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGE FOR FAULT
MANAGEMENT

Kaya, Özgür

Ph.D., Department of Computer Engineering

Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Ali H. Doğru

February 2014, 181 pages

A fault management framework has been developed where a rule-based event process-
ing language is also developed that provides improvement to the existing approaches
in terms of time responsiveness. Reference architectures were developed for the fault
management domain including fault avoidance capabilities. Such capability is for tak-
ing precautionary actions before the fault happens, while most of the fault tolerance
techniques are intended for detecting a fault after it happens, hence utilizing the time
with less efficiently. High availability is targeted through such measures for mission-
critical systems. The need for this study was realized when a family of products
were planned for different mission-critical systems to support them by different Fault
Management subsystems. A real-time event-processing rule-based language and its
processing tools were defined as a requirement during this work and final contribu-
tion was dedicated to this area. Requirements for the language did not include high
demands on the inference capabilities and very high-level declarative logic, however,
its response in the environment that deals with events at the computational platform
level was important. The language and its processor were validated with tests and
based on the available similar results in the literature, performed superior especially
considering its specific purpose.
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ÖZ

HATA YÖNETİMİ İÇİN KURAL TABANLI ALANA ÖZEL BİR DİLİ

Kaya, Özgür

Doktora, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. Ali H. Doğru

Şubat 2014 , 181 sayfa

Zaman duyarlılığı cinsinden mevcut yaklaşımlardaki gelişimi sağlayan kural tabanlı
olay işleme dilinin geliştirildiği yerde bir hata yönetimi çerçevesi de geliştirilmiştir.
Hatadan kaçınma yetenekleri içeren hata yönetimi alanı için referans mimariler ge-
liştirilmiştir. Zamanın daha az verimli kullanılmasından dolayı, çoğu hata toleransı
teknikleri hatayı oluştuktan sonra tespit etmeye yönelikken, bu tür yetenekler hata
oluşmadan önce gerekli tedbirleri almaya yöneliktir. Görev kritik sistemler için bu tür
önlemler sayesinde hedeflenen, yüksek dereceli kullanılabilirliktir. Farklı görev kritik
sistemler için bir ürün ailesi planlandığında onları farklı hata yönetimi alt sistemleri
ile desteklemek için bu çalışmaya gereksinim fark edilmiştir. Gerçek zamanlı bir olay
işleme kural tabanlı dil ve onun işleme araçları, bu çalışma ve final katkısı sırasında,
bu alana ithaf edilmiş bir gereksinim olarak tanımlanmışlardır. Dil gereksinimleri,
çıkarım yetenekleri ve çok yüksek derecede beyan edilen mantık üzerinde yüksek
talepleri içermezler, buna rağmen onun hesaplamalı platform düzeyindeki olaylarla
ilgilenen çevredeki tepkisi önemlidir. Dil ve onun işlemcisi testlerle geçerli kılınmış
ve literatürdeki uygun benzer sonuçlara dayandırılmış, özellikle geliştirme amacı dü-
şünülecek olursa, üstün bir şekilde gerçekleştirilmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Hata Yönetimi, Hata Önleme, Alan Özel Diller, Kural Tabanlı
Diller, Denetim Noktası, Yazılım Üretim Bantları, Olay işleme
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis study was conducted in parallel with a research for developing a Software

Product Line (SPL) to support the fast development of Fault Management Systems

(FMS) to be used in Safety Critical Applications. Besides many components of the

environment, an event-processing rule-based language and its processing tool were

developed with a real-time responsiveness as the main contribution. Consequently,

this study is related with a number of fields that are introduced partially in this Intro-

duction Section and in the following Literature Survey Section.

1.1 Fault Management

Software carries defects. Except for trivially small and simple applications, it is not

possible to prove that an application is error free and it is generally accepted that bugs

cannot be completely eliminated. These errors also referred to as defects once the ap-

plication is delivered to the user, cause faults during execution. For some applications,

such faults are tolerable – starting the program all over is acceptable. However, for

other applications, faults are not acceptable; they can lead to the termination of the

mission, causing material losses and even human life. As a result, techniques are

necessary for fault tolerant designs: since it is not possible to eliminate errors, effort

should be dedicated to prevent their causing faults or to prevent the faults inflicting

serious consequences to the system. It is possible to design software for tolerating

faults [114].

Fault Tolerance Systems (FTS) are often related to high availability that is especially

1



important in many safety critical, mission-critical, and real-time systems. In order for

a system to have fault-tolerance capability, the system should operate in the presence

of software or hardware failures. In case of hardware failures, the system with fault

tolerance will avoid a system crash or interrupt through switching the faulty com-

ponent with a spare one transparently [55]. This type of an FMS corrective action

will incur additional costs. Such problems are results of fault-error-failure chains.

Hence if the chain is broken before the failure occurs, while the cost of the system

is decreased availability of the system is also increased. In order to provide this fault

prevention feature, some precautionary actions should be taken before the fault oc-

curs. Such an action may be periodically conducted, without necessarily waiting to

detect any fault conditions. These conditions can cause frequent intervention such as

switching a redundant unit or restarting a functioning software unit those resulting

in extra operational loads. Common recovery techniques will be revered to including

redundancy, with its variations such as N, 2N, N+1, N+M [55]. These techniques also

include the cold, warm, and hot reboot, and checkpoint [20] options for saving state

information and loading the state during reboot.

1.2 Software Product Lines

Generally software developers specialize in a certain area to be an expert on that field.

Domain orientation and Software Product Line (SPL) engineering are basic special-

ization leverages for software developers. Embedded, real time, or safety critical

systems are further complex software systems and organizations specialize on those

systems to continue specialized kinds of development for long terms. Organizations

usually employ domain engineering practices to support their SPL. This way it is

convenient to manage the common and the variable constituents of their family of

products. Also, to construct each product, besides the domain engineering, product

engineering techniques efficiently help the organization to exploit the domain assets.

Consequently, an organization involved in SPL continuously enhances its domain as-

sets for its infrastructure and conducts product engineering for different products.

Setting up the SPL has additional cost but this investment usually pays off after the

development of a small number of products. Since a part of this study about the

2



fault management domain, a domain model for fault management to satisfy the re-

quirements for developing systems with varying high-availability demands have been

constructed. Actually our target organization uses fault management as a supporting

capability for its mission critical systems. The required domain seems to be a union

of two separate domains (FMS and mission critical systems). However, rather than

considering those as a united domain, it is more advantageous to consider them as

two different domains, not completely isolated but affecting each other and still pro-

viding a lot of cohesion for either: Different mission critical systems will continue to

be produced being within the core competency of the organization – an SPL of such is

a different consideration. Fault management capabilities will be required in all those

products. It was decided to have a fault management infrastructure that would sup-

port all their products with its own SPL that would help to configure a different fault

management system for each product.

During this thesis work [61], we developed a fault management reference architecture

that is also supporting fault avoidance capabilities as part of an SPL, to be integrated

with real-time, embedded, and safety critical systems. Moreover, a feature model for

the fault management domain has been developed and presented in terms of a feature

tree diagram [60]. In order to provide variability management and programmable

configurability in the architecture’s components with Domain Specific Languages

(DSL), the architecture was developed based on the Domain Specific Kits (DSK)

of the Software Factory Automation [3] approach. Most of the capabilities have been

implemented and recently the prototyping work started on the checkpoint capability

[62]. Checkpoint is an important and difficult to implement capability that manages

the saving of the state and recovering it for different units in a system. Therefore it

was carried on separately and as the latest component of the fault management system

to build [29].

Ideas presented here have been designed and developed and some applied in industrial

settings. A distinctive feature is the fault prevention capability. A critical capability

is checkpoint design and implementation is done, defines our novel approach due to

its being achieved through a rule-based domain specific language.

Moreover, when a language was needed for fault management of mission critical sys-
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tems, alternatives on many possible attributes quickly reduced to a relatively easy

decision. Rule based paradigm was decided for its advantages in supporting do-

main specific expertise: Different fault management functions such as diagnosis or

monitoring, needed separate but similar languages supporting the architecture that

displayed a layered and distributed fashion. The facts and inference decision how-

ever, involved low-level concepts pertaining to the computational platform and some

characteristics of the executing applications that could be classified as infrastructural.

Besides the difficult task of processing events, the relative simplicity of inferences,

small number of events and operation types characterize the requirements.

Performance speed is an important issue that lead this research to exploit the require-

ments toward the design of algorithms especially concerning the run-time. The ar-

chitecture was decided to utilize the components of the Software Factory Automation

(SFA) [3], [4] where our layers correspond to domains such as monitoring, each sup-

ported with a Domain Specific Language, and a specific interpreter for that language

(Domain Specific Engine).

1.3 Language Related Considerations for this Research

The architecture, together with the rules running on it, needed to quickly deploy to

new applications of similar missions. Early experimentation with the ideas resulted

with acceptable outcome for the verification of the architecture [61]. When it was

time to support this development with higher-level rule based languages, a quick

evaluation of the state-of-the-art suggested a fast and reliable processing of events,

yet performing along the newer improvements on the rule-based language process-

ing. The present times are witnessing the effort for reaching better performances in

processing events, comparable to the gains such as the RETE algorithm [38].

The motivation for this study included a fast processing capability for real-time con-

straints. Initially, a non-event processing lower-level syntax language was developed

by the collaborating team and it was realized that more capabilities were needed.

An event-algebra needed to be implemented and some higher-level expressive style

would be helpful. Such considerations paved the way for this work. Simpler mech-
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anisms were devised compared to RETE but later, fortified with other data struc-

tures to eliminate run-time search needs. Mostly, predictability for worst-case time

requirements during the processing of each incoming event was established. How-

ever, thanks to the properties of the lower-level scope of the FMS domain, simplicity

was enforced that could accommodate the required complexity. Assumptions such

as any incoming event could be processed and deleted without saving related state

due to the low arrival frequencies and fast operating routines, could be easily made.

Such assumptions proved correct during our verification tests. Processing times were

measured that outperformed the existing approaches as far as we could access any

published results.

1.4 Contributions listing

In this thesis work, various contribution has been achieved. Some are related with

Fault Management and others related with Complex Event Processing.

• A Fault Management Reference Architecture was developed.

• Fault Prevention mechanism was added to Fault Management(FM).

• Rule based event processing languages were designed for various FM tiers.

• A Complex Event Processing (CEP) rule-based language and its processor was

developed and tested for real time applications.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

This doctoral study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a detailed literature sur-

vey about Fault Management, Rule Based Systems and languages, Domain Specific

Languages, and Checkpoint mechanism. Fault Management Reference Architecture

which is developed for this doctoral study is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 de-

fines methods, techniques and a roadmap for the architecture Rule Based Usage, and

Checkpoint Approach based on this reference architecture. Designed and developed
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language and its processor is explained in detail in Chapter 5. Evaluation, measure-

ments and comparison are given in Chapter 6. Finally Chapter 7 gives conclusion

about the study.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

In this thesis study, literature survey was conducted on four different topics: Fault

Management, Rule Based Systems and languages, Domain Specific Languages, and

Checkpoint mechanisms. Although there is strong relationship among these three

topics each should be explained separately.

Firstly we are going to explain Fault Management paradigm with its definitions, the

techniques used, measurement and evaluation techniques and formulas, and method-

ological experience and recommendations. The publications are evaluated in terms of

these classes.

2.1 Fault Management

Definitions

Generally, the basic definitions of fault management such as bug, crash and disastrous

emerges in the form of a dependent series. For example, a crash occurs because of at

least one fault. But not every fault can always cause a crash. These definitions can

be found in [103], [54], and [55]. On the other hand, the more advanced definitions

for the for top-level quality factors such as system reliability reveals concepts of ele-

mentary measurement. For example, Mean Time between Failure (MTBF) and Mean

Time to Repair (MTTR) measures are used for availability.

Availability A =MTBF/(MTBF +MTTR)
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There are other measures that can be used more during the development process:

Faultfrequency λ = 1/MTBR

Repairfrequency µ = 1/MTBR

Reliability(dependontime) R(t) = e−λt

Techniques:

Fault management techniques used in the literature can be divided into two sub cat-

egories: Structural and operational. Structural techniques are usually is based on the

principle of redundancy. This covers finding of both hardware and software units and

managing which unit will be active and when. There are same techniques with dif-

ferent names in the literature which are managing activation of the units: hot boot,

cold boot, static/dynamic redundancy. Depending on the coupling mode of the com-

ponents there are models that compute the reliability of the system. For example;

in case of crash of any component connected in series causes a system crash is in

an example such computation. One of the structures which is a frequently modelled

one calls "K-out-of-N" and is requires working amount of component K’s out of N’s.

This structure is similar to N active and M redundant units which is called N+M

redundancy. Operational technical examples are listed below:

• Heartbeat messages

• Checkpoint Rollback (state saving and restoring to a previous state)

• Data controls

• Watchdog timers

• Polling methods

• The determination of the active volume of the procedures (may require voting)

• Periodically reset (reboot without errors)

• Model-based fault diagnosis methods

In addition there are recommended techniques to develop more durable code for soft-

ware units.
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Measuruments:

Depending on the structure of the system, there are some formulas to compute criteria

such as total availability time in terms of reliability of the components [103]. These

formulas can be change according to binding of the components (serial/parallel/se-

quential) and methods of the redundancy. In addition, the frequency of errors, such

as values that can be measured throughout the development process, and the costs

associated with the testing process models have been developed to be compared with

[54].

Methods:

Various studies suggest similar and sometimes different measures. However, a devel-

opment methodology has not been found for generally cover the Fault Management.

For example, information such as input classification, to process data before confir-

mation, error localization, discretization of the memory access, identification of the

limit values and to be handled carefully, recording corrupt warning, checking mem-

ory, stack and load, modeling of crash types, and tracking and recording of data of

fault detection should be stored to be consulted for the next studies. However there are

no methods to handle these kind of information that are critical to Fault Management.

The book [103] can be used as a valuable reference for fault tolerance system. It

contains mathematical explanations for lower-level mechanisms. Software and soft-

ware development methodology issues remained weak besides hardware perspective.

Moreover, at a higher level on the methodology and framework support that is neces-

sary for fault management is very poor.

[95] is a book which is more software oriented. It also contains a more descriptive

introduction. Robustness and diversity issues are given strongly. However it does not

contain the general guidance on issues such as methodology or framework.

A fault management structure is recommended in [17]. A middle layer like CORBA

[119] is designed provides transparent plug and play structure even if runtime. How-

ever some portions of it not yet fully developed. It mentions that combination of real

time and reliability is difficult. The authors also presented a study that highlights the

real-timeliness. Except fault management some distributed system problems was also
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mentioned by the authors e.g. Load balancing. Some original contributions:

• Periodically restarting of the software without errors (precaution),

• Stores only changed state information rather than all state

• Do not consider late message sent from sensor units working in parallel

• There should be redundant controller units which control each other

• They developed some mechanism to estimate some faults.

A comprehensive protocol with the necessity compliance with a given architecture

is developed in [42]. They give a detailed interface design but some capabilities are

missing to meet the requirements. The protocol is designed for especially needs for

communications equipment manufacturers’ needs.

In [88], on the lower level there are original ideas will be useful for fault management.

The idea is setup based on aviation infrastructure. They worked on some mechanisms

to diagnose fault without over repeated sensor by using model based computation over

a result of the interpretation of the available information.

A design pattern approach for fault management is given in [14]. This publication is

useful for designing a fault management system. The authors present special design

pattern for fault management and safety. But abilities will be helpful in making deci-

sions about the design information is incomplete. There are useful information about

recognition of techniques and concepts for beginners in the subject.

[26] gives a specific study on the layered structure but this approach is not explained

clearly. While they also present a graphical architecture modelling language, it is

limited to the framework proposed by the authors. The language is not a generic

modelling language.

[8] contains brief summaries about the structure of the satellite software. The thesis

topic is weak in terms of methodology. It suggest that design should be done by using

design pattern and frame sets.

A middle layer system was evaluated in [81]. Almost all necessary parameters to be
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used in a middle layer are presented for the user. If a middle layer is developed or

uses, one can use these parameters.

[54] is a useful source for basic mathematical definitions. Particularly useful for

testing the connections between required effort and reliability in a manner that may

be contained. They provide a method summary suggesting that it should be started

with a model contains crash modes.

[126] gives a high level discussion but does not provide more practical solution. Retry,

user and customer consultation and advice to the authorities mentioned are the bene-

fits of such approaches.

In [79], authors suggest that fault management and distributed systems will be sup-

ported with QNX software [50]. Moreover, they talked about parsing in memory and

other structures and live update.

A very important suggestion was given by [72] that it should be added extra codes

about fault detection into while the development of software. Mechanisms such as

memory, stack, input data record, observations load level must be found within the

code out as much as resources. Moreover they argue that these precautions put in

use with polling method. In order to avoid losing the internal state information, some

codes should be used to enable alternative fault detection modes before the crash.

A book about Safety-critical Computer System Storey [110] provides an information

about all of life phase of a safety-critical system. These phases composed of idea

formation and properties, its approval certificate, setup, and even its services. While it

provides how to evaluate security forms will be used in the projects, at the same time

it defines how long time it takes for a system to be developed meets these security

requirements. The book also gives a valuable ground for appropriate techniques to

examine security requirements of computer based systems and methods can be used to

increase the reliability of these requirements. To highlight all these systems, Nuclear

Plants, Aircraft, automotive and consumer products industries belong to the a wide

range of industrial sectors including real-world examples and usage examples (Use

Case) are given.

In [57], author emphasis difference between safety-critical and high availability sys-
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tems. He claims that most important difference in both systems is: While a high

availability systems maximizes the uptime (service time), does not care about human

life. On the other hand in a safety-critical system, the most important criteria is hu-

man life. Hence if a fault causes a mortal result, the best solution is shut the system

down. The author also examines relationship between fault, error, and failure. And

he explains how to design a safety critical system step by step. First for these type

of systems, hazard and risk analyses should be done by using Fault Tree Analysis

(FTA) and Event Tree Analysis (ETA) methods. The author describes two methods

in comparison and talks about hardware and software measures that can be taken

systematically.

A high availability design principle on telecommunication infrastructure system is

explained in [109]. The author claims that there must be a hot redundant (hot stand-

by) application to fast and transparent a fail-over system. In order to provide this

type of system, data on all disk and memory of the systems should be replicated

synchronously. He also suggest a middleware for design with following functions:

Disk data replication, memory state replication, fault audit, and transparent fail-over

control.

A technique which is called HAZOP (Hazard and Operability Study) is developed in

[35] used to design of a chemical fabric. HAZOP is the most effective first top-down

approach using this type of design. Moreover authors give a case study for Fault

Tree Analysis (FTA). They talk about methods on autonomous moving robots and

SafeSAM project is used for risk analysis to these type of robots. They also suggest

a method for safe situation. The widely used security analysis techniques such as

FTA, Fault Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), HAZOP, and Event Tree Analysis

are also studied. This article also talk about SAM (Safety Argument Manager) that

is used to modelling and building for above methods and numerous techniques such

as generic modelling notation, basic block and line diagrams, data flow diagram and

state transition diagram and tables. Moreover it also provides a log mechanism to

index for safe situations. The article mentions RATIFI project that is used classify

risk analysis techniques and explains assessment of situations with example. Briefly

this article is a guide for best practices, tools and languages for critical systems, test

and simulation environments, case studies, cost-effective formal methods (such as
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RAISE, SADLI, DATUM, MORSE) used in obtaining highly reliable systems. While

it provides a state of art for critical systems also it presents four new approaches:

1. Knowledge based systems

2. Functional programming

3. Neural networks

4. Natural Language Programming

[96] explains an HA (High Availability) supported operating system designed for

embedded systems and its market requirements and benefits. The operating systems

supports 5-nines paradigm as well as:

1. It has a framework providing fault recognition and detection, fault isolation,

and recovery

2. Self monitoring

3. High manageable

4. Transparency for service transportation

5. Hot-swap for hardware and software

6. Reliability: Application isolation, normal and super user protection, overrun

protection, resource reclamation.

A new term is HA STACK is introduced in [100] for high availability. HA Stack

composed of hardware and software layers. Hot Swap, Hardware Redundancy, and

System management is in the hardware layer. While hot-swap enables changing the

faulting components without shut the running system down, hardware redundancy

protects to system from single-point-of failure. In these layers, a star type network

topology is used for reliability. The system management layer responsible for moni-

toring all HA stack layers and collects data (health status, temperature, voltage, etc.)

that may be causing the fault from in all layers of the system. It has an intelligent

GUI for this. This GUI also can restart the parts on the platform separately. On the
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other hand, software layer consists of Fault Tolerance, Redundant Host, and Predic-

tive Analysis and Policy-based Management layers. The first layer fault tolerance

has fault tolerance components should continuously synchronize very important data.

That is in order to provide very good fail over the latest the most reliable data must

be synchronized between two redundant components. The fault management layer

is also responsible for load balancing. Predictive Analysis and Policy-based Man-

agement layer continuously monitors and controls to entire system in real time. It

establishes a set of rules and it solves the occurrence of an event or set of events

with the help of this set of rules. This information is also used to defining the system

capacity.

[41] explains the properties of High Availability (HA) which is developed by Service

Availability (SA) forum. HA developed two interface properties:

1. Hardware Platform Interface – HPI

2. Application Interface Specification – AIS

HPI is explained two different groups: Physical overview and Administrative overview.

While different users can have the same physical view, they have different administra-

tive overview. Physical overview uses an element descriptor to define each physical

part in the system. That is each element in the system has a number or name. All these

physical parts have administrative capacity. HPI interface has some monitoring and

controlling properties to manage these physical parts. These features in the design

highlights are explained in detail. HPI also defines a set of library functions written

in C language. This library functions is particularly applicable to each hardware plat-

form. Thus, the HP model and functionality can matched on other special hardware

platforms. On the other hand, AIS reflects used application software and the middle-

ware that is bottom of the abstract model. AIS monitors and controls application and

middleware with the help of standard functions that it has. AIS provides five different

APIs for Availability Management Framework:

1. Cluster MemberShip

2. Checkpoint
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3. Event

4. Message

5. Lock

One of the most know fault management techniques "redundancy" have been dis-

cussed in [56]. The authors talks about Hardware Redundancy, Software Redundancy,

Time Redundancy, and Information Redundancy. For example, automatic control

logic circuits and multiple flight computers using in a flight can be example for hard-

ware redundancy. Whereas; multiple algorithms with the same result can be used

for a specific purpose is an example for software redundancy. Time redundancy can

be done with communication re-transmissions. Finally, information redundancy can

be done with backup, checksum, and error correction codes. In order to get rid of

software errors N-version programming can be used. However using this technique

bring some disadvantages. As another method dynamic redundancy can be applied

on transaction (from the beginning to the end of the application process, which is con-

sistent collection of processes). Thus, in case of any error the system will be able to

return to the state that is consistent. This method also known as checkpointing is about

snapshots of the previous transactions of software status. However this snapshot can

be taken if and only if by a previous transaction can be completed without any error.

The disadvantage of this method is there may be an error when taking snapshot in

checkpoint. In order to prevent this disadvantage the author introduces a new method

which is called Checkpoint-Rollback. In this method, while data is send to two dif-

ferent and continuously working bulk-storage drivers (a kind of replica server), trans-

action number is also stored. In case of any error, either original server or its replica

restarts from where it’s stopped previously with stored transaction number. The dis-

advantage of this method is very time consuming to recover system from errors. A

process-pairs method is developed to prevent this disadvantage. This method acti-

vates both continuously working persistent mass-storage device and directly working

hot-backup server. Thus, primary server sends the transaction completed success-

fully and the new consistent state to the hot-backup server. Both primary server and

hot-backup server save these data to their mass-storage devices. One of the most im-

portant features of the system that sustains is the heartbeat messages. Primary server
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continuously send this message to hot-backup server. If hot-backup server cannot

receive this message very quickly replaces the primary server. Process-pairs method

can attain 5-nines or higher availability levels without user intervention.

In [127] the authors focus on a central complete fault detection rather than traditional

recovery techniques which are located different level separately. They called this

method is CAFE (Crast-At-First-Error). CARE is a system recovery process which is

designed based on core routers working on Internet backbone and it can also be used

for other redundancy designs. The article focuses on dual backup system. Another

purpose of the system is decrease the fault detection time in the parallel redundant

backup systems. They define three different modules which are used in recovery

system:

1. Health Monitor

2. Diagnosis Unit

3. Swap Management

Health monitor is a protocol provides coordination to detect fault between active

node and standby node by using heartbeat technique. Thus health monitor can sense

whether active node closed or not. However, when the heartbeat detecting the active

node is closed, it cannot recognize suddenly happened malicious behavior. To avoid

this, some of the ideas put forward are: Message queue, buffer pools, task scheduling

etc. All these methods store real-time behaviors of the surveillance objects. Some

very well-defined patterns (well-defined patterns) may be helpful in developing some

definitions are not normal. Diagnosis unit is then required for some of the errors

detected by the health monitor. In fact, this unit controls the results of monitoring,

examines faults in the modules and finally detects recovery actions and defines the

order of these actions by pretending as a doctor. Swap Management process is per-

formed automatically and is done on standby node.

The publication [113] investigates requirements of fault management server can be

used in high available communication systems. Authors bring a new approach to

philosophy of "who will inspect the controller" because fault management server can

also give fault and this fault can trigger other faults. The study is showing that errors
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that can occur in fault management server will not affect the whole system. So, for

a system to be available %99.999, there is no need for fault management system to

be also available %99.999. The article explains design phases of a cost-effective fault

management server. Fail – safe ratio (fail-safe ratio: an error that may occur in the

fault management server, possibility of closing the entire system) and fault coverage

ratio (fault coverage ratio: possibility of detection and recovery of the errors within

the system by fault management server) of the fault management model using in

the system are explained and their specifications are mentioned in this publication.

The authors present a Markov Chain model which developed by himself and detailed

mathematical modellings which used for system design. In there, their explanations

besides numerical results (down-time, cost, 5-nines) could be seen.

A usable model is designed for high available platforms by using 3-level hierarchical

decomposition which composed of Markov Chain and reliability block diagrams is

explained in [117]. This design model was built on SHARPE software package and

all evaluations were done on this model. In order to define effect of critical parameters

sensitivity analysis was performed. The authors claim that Monolithic Markov Chain

model remains inadequate a detailed fault/recovery behavior is considered for an en-

tire system. Besides reliable block diagram or fault tree analysis when considering

large state space model is always can be used instead of Markov Chain model. But re-

liable block diagrams can be solved very easily, error types recovery repair scenarios

is quite limited. So in this model, the top level block diagram and detailed error/re-

covery scenarios at lower levels with the Markov chain model approach combined

with a multi-level hierarchy has been revealed. Detailed hardware architecture and

all components used, Carrier Grade HA software architecture and services, highly

available features in a system is given in detail. In addition, the system used in the

model are provided with all the sub-system modules.

In order to solve the existing restrictions an additional library which is called SNE

(Stateful Network Equipment) is added to HA protocols in [80]. This library works

under the Linux and developed for firewalls. The previous firewall was working on

package information and they have a static structure. Therefore, they were often

exposed to DoS (Denial of Service) attacks and were passed. While the proposed

architecture is defined in detailed, very problematic scenarios supported by the SNE
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library is described and experiments on these scenarios and assessments are made.

The SNE library provides easily design high available network materials that can be

adapted real operational scenarios for network designer. The previously developed

two replicas of the critical elements of the network are discussed in the publication.

Then the design and architecture of SNE library elaborated. A net-filter framework

is developed. Defined events (with a new uplink connection and changing a critical

information) and realistic scenarios (primary server failure and backup server to take

his place, the backup server error and restarted, the backup server to remain dead,

the old primary server again to stand up, the backup server to the primary server

communication is lost) were performed and tested by designed SNE and netlink.

Replica-control protocol, recovery strategies, and availability in distributed systems

are studied in [116]. The author explains 3 replication strategies:

1. Location-based paradigm

2. Multiple replica classes

3. To achieve high availability as effective

These replica approaches are explained in detail. This publication is revealed two

important purposes:

1. Eliminate replication cost: When defining fault and recovering system from

fault, they developed protocols that remove the cost between corporations of

replicas during the process working. Also those developed protocols did not

result in any bottleneck.

2. Improving replica performance: The working time is reduced by allowing clients

to reach to closed replicas. With the help of this, a recovery which is indepen-

dent from fault is also provided.

2.2 Rule Based System

In this section, the literature surveys of two different subjects are discussed. Rule

based systems are considered among the main components of adaptable reference ar-
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chitecture and a survey on this topic is conducted. Also, the tools that are commonly

used in this domain are presented. In this study, rule based approach are used to sup-

port fault management which can be customized with a software pipeline for different

applications. Basically, a different fault management application is formed by intro-

ducing new rules to the system. There are different rules for different layers of Fault

Management Pipeline Architecture. Rules are needed to be formed by predefined lan-

guages in order to make rule usage manageable. There are also sub-classifications of

these languages for different layers of the reference architecture.

Domain Specific Languages (DSL) is the second topic that is surveyed in this section.

Based on the fact that, the language that is utilized for rule definition has a quite

restricted domain and is predefined, it should be considered as a DSL.

Rule based approaches are among the techniques that are used heavily in the devel-

oping phase of expert systems. Every rule are consisted of two main parts: left part

and right part. A representative model of a rule is given below:

Left part => right part

Rules are formed by combination of two statements, "IF" and "THEN" [48]. In this

programming approach, the rules represent discovery or invention that is defined as

necessary action to take for the given situation. These rules are depended completely

on human experience. "If" part of the rule is the expression that defines the event or

the data that makes this rule applicable. "If" part reveals the conditions that makes

the "then" part valid. Association between events and patterns are called statement

association. Expert system tools involve an inference mechanism. This mechanism

automatically associates events and patterns, and determines the rules that are ap-

plicable according to this. The "then" part of the rule is the part that defines the

actions when the rule is applicable. These processes of applicable rules are executed

when inference mechanism starts. First inference mechanism picks a rule and then

the processes of the selected rule is executed. After that, another rule is selected and

its processes are executed. This process continues until no applicable rule remains

[108].
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2.3 Improvements: RETE and Event Handling

Some research has been conducted to adapt RETE to event processing [120],[12],

[130], [90], [102] and also others to achieve similar gains through other means [128],

[70], [74], [66], The real time concerns definitely deter the usage of blackboard mech-

anisms due to the non-deterministic inference times. RETE, a great help toward this

goal has not yet supported event processing to the level that is accomplished for rules

that exclude events.

Currently Available Tools

RETE algorithm is improved in many ways. Actually, RETE is designed for perma-

nent and changing facts and therefore is not suitable for event processing. Hence,

the most important improvement is done by adding event processing and temporal

event capability to the RETE. Another improvement is garbage collection enters the

picture with event capabilities. RETE is extended with by using temporal operators

and garbage collection in many publications. Temporal operators differ in every ar-

ticle. Durable, time point, before, during are some of them. Another term that is

widely used is Complex Event Processing (CEP). It is defined as a technology in or-

der to monitor and detect complex events which are composed of causal, temporal or

logical relationships in information systems.

Many approaches have been developed to detect complex or simple event in the lit-

erature. Small number of approaches is distinguished from others by the mechanism

which is used. For example in [45] is a language used for defining both the simple

or composite events and temporal events operators by using Finite Automata (FA) as

event expressions. On the other hand, in [44] to define and detect complex events in

active databases Petri Net modelling language which is called SAMOS was used. The

authors define composite or complex event as how many events of a specific event pat-

tern have occurred during a predefined time interval. However, many approaches use

tree data structure to represent and detect complex (composite) event structure. The

main advantage of using tree for representing complex event is simplicity, function-

ality, well defined structures and traversal methods. The well-known tree structure

for representing coming events are GEM event language [75] and Ready event noti-
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fication service [47]. GEM is an interpreter language using for event monitoring and

also detection of complex event and converting these primitive events. Any type of

temporal constraints can be defined in GEM. However event monitoring in GEM is

only used for notifying event. Event Processing Service (EPS) [78] is also tree based

service using for detection of complex event which consists of simple event and some

operators. These operators can be Boolean, conjunction and disjunction, sequence,

and repetition. Composite events are commonly represented as trees where the leaf

nodes represent primitive event types and the intermediate nodes represent any of the

supported event operators. EPS has some operators like “&”, “||”, and “;” which are

called composite event type and has also primitive event types have attributes that

their values representing state changes in the system. It has also a garbage collec-

tion based on event ageing. EPS uses a shared subscription tree to process coming

events. The major advantage of this optimization is that it reduces significantly the

cost of scanning the leaf nodes and evaluating sub-events that are common to many

event trees. This property eliminates some limitations of GEM language. Another

tree based event detector is EVE [46]. It supports composite event detection, man-

agement, and registration. Eve is based on Even-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. It

defines several composite event types: sequence, OR, AND, repetition, negation, and

concurrently. Snoop [22] is also a tree-based event specification language for active

databases. It supports temporal, periodic, aperiodic, explicit, and composite events

and is composed of a set of primitive events and event operators. It divides a prim-

itive event into six sub events: Database events, temporal events, explicit events,

absolute events, relative events, and composite events. Snoop defines five different

operators: Or, Sequence, All (combining of sequence and Or), Aperiodic (A, A*),

and Periodic. Event detection is done based on event types: Primitive event detection

and composite event detection.

In [74] temporal events such as before, after, and during were added to the RETE.

These operators have gained the ability to the Rete for comparing the events with

temporal facts in the working memory. They used OPS5 [37] as a host system to

implement a temporal production system. They claim that each event has a temporal

duration so that it should be defined between time intervals. Although they define only

three temporal events, their knowledge maintenance routines in the TPS reproduce
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undefined relationship from these events such as finished-by, overlapped-by, and met-

by. However they did not clearly define how to evaluate operators.

[130] argues that RETE does not support time sensitive patterns. Therefore, the au-

thors in order to eliminate these constraints have developed an approach to handle the

time-stamped event and temporal constraints between events. The approach helps to

writing rules that can process both events and facts. Also to solve the null-join prob-

lem (If any of the join links between alpha and beta memories is empty, null activation

occurs and this reduces inference efficiency) they developed a method which called

"unjoin". The temporal approaches in this article only defining time spot events.

However the authors have not developed an algorithm for ongoing events. They used

after and before operators define the temporal constraint between events and com-

bination of these operators. They compared their algorithm for RETE. According

to authors, their algorithm in some cases performed better than the RETE. [12] also

mentions that RETE does not consider time-related event so that it cannot detect

temporal events patterns. The author extends RETE with a new algorithm to detect

time-stamped events and time-independent facts. Also he developed rule mechanism

to figure out an event expiration date. But he did not give a detailed explanation about

the algorithm.

RETE is extended with 13 temporal relations in [120]. The authors adapted these 13

temporal relations (X before Y – X equal Y – X meets Y – X overlaps Y – X during

Y – X starts Y – X finishes Y – X contains Y – X overlapped by Y – X met by –Y

– X started by Y – X finished by Y) from [70] to define complex events. Quantity

can be given to operators. For example, how much two intervals overlap initially and

at the end can be expressed. Also a CEP (complex event processing) system which

is composed of Rule Engine, CEP configuration tool, scheduler, queue, agenda and

rules is developed. Moreover a static publish/subscribe system is designed to com-

plex events. It is responsible for deliver complex event to its subscribers. They also

designed an incremental garbage collection mechanism to reduce memory usage by

removing the events that cannot meet their temporal constraints. They implemented

their ideas on Jboss Drools [94].

[102] is a short survey summarizing the ending and the ongoing research on RETE
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algorithm. The article also introduces an algorithm which called SnoopIB is a cus-

tomized event detection algorithm based on Rete. The authors define correlation logic

and actions as Event Action (EA). In order to define complex relation rules they use

EA languages. While doing this, they takes advantages of logical, temporal, content-

based and other operators. The authors combined two rule execution paradigms,

event-driven and data-driven and added CEP approach to the RETE. Rather than com-

bining event processing with RETE, they process events in the different graph which

is called event detection graph and combine these two graphs in the last node. The

event detection graph is a directed a-cycle graph. They located all simple events at

the end of the graph. They create a simple event node for a simple event. On the other

hand, the complex events are represented at top of the graph. While this graph is re-

sponsible for detection of event patterns and definition of properties of events, RETE

graph is responsible for rule conditions and matching the satisfy rule conditions to

facts.

[12] also introduced a new algorithm to extend RETE with time-stamped event man-

agement. The extended algorithm support detection of time-related event patterns and

temporal limitations between these events. With the addition of event management to

the rules engine, garbage collection enter the picture. An automatic garbage collector

added into the engine can detect expired event in the RETE network and deleting it

from the working memory. The author claims that maintaining, writing, understand-

ing, and debugging a rule-based programs is easier with his algorithm that has been

implemented in the ILOG JRules [16].

Basic specification of composite events is defined based on lambda-calculus like

GEM language in [24]. But this approach does not support temporal constraints. A

complex event language which is called Core Composite Event (CCE) is developed in

[90] to express event patterns that occur simultaneously. In order to do this a compos-

ite event detection framework is built onto an existing publish/subscribe middle layer

platform. CCE is compiled on automata and provide pattern in the type of regular ex-

pression to detect distributed event. The language uses operators like concatenation,

alternation, iteration and temporal control, parallelization, and weak/strong event se-

quences. CCE provides mobile event detectors can detect distributed event which is

close to event sources. Another composite event definition is done in [118] by using
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composite event filter expressions in CCE language [90].

[70] focuses on improvement of rule engine of RETE algorithm. The improvement

were done on three different methods: decomposition of rules, hashing of alpha-nodes

and indexing of bet-nodes. Firstly, they decompose the rules based on "and" opera-

tor. They decompose the complex rules into simple rules by using distributivity law

of Boolean algebra. In the alpha-node hashing methods, in case of any alpha-node

adding operation to the type node, they add a HashMap which its key is changeless

name and value is alpha-node at same time. They claim that this method improve-

ment while decreasing the unnecessary checking operation, increasing the efficiency.

The last method is beta-node indexing. This method increases the placement time

of newly coming data to the beta-node. They claim that with the help of beta-node

indexing method, for elements that are already in the beta-nodes does not need to

traverse again so that this decreasing the saving time and increasing the efficiency.

RETE is a forward-chaining algorithm but a backward-chaining algorithm is added

to RETE by using OPS5 like syntax in [66]. The backward-chaining algorithm works

with RETE’s forward chaining algorithm. This interleave working provides switching

the most suitable control strategies at rule level. The authors also developed a new

class which is called hypothesis is responsible for finding and combining goals that

can be accessed together.

2.4 Complex Event Processing

An event can be a symptom for a network security like an IP address 192.168.1.124

trying to reach application server. This type of events can be called security events.

Another type of events is used in financial market like reporting of a specific paper

price reaching some predefined value, for deciding to sell it. In a supply chain sys-

tem concerning a supermarket, an event can be an information to be generated for

the operator, if the level of a product decreases 35% in last five hours. This event

will be used for adding necessary amount to the stock. Briefly, an event can be an

output/message from a sensor or RFID, a symptom from CPU, an email confirmation

from a company, a financial finding, a state change in FMS or databases, an airline
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state like landing or take-off etc. [73]. A complex event can be defined as a sequence

of events with temporal or spatial constraints. For example an event X is followed by

Y and then Z with a temporal constraint such as "in 10 seconds". In another words an

A event is followed by B then C within 10 seconds. Moreover, a complex event can

have a spatial constraint like distance between events.

Complex Event Processing (CEP) is used to detect complex events. It can be con-

ducted by a language or a technology. There are lots of event processing applications

that are used widely in industry. Some of them are: Fault management in telecom-

munications, database management systems, and RFID systems; fraud detection of

Internet banking, casino, and on-line shopping. It can also be used for patient moni-

toring in health sectors. The CEP methods are used in such systems mostly based on

traditional data structures. For example; a tree-based structure is used to define and

detect complex events and processing them used in [69]. On the other hand a directed

graph structure as used in [122] to process complex events coming from RFID sys-

tems. Most of the CEP publications use NFA (Non-deterministic Finite Automata) to

detect complex events [123], [101], [53]. Some approaches use ontology to define and

detect complex events [32], [51]. A kind of Petri-Net model which is called Timed

Petri-Nets is used in [129] to process and detect complex events in RFID systems. A

similar method which is called Timed Net Condition Event System (TNCES), also

based on Petri-Nets, is developed to model complex event processing in [1].

In [123], a query-based method which uses a tree structure is developed to process

hierarchical complex events coming from distributed sensors. The authors mostly

focus on probabilistic complex event processing. They use Non-Deterministic Finite

Automata (NFA) and Active Instance Stack (AIS) to detect sequential events. In order

to provide hierarchical complex event detection, they locate a primitive event at the

leaf node and operators at the non-leaf nodes in the tree. The method detects events

considering the probability of them.

[101] introduces a new method which is called INDCEP to process complex events

in sensor networks that can meet the needs of real-time distributed systems. INDCEP

supports disjunction, conjunction, sequence and negation operators. In order to detect

complex events INDCEP uses an NFA-based CEP. The authors tested their systems
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with fire detection system and contamination level monitoring system. However they

do not give any information about any test results.

In [13] a complex event processing model and its engine is designed and developed

based on relational algebra. The system works on ESB (Enterprise service Bus).

The authors designed a static publish/subscribe system which is managed by an event

engine for events. Whenever an event occurs, it is stored in an event queue and later is

processed by an event processor. After the selection and combining operations which

are related to the event, the result is sent to the event subscriber over event scheduling.

The authors compared their system with the existing ESB systems. They claim that

CEP system which is based on relational algebra performs much better than existing

ESB systems. Similar solution for CEP is given also in [65].

[6] provides a backward chaining approach for logic-based and data-driven complex

event detection approach. The authors use Concurrent Transaction Logic (CTR) [15]

to define complex events. With the help of this method, they encode events patterns

into the logic programs. They also provide a transformation method to convert a user

defined complex event pattern to the event-driven backward chaining rules. Actually

the authors use Prolog type rules which are suitable for backward chaining. The

developed approach has been tested with a rule structure which is composed of six

atomic events and four complex events. They called atomic events like e1, e2, e3,

. . . and complex events like ce1, ce2, ce3. A complex event can be composed of

atomic events or a combination of atomic events and complex events. According to

test results the designed method can process between 12600 and 13500 events in a

second. Moreover it also process 10000 events in 4438 milliseconds.

An event-driven complex event processing approach is introduced in [32]. It can drive

Jess and Esper rule languages. Events, constraints and relationship between them

which is gathered from sensors are defined by using OWL type ontology language.

A generic event hierarchy structure is defined for sensor networks. The authors use

temporal operator like after, before etc. Esper engine and EQL query language which

belongs to this engine are used for rules.

In [53], the authors claim that they developed the fastest complex event processing

system which can process an enormous amount of events on FPGA. Instead of tradi-
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tional SQL-based approaches, they developed a C-based event language which sup-

ports regular expressions on basic functions. In order to define each expression on

regular expressions, they use a function which is written in C-language. The devel-

oped approach is tested on real-time stock systems.

[51] introduced complex event processing engine which is called ORFID-CEP to use

tracking the agricultural products. The temporal relationship between events can be

defined by using ORFID-CEP system. The authors introduce two types of events:

Scheduling events and non-scheduling events. While scheduling events can be de-

fined with temporal operators such as a sequence (e1,e2), within, temporal sequence

(e1,e2,t1,t2), and sequence+(;4) meaning that two or more events can occur in order.

Non-scheduling events can be defines with non-temporal events like OR, AND, NOT,

COUNT (an event occurs n times). The developed engine is compared with Esper

complex event processing engine.

A fuzzy ontology based context aware complex event processing is introduced in

[124] in order to support uncertainty in RFID queries.

2.5 Expert Systems

In practice, expert systems are used widely in many domains such as fault detection

and repair, tracking, analysis, translation, consultation, planning, design, forwarding,

clarification, training and definition. There is also a fuzzy expert system study on

fault management [68]. Definition of expert systems is given by Feigenbaum et al. as

below [19]

"Expert system, is an intelligent software that can solve problems which require ex-

pert knowledge and skill, by using information and logical inference. The information

and logical inference mechanism used by this software are required to model expert’s

knowledge and logical inference."

Expert systems are developed as an production system and generally consists of three

parts:

1. Production groups that are held in production memory.
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2. Assertions that are stored in working memory- blackboard/data memory/cur-

rent state/knowledge base

3. Inference engine.

There are two types of production systems:

• Forward Chaining (Data-Driven)

• Backward Chaining (Goal-Directed)

Data-Driven production system [71] determines which production to be executed us-

ing the information in knowledge base. Production is a state-effect structure: State

corresponds to left part and effect corresponds to right part. This way, with the help

of knowledge base, processes can infer their new states by using their current state.

Briefly, when a rule set is applied, a new situation is occurred. At the end, either valid

or invalid results are obtained.

In goal-driven production systems, first it is assumed that our aim is correct and sys-

tem tries to reach the data using a backward method. If all the information obtained

by this procedure exist in the system, the correctness of the goal is approved.

Another component of the system is Working Memory. Working Memory is a collec-

tion of data objects that shows the current state of the system. Memory of a production

system is like a blackboard of a class [71]. Consequently, expert systems are capable

of inclusion of new information and consistently developing systems in this respect

[48].

A production system interpreter runs the following processes in a loop successively:

• Matching: For every rule, left part of the rule compared to the working mem-

ory. Every subset of the element of the working memory that confirms the left

part of the rule is called an exemplification. Each exemplification is numbered

to shape the conflict set.

• Selection: A subset of the exemplification in the conflict set is chosen accord-

ing to some criteria. In practice, a single most recent exemplification is chosen.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of shells and programming languages

Properties Shells Programming Languages
Speed and Ease of Development High Level Low Level
Knowledge base structure and reasoning Limited If necessary, development
Knowledge base management Very easy Hard
Interface Available Must develop
Efficiency and Performance Slow Fast

Explanation
Limited
with tool

Must developed

• Action: Right parts of the rules that show chosen exemplifications are executed.

There are two different tools for development of expert systems.

1. Programming Languages: An expert system can be developed using Gen-

eral Purpose Programming Languages such as LISP and Prolog that can easily

process symbolic data.

2. Shell: A shell involves an inference engine that helps developer to create her

own knowledge-base and an editor or a graphical user interface.

A comparison of shells and programming languages is given in Table 2.1.

Expert systems are not recently emerged. Commonly known first successful examples

are DENDRAL [18], MYCIN [104] and PROSPECTOR [31]. DENDRAL is and

application used for solution of organic chemistry problems, MYCIN for medical

diagnosis, and PROSPECTOR for mining exploration problems. Normally, expert

systems are systems that would requires expertise and makes decisions that require

human factor. They can be used at different complexity levels. An expert system

should be developed for a narrow and well-defined domain. It is very hard to develop

a system that can provide expertise in several domains [5].

Some common expert systems tools: CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production

System) is an expert system tool that is implemented by NASA to design and de-

veloped object oriented expert systems. It has several important properties such as:

Portability, diversity and integrity of the knowledge representation, to be expanded,
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verification and validation [98]. There are three different knowledge representations

in CLIPS:

• Rule based

• Object oriented

• Procedural

Since CLIPS was written in C programming language, portability has been acquired

without sacrificing speed. It can work many operating systems and computer architec-

ture without requiring code changes. It has some mechanisms providing the accuracy

and approval of written rules semantically. Moreover, these accuracy and approval

mechanisms have ability to control arguments of functions.

PPS (Parallel Production System) is a data-driven parallel production system inde-

pendent of the domain. The system give ability to users to create modular expert

system can work in single or multi-processor architectures. The modules are defined

as expert objects which are called communication information resources [71].

PPS has two powerful properties:

1. The ability to hide the actual physical architecture of the computer from users.

Briefly an application which is written by using PPS can be automatically

adapted to the physical architecture of the computer by PPS system admin-

istrator. Naturally it has two parallelisms: Exert Object and Rule Set Level.

2. User can easily create any type blackboard structure with help of power of PPS

semantic. User can draw a graph to show how expert objects communicate

with each other and the can easily define its structure with PPS. Some notice-

able applications that are developed with PPS are: Circuit Simulation, Silicon

Compilers, Expert Systems, Systolic Arrays, and Switching Networks [71].

OPS5 (Official Production System, Version 5) is a production language that is com-

monly used in expert systems [37]. It has common three properties that are already in

standard rule based systems:
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Table 2.2: Differences between OPS5 and Poplog

Poplog Terminology OPS5 Terminology
Database Working memory
Fact Working Memory Element
Rulebase Production Memory
Rule Production
Conditions LHS
Actions RHS
Non-Repeating Refractoriness

• A set of rules

• The facts that are working with these rules

• Inference engine determining the correct application of these rules

The biggest difference of the production languages such as OPS5 from other pro-

gramming languages is that they do not have a code that is run sequentially. The rules

are fired according to the conditions that are covered by the working memory. OPS5

has two types of data type: Simple and Composite data types. While simple data

types are integers, floating point numbers, and strings, composite data types are data

that are defined by the users. The data are stored in the working memory in the OPS5.

On the other hand, “If-then” rules are stored in the production memory. The rules are

completely independent in OPS5 and can take place in the production memory in any

order. Rules and facts are used for knowledge representation in OPS5. Since it is

written by using Lips, OPS5 is a fast and efficient rule based programming. Termi-

nology of OPS5 is slightly different from Poplog terminology which is a reflective,

incrementally compiled software development environment for the programming lan-

guages. These differences are reflected in Table 2.2.

OPS-2000 is a commercial and very popular rule based language used in 1980s [86].

Now it is free and open source, and can do forward and backward changing. It is a

knowledge reasoning system based on information and supports following elements:

Rules, a set of rules, expert objects, multitasking, parallelism, communication be-

tween objects, forward and backward changing, control library for inference engine,

and there type patterns; class, free-form and relation.
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RETE algorithm is a fast and efficient pattern matching algorithm that is mostly used

in rule based systems [38]. RETE has form the basis many expert systems such as

CLIPS, Drools, BizTalk, Rules Engine, and Soar. The main purpose of RETE is

to increase the speed in forward chaining rule systems. In order to do this it limits

the effort which is necessary for recalculation of the conflict set after firing a rule.

While this advantage for RETE, require an excessive amount of memory is also a

disadvantage for it.

A traditional expert system compare every rule to facts in the knowledge base, if it is

necessary operating the rule and switch to the next rule. When this operation is finish

repeat cycle and return to the first rule. The problem here is that in case of thousands

of rules this cycle takes a lot of time and reducing efficiency of the system even if in

the moderate number of rules.

RETE create a net which is composed of nodes. Every node except root node corre-

sponds to pattern on the left side of a rule in the net. Hence the path from root node

to the bottom node (leaf node) defines a left side rule. Every node has a facts memory

that corresponds this pattern. In fact, this structure is generalized text tree which is

called Trie or Radix tree [27]. Briefly a text can be coded on the tree and only one

deterministic path that gives this text can be traced. The main advantage of Trie is

requiring process as much as the text size when searching a text in the tree as opposed

to binary search trees. Trie also use the memory efficiently since the deepest point on

the tree is the longest text on tree.

In an expert system, when new facts are added or facts are changed, these are prop-

agated throughout the network. If the fact is matched with a pattern, the node that

causes it interpreted and an explanation is added to the node (annotation). When a

fact or combination of facts corresponds to all patterns of a rule, leaf node is reached

and the rule which is related to this node is fired.

RETE has the following characteristics:

• In every change in the working memory there is no need to re-evaluate to all

facts from start to finish. Instead of this only facts which are subject to changes

in working memory are evaluated.
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• When the facts withdrew from the working memory, it allows effectively re-

moval of memory elements.

The algorithm continuously keeps the information associated with the nodes.

When a fact is changed, the old fact is deleted and new one is replaced with it.

The production rules can be acquired and defined by analysts and developers.

Another matching algorithm for artificial intelligence systems is Treat [77]. It devel-

oped a new storage method which is called conflict set support using in production

system interpreter. The performance of Treat was compared with RETE and it was

proved that Treat showed %50 better performance.

In [82], a programming language that is called XC is developed over C++. They also

create a hybrid expert system tool which is called ET. ET combines the production

rules, semantic network, and procedural codes written in Lisp languages. In ET, a

little modified and faster version of RETE algorithm which is called Simple-Minded

Production System algorithm is utilized. The minor changes which are done in the

algorithm do not include about the partial matching that is stored. Authors claim that

RETE causes some problems in embedded real time control applications. Accord-

ing to authors, the reason for the speed of RETE algorithm is very few elements is

changed in the working memory for each cycle. Therefore the algorithm does not it-

erate on working memory or a set of production rules. In order to do this, RETE uses

a discrimination network which is acquired compilation of left side of rules. The net-

work indexes the rules with elements which are in the working memory. While some

matched left sides are stored in discrimination network, fully matched are stored in

conflict set. RETE algorithm operation speed is preferred to both static and dynamic

memory. The amount of dynamic memory used at runtime is varies too much. There-

fore it is difficult to predict the amount of memory that will be necessary. This prop-

erty is not preferable for an application that will be used in real time systems. They

also argue that the change will be done in the working memory is very costly.

RETE algorithm is extended to support temporal operators in [121]. The authors

introduced a new concept which is called Complex Event Processing (CEP). They

claim that CEP is an important technology for event-driven systems such as supply

chain management for RFID, system monitoring, market analysis to news services.
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The main purpose of this is not only to define single occurring events which are not

connected to other events but also to define event patterns having logical, temporal or

causal relationships. These types of events are called composite events by the authors.

They also developed a matching algorithm which is used to detection of interval based

events with sliding windows.

A rule based expert system is developed by using en Event Control Action Domain

Specific Language (ECA-DL) in [106]. The system is composed of monitoring, de-

tection, diagnosis and recovery components using detection and recovery of network

faults.

Jess is rule based engine and scripting language based on Java. Despite it is built on

RETE, it support both forward and backward chaining. Jess also added a query algo-

rithm into the working memory. The performance of Jess is depend on the number of

the partial matches generated by rules rather than number of rules. It has a XML rule

language which is called JessML. Jess can be used both a rule based language and

general purpose language [43].

A lazy approach to evaluation for production systems which is called LEAPS is de-

veloped in [11]. In fact, it is used as a compiler for OPS5’s rule sets. LEAPS puts

all coming evaluated facts to the main stack in the order of working memory. All

facts are examined one to one and tries to find a matching rule. Whenever match is

found the system remember the current iteration position and it stops the iteration to

continue from where it left off then fire the matching set of rules. After completion

of the operation of the rules, system is to try to continue either examining a fact at the

top of process stack or from where previously stopped.

Drools uses forward chaining system and developed based on RETE by using JAVA.

It is an object oriented rule based system. It has an inference engine containing for-

ward chaining rule engine which is called JBoss Rules [94]. Drools provides several

powerful properties such as: Engine (full RETE implementation, dynamic rule bases,

asynchronous operations, rule agent etc.), Propositional Logic (inline evaluation, lat-

eral and variable restrictions, First Order Logic quantifiers (or, and, exist, not, from,

forall, collect, accumulate etc.), Execution control, temporal rules, event model, and

etc.
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Another usage of rules based systems are Identification Tree (IT). ITs are used to

build rule based systems. With IT, the usage domain of rule based systems can be

extended much more [43].

Some Expert System Shells: Some of the shells given below are free and some of

them are considered cheap expert system shells [58].

KAPPA-PC works under Windows operation system [59]. It differs from the other

expert systems by having elements that defines the system besides the rules. It sup-

ports backward and forwarding chaining. It has developed by using KAL program-

ming language that is similar to C. In KAPPA-PC system components are defined

hierarchically as class or instance. In this hierarchical structure, the features and in-

formation that are defined for upper classes pass through classes and instances that

are derived from these classes. The duty of expert system elements that are defined

as class and instance are taught as methods to the expert system. KAPPA-PC has the

ability to run all the programs that involves methods in "EXE" format. It presents a

graphical environment for rules, objects and code debug.

BABYLON: It is a development environment for expert systems. It involves skele-

ton structures, restrictions, Prolog type logic interpreter and definition language for

diagnosis applications. Babylon is developed in Common Lisp and adopted to many

hardware platforms [28].

Mobal is a system that is used for application domains that uses first order logic

notation and development of operational models. It involves surveillance/monitoring

and manual information extraction, an extraction motor, machine learning methods

for automatic information extraction, and an information browsing tool and it unifies

all these components. It is possible to develop a model for a specific domain by

using Mobal’s information extraction environment with an incremental approach in

the sense of logical phenomena and rules. It is also possible to review the information

entered through textual or graphical interface and edit it or insert new information

[107].

ES is an expert system that supports fuzzy set relations and descriptions and utilizes

backward and forward chaining systems. It can work on standalone in personnel
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computers [112].

WindExS (Windows Expert System): It is an Windows based, fully functional for-

ward chaining expert system. Since it has a modular architecture, its capability can

be increased by adding new modules. WindExS has a natural language processor,

extraction motor, file manager, user interface, message manager and knowledge-base

module. It offers graphical knowledge-base support.

MIKE(Micro Interpreter for Knowledge Engineering) is an educational software en-

vironment that is developed for English Open University, that is portable, free and

fully functional. It involves forward and backward chaining systems, user-definable

conflict resolution strategies, a frame representation language and inheritance strate-

gies that can be adjusted by the user. Fine and coarse grained rule monitoring and

rule execution history are supported in a new "rule graphic" screen. MIKE’s ver-

sion 2.03 has RETE algorithm. In this way, it provides a fast chaining system, a real

maintenance system and uncertainty management [33].

RT-Expert: It is a shareware expert system that allows C programmers to integrate

their own expert system rules. RT-Expert involves a compiler that can compile rules

to C codes and rule engine library.

CLIPS based Expert System Shells:

DYNACLIPS (DYNAamic CLIPS Utilities): For versions 5.1 and 6.0, CLIPS consists

of a blackboard set, dynamic information extraction and agent tools. CLIPS 5.1 and

6.0 is developed as a set of libraries to be connected. Agents can communicate with

other intelligent agents via these blackboards. Each intelligent agent can send and

receive events, rules and commands. Rules and events can be added or removed while

agents are working. The information can be transferred temporally or permanently

[21].

FuzzyCLIPS: It a version of rule based expert system CLIPS that can serve rules and

events and modify them expertly. Besides of the CLIPS functionality, it has designed

to allow the usage of expert system rules and events which is a mixture of exact,

fuzzy (or uncertain) and combined reasoning, fuzzy and normal terms. This system

uses two main ideas: Fuzziness and Uncertainty. It is a freeware software that can be
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used under Unix, Mac and PC [87].

AGENT_CLIPS: Actually, it is a multi-agent tool that has designed for Macintosh

machines. Several copies of CLIPS can work on Mac simultaneously. Each agent

can send CLIPS commands to other active agents. Agent_CLIPS manages incoming

commands automatically. In this context, command transfer is actually interchange-

ability of commands between agents during execution. This is a free tool of infor-

mation transfer between intelligent agents. FuzzyCLIPS applications can connect to

AGENT_CLIPS as a library.

wxCLIPS: It provides a simple graphical user interface for CLIPS versions 5.1, 6.0

and Fuzzy 6.0. Actually it is a modified version of CLIPS for event-driven program-

ming styles [105].

Some Expert System Shells for Commercial Usage: s ACQUIRE: Acquire is a

knowledge acquisition and an expert system shell. It is a development environment

for developing and managing knowledge-based applications. It provides field ex-

perts to configure the information and code the information directly by providing a

step-by-step procedure for knowledge engineering. Direct participation of the field

expert improves quality, integrity and accuracy in knowledge acquisition. It increases

control in shaping software application while decreasing re-development and main-

tenance costs. Structural approach in knowledge acquisition, knowledge acquisition

model on pattern recognition, representation of knowledge as objects, management of

uncertainty, non-numeric techniques, sophisticated reporting tools are some of other

features.

ART*Enterprise: It is a rule-based object-oriented development environment that also

covers connective rules for applications covering whole operation. It also supports

database access and team development. It has been claimed that backward-chaining

can be developed while supporting forward-chaining engine.

COMDALE/C, COMDALE/X, and ProcessVision: COMDALE/C allows requests

for accuracy of the proposal, results and control actions without interrupting decision-

making processes. It has designed to cope with data uncertainty. COMDALE/C has

the ability of time-based reasoning and open architecture. Fully object-oriented struc-
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turing, fully network capability, alarm processing, interrupt driver controller, time

adjusted events, a synchronous database are among the features of this system.

COMDALE/X is an offline recommendation expert system. For real-time expert sys-

tems it includes COMDALE/C as a development environment. This shell can also

evaluate hypertext documents.

ProcessVision is a real-time process tracking and software control package. It has a

modular and open architecture. With its graphical interface, it provides institutional

object-oriented display configuration for global process instruments, smart alerts, sen-

sor evaluations, hot standby and limitless connectivity.

C-PRS is a Procedural Reasoning System in C [52]. It aims execution and demonstra-

tion of operating procedures. User is allowed to demonstrate and explain conditional

series of complicated processes. In embedded application environments, the system

runs in real-time. C-PRS is very useful for process control and audit applications.

PRS Technology is applied to very diverse real-time constrained domains including,

tracking systems of NASA space shuttle subsystems, control and inspection of com-

munication networks (Telekom Australia), control systems of mobile robots, control

systems of observation planes and management of air traffic. Initially, PRS is devel-

oped by Artificial Intelligence Center of the Stanford Research Institute (Menlo Park,

California).

ECLIPSE is a Rule-based image matching expert system compatible with CLIPS.

RETE algorithm is employed and very efficient compared to systems that do not use

RETE. Notable features are data-driven pattern matching, forward and backward-

chaining, accuracy management, numerous target support, relational and object-oriented

demonstration and "Dbase" integration. Also, it is possible to load multiple rule-sets

separately in order to test different knowledge-bases.

FLEX: It is a hybrid expert system that offers procedures, rules and frameworks in-

tegrated into a logical programming environment [9]. It can work on many different

hardware platforms. Alternately working forward and backward-chaining, multiple

inheritance and automatic question& answer system. Rules, frameworks and ques-

tions are defined using a Knowledge Specification Language (KSL) similar to En-
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glish. With KSL, easily readable and easily manageable knowledge-bases can be

defined. FLEX is developed with Prolog and has been used on many commercial

expert systems.

OPS83 is developed by OPS developers. Written in C and rules can be embedded

to C programs. OPS utilizes Generalized Forward-chaining (GFC): GFC is a control

system which defines rules more semantically. A GFC rule can be replaced by several

traditional flat rules. Current version uses licensed RETEII algorithm in order to

manage much bigger and complicated rule sets efficiently. OPS83 provides a multi-

windowed and click-based development platform called OPS83 Workbench [40].

RAL (Rule-Extended Algorithmic Language) is an expert system which has high per-

formance and is based on C programming language [39]. "It allows to integration of

rules and objects to C programs seamlessly. RAL is superset of C. Rules of RAL

work directly on data types which is used by C codes on our applications. RAL rec-

ognizes definition of C types, function prototypes, define constants etc. C statements,

declarations, macros, function calls etc. can be embedded into rules directly. RAL

has open architecture that can be used with any GUI builder, database libraries or

other libraries that are used with C. RAL rules are compiled to C codes for produc-

tivity. RETE II is developed by Charles Forgy for RAL. It has added extra features

to be used in real-time expert systems to the language called RALRT which is a spe-

cialized version of the language. It also presents multiple windowed and click based

development environment called RALRT Workbench.

Rete++ supports not only forward chaining but also backward chaining. Program-

mers can develop and change object hierarchies and access it using via C++, C and

standard rule based syntax. Rete++ creates C++ class classifications automatically.

C++ components of applications of Rete++ uses this created classes either directly

or advanced sub classes if necessary. Rete++ inference engine considers examples

of created class(or its subclasses) to match rule conditions automatically. C++ data

types, provided by Rete++, which does not use more flexible representation over

function calls but uses standard C++ syntax, allow reasoning. In Rete++, changing

of C++ objects does not require obviously function calls by programmers, but moni-

tors automatically. Rete++ is provided as C++ class libraries. Rate++ with graphical
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development platform or without can be embedded into code completely. The reason-

ing modules which are integrated to database for developing based on actual cases,

come with the applications of Rete++. The multiple rule sets or agendas are suitable

for modular performing and they support working with expert system. Rete++ has

advanced browser for rule based programming. Windowed development platform of

Rete++ monitors knowledge base which is updated in real time with multiple per-

spectives, allows error debugging, scan, arrange and monitor separation points and

monitor rules, targets and events [34].

YAPS: It uses rule based representation in LIPS and is tool that used to develop expert

systems and programs. YAPS library, provides class which is called CLOS and proper

procedure, allow addition of created own classes by programmers or allow to use

directly. An example about events and rules can be associated with this example.

Instead of a huge knowledge base which more difficult to fix and management with

a lot of rules, programmers can create more modular and more effective with small

knowledge bases [2].

2.6 Domain-Specific Languages

Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) are designed specifically for predetermined prob-

lems, either as programming or specification languages. They can be used for repre-

senting specific problems of solutions [125]. They provide ease-of use as compared

to general purpose programming languages, which is beneficial in numerous areas

and applications. Developing a DSL is a non-trivial task, since it requires both do-

main knowledge, and programming language development experience, which rarely

co-occur. Most DSL-development attempts cannot surpass API (Application Pro-

gramming Language)-level development. Furthermore, in spite of a large body of

literature in specific DSLs, there are limited resources over DSL development meth-

ods in general. This leaves open the questions of how and when a DSL should be

developed [76]. In addition, it is tedious to debug programs written in a DSL, and us-

ing more than one DSL in a single organization can cause communications problems,

a.k.a. ’The Babel Effect’ [89].
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Since DSLs are designed specifically, they cannot address problems out of their des-

ignated domain. In contrast, General-Purpose Programming Languages (GPPL) have

been developed to solve problems in generic areas, which can also be a business do-

main.

A DSL stands somewhere between a tiny programming language and a scripting lan-

guage, and often times can be used in a manner that resembles APIs. Therefore, the

borders between these concepts are quite blurry. Mostly, their relationship is like

the connection between scripting languages and general-purpose languages. Apply-

ing a DSL approach to software engineering brings both risks and advantages. A

well-designed DSL should find a good compromise between the two. In contrast to

general-purpose languages, DSLs boost specific design targets.

• DSLs are more comprehensive.

• DSLs are more influential in their own domains.

• Regarding the subjective description below, DSLs contain minimum redun-

dancy.

The redundancy of a program is defined as the number of insertions, deletions, and

replacements necessary to implement a stand-alone change in the requirements. A

DSL can visual, such as the Generic Eclipse Modelling System (GEMS) [White et.

al, 2007], or text-based (examples include CSS, regular expressions, make, rake, ant,

SQL, HQL). The most important two advantages of DSLs is increasing the productiv-

ity of developers, as well as the communication between domain experts. A carefully

chosen DSL can eases readability of a complex code block, thereby improving the

performance of the programmer [76]. Domain-specific languages can be examined in

three categories:

• Internal DSLs

• External DSLs

• Language Workbenches
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Internal DSLs: This kind of DSLs aims to behave like a specified language using

certain techniques. In fact there are limited usages of general purpose languages.

This approach has recently been popularized by the Ruby community. They are also

known as embedded DSLs. They use certain subsets of a language for a certain ap-

plication viewpoint. LISP is a good example for this class. It is possible to think

of DSLs as specific APIs. Whereas APIs define the vocabulary for an abstraction,

Internal DSLs contribute the grammar. Therefore, it is more feasible to imagine In-

ternal DSLs as a collected set of sentences, rather than independent commands. The

constraints in these languages are by no means the core properties of the language.

Their limits are defined by the purpose and manner of our usage of them. This is,

in turn, related to which subsets of the language are used. It is common practice to

avoid conditionals, loops, and variables. An external DSL has its own syntax rules.

A fully equipped parser is required to process them. XML, SQL and regular expres-

sions can be counted as examples. In spite of being targeted for specific domains,

external DSLs are still general-purpose languages. DSLs can be supported through

interpreters or code generation. The fact that interpreting is the easiest and com-

monest option does not mean that code generation is never necessary. The code is

commonly implemented using a high-level language, such as Java, C, or C++.

Language Workbenches are Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) that are

designed to build DSLs. These tools allow describing the syntax of the languages

abstractly, in addition to generators and editors specific to it. Editors provide complex

programming environments for the language. Language workbenches hold the DSL

programs in an abstract manner [125].

The prominent advantages of DSLs are domain-specific abstractions, formulas, and

their limited power. The reasons that render DSLs more attractive for certain applica-

tion types, compared to general-purpose languages, are listed below:

• Ease of Programming: A DSL has a high level of accord with the problem

domain, as well as a high level of abstraction. Compared to an implemen-

tation that uses a general-purpose language, it is more complete and easy-to-

understand both by the developers and domain experts. Typically, this means

shorter developing times and less maintenance. In addition, DSLs come with
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high-level debugging support systems, that enable analyzing and debugging the

codes in a conceptual level directly.

• Systematic Reuse: Reuse has always been a method of shortening the de-

velopment span of new applications. In spite of the introduction of standards

and domain-specific libraries, the reuse of general programming languages is

mostly left to the developer. On the other hand, DSLs force reuse of exist-

ing DSL libraries. Furthermore, since they are developed for specific problem

domains, they catch the domain information and reuse this information contin-

uously.

• Ease of Verification: Thanks to the advances in Software Engineering, con-

trolled verification holds a prominent role in successful development. In general-

purpose programming languages, verification can at most guarantee that a cer-

tain code will run, whereas in DSLs, due to the tidy structure of the code, and

specific structuring, it can guarantee that the code will also generate the ex-

pected outputs.

In an organization, the usage of same business-related concepts eases information

exchange, and minimizes the risk of discrepancy between user expectations and the

reality of the business.

2.7 Domain-Specific Kits

A new concept that provides a practical application environment for DSLs is the

Domain-Specific Kits (DSK). These structures, as proposed by the Software factory

approach [3], are frameworks that support the life span of a DSL (Figure 7).

A DSK is an environment that has been built for the design, development, and run-

ning of a DSL software. A DSK can provide both generic graphical design build,

and building of domain-specific graphical representations using source codes. Mod-

elling tools for various fields can be built through DSKs. Defining and implementing

a modelling language is a relatively easy task. For instance, user interfaces, busi-

ness processes, databases, or information flow models can be defined using specific
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languages. Afterwards, these descriptions can be implemented and run through in-

terpreters, or code generators. Using DSKs, we can generate specific visual designs

for a certain domain. For example, during the development of a state chart tool, they

make it possible to define a state, its properties, and the transformation rules to other

states, using domain-specific concepts and symbols.

A Domain-Specific Kit is comprised of three components, which are:

• Domain-Specific Language (DSL)

• Domain-Specific Motor (DSM)

• Domain-Specific Tool (DST)

Conclusion

In this thesis, we use the DSL approach to define specified environments for debug-

ging and fault tracing, in various layers of the architecture. Each subject is regarded

as an ‘area’, and for each area a DSL can be developed by defining its specific opera-

tions and conditions. These languages can as well be text-based. Thus, the operations

to be handled under each condition in run-time will have been defined as practically

as possible. The Domain-Specific Motor corresponding to each area will then inter-

pret the programs written in these languages directly, with no necessary compilation

phase, which will ease the development

2.8 Checkpoint Literature Survey (Checkpoint with rollback-recovery)

This section summarizes the information acquired from result of literature survey

study of Checkpoint techniques. The information obtained from different sources

and presented in a summary along with brief descriptions of some of the resources

listed. While much resources can be found on the subject that will constitute the basis

of information sources were content with the representation.

Checkpoint approach is a technique that is being used to increase fault tolerance of the

systems. The checkpoint will be applied in case of a malfunction of the unit should
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be returned acceptable ’previous’ state without loss of any critical information. In

operation unit of the current status information periodically or prior to the opera-

tion of a critical section of code is stored. Although the checkpoint is a very costly

method even for embedded systems design approaches that can be implemented with

acceptable cost is available. For example, approaches such as minimizing the critical

situations and memory exclusion [93] can be used as allowed. Because frequency of

state storage costs too much, that’s why statically (during installation) or dynamically

(change during runtime) [85] calculation of the frequency may be considered [97].

When added checkpoint to a system, the entire system’s current state is stored in non-

volatile storage: The checkpoint mechanism takes a snapshot of state of the system

and of the data which used and stored this information some storage tools. The cost

can vary according to bandwidth of the media and amount of condition to be stored.

In case of any failure in the system, it is restored from the last stored internal state.

This process is done with restarting either the task that caused the error or all system

with some parameters. The process can take a few seconds depend on complexity of

the task will be restarted and the bandwidth of the storage unit. However, this simple

method can only provide good protection for temporary faults. If the fault is a design

fault that caused the failure, this system will continue to malfunction the recovery

process will be repeated continuously.

A checkpoint application can be developed with the following three phases:

1. Design Time: To define at what point and under what conditions of the system,

checkpoint mechanisms should be run.

2. Runtime: According to some specification such as location, frequency / time,

condition, etc. made at design time, system status information stored (backed

up).

3. Recovery Time: Restoring the saved status information and adjustments related

management of the process. Reloading of the state, restarting of a process and,

starting a different copy at a different site should be evaluated together.

A snapshot of the entire program is taken periodically as long as the program runs. In

general, the running process is stopped and the status of the processes will be saved
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and copied to a non-volatile storage unit.

In order to reduce checkpoint operation cost, only circumstances’ changes are saved

during snapshot. This approach is called incremental checkpoint [93]. The purpose

of this method is to decrease the cost of checkpoint operation in terms of both time

and space (storage unit). An incremental backup of a disk may be considered as an

example for this operation.

Moreover, with the help of memory exclusion technique, an application can inform

the checkpoint algorithm about which memory area states to be used whether critical

or not. This technique is used to store only the most critical information for program

state. Thus, the program designers do not include the large number of working groups

(set array), string constants, and other similar memory area to the control point. When

using this technique combined checkpoint cost is reduced by 3-4 times. There are

some techniques which aim minimizing the emerging overload during state saving

[91]. These are:

1. Latency Hiding Technique: It is a technique which hides or reduces disk writ-

ings.

2. Size Reduction Technique: The purpose is minimizing data amount which will

be stored in each checkpoint.The most important point of size reduction tech-

nique is memory exclusion method.

In the memory exclusion method, memory space of the process is either read-only

(these values have not changed since the previous checkpoint) or dead (the value

memory space of the process, it is not necessary to successfully completed of the

program). The difficulty of the memory exclusion is definition of read-only and dead

zones with detecting minimum load.

The methods are generalized as follows:

Dead memory: If memory region is dead while taking checkpoint, these values are

not included in the checkpoint. The value in the dead memory region does not read

by subsequent checkpoint. "b" array in the above example is an example of the dead

memory.
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Read-only memory: If a region on the memory is never changed since the most

recent checkpoint, does not have to be taken from the current checkpoint. "a" array

in the C2 checkpoint is an example of read-only memory.

Memory exclusion technique has two important factors that complicate the check-

point: |

1. Definition of memory region that will be excluded

2. Maximize the memory region to be excluded per checkpoint.

In order to apply memory exclusion technique two transparent technique is developed

for checkpoint system:

1. Exclude code section and benefit from the stack pointer Since code section

once installed cannot be changed during execution of the program. Therefore,

during the lifetime of the calculation is read-only mode and there is no need to

be stored in any checkpoint. On the other hand, many checkpoint system do

not save memory addresses which are at the bottom of the stack pointer region

since the current value at that region will be never used.

2. Incremental checkpoint Incremental checkpoint approach significantly decrease

the checkpoint size and load if easy to determine the exchange locality on ap-

plication program. However, the checkpoint approach to other techniques such

as fault tolerance requires additional resources. Successful operation is highly

dependent on the design of the target application.

Reloading of working state: In case of any failure, recovery mechanism restores the

system from the last checkpoint. State of the system whether is completely restored

from the last saved snapshot or reconstructing by using incremental checkpoint tech-

nique with variation information and the last snapshot. If the source of error cannot

be prevented, the system which is reinstalled can give this fault repeatedly. In such

cases, the error may be hidden in the system over the period of several checkpoints.

And in the end the same fault is repeated and the system will restart from this check-

point that contains the error and failure is repeated. Therefore, the system designer
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should consider any of the control point might fail. This type of recurring faults can

be removed with multi-level rollback techniques and algorithmic diversity [10].

Process migration is a technique for transporting of the state of a process from one

machine to another one. In order to communicate and manage some of references

sent to the process which is migrated should be organized. To success this operation

various methods have been suggested: Some of them as follows: Sprite method only

save current location in the home node [30]. In the VKernel method, new address of

the process which is migrated is searched in the communication protocol level [115].

On the other hand in the Charlotte method, messages are send to all nodes already

visited [7]. When a sufficient amount of state is transferred and added, the newly

created process is run as a normal process. After all situations are transferred, the

original process is deleted from the source node.

Existing Tools, Techniques and Measurements There are free tools that are avail-

able in a wide range for checkpoint approach. These tools, compiler-assisted static

and dynamic checkpoint placement options up to the user-level checkpoint library are

at different ability. Some tools are introduced in this section.

Tools: Libckpt: Libckpt library have been developed at the University of Tennessee

in Knoxville [93] and has also a rich library containing incremental checkpoint and

memory exclusion. Checkpoint mechanism that can be installed with an initializa-

tion file even can executable without compiling. Some properties of Libckpt are as

follows:

• Active / not active

• Parallel chekpoint

• Incremental checkpoint

• The most and the least time between checkpoints

• Complete status storage between maximum number of incremental storage.

• Checkpoint compression

libFT: It is provided by AT& T research laboratories and it supports user-level check-
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point capability and watchdog mechanisms. Even if it does not provide advanced and

comprehensive features as Libckpt, in terms of providing users-level checkpoint to

the process libFT is more powerful than Libckpt. As a result of including the watch-

dog process, in case of interruption of abnormal process offers easy detection and

correction capability. In addition, it has monitoring and correction capability to many

processes in a system

Condor Project: It is developed by University of Wisconsin. Basically the process

migration and load balancing objectives were pursued. They get rid of the difficulties

of process migration with their new study which called Process Hijacking.

Porch: It is a portable checkpoint compiler developed by MIT. It has a compiler that

can read C type programs. One can add checkpoint and recovery related codes into

the Porch. The compiler is still beta version and open for use [111].

CATCH (compiler assisted techniques for checkpointing) is developed in University

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This technology diminishes the cost of checkpoint

by reducing the data size and requirements [67].

Especially many new and old checkpoint tools that are used with Linux distributions

can be examined from http://www.checkpointing.org/

Measurements

Although there are no ideal measurements can be used for comparing the checkpoint

systems, achievement and performance of these systems can be measured with the

following critical parameters [93]:

• How much time that is required to saving the state and reading back

• For this process how much time the system operation should be interrupted

The results not only strongly depend on the application and platform but also how

checkpoint mechanism is applied.

Generally the following criteria is important for measurement:

• Snapshot time
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• Determination of the snapshot will be taken and copy time of all the necessary

state of program

• Commit time

• Copy time of snapshot to the non-volatile storage unit.

• Recovery Time

• The time that is spent for reloading of faulty process’s state

All these criteria depend on snapshot of size of the state to be received and stored and

performance of the system.

Current Articles

In this section referred to advanced approaches on fault management mechanism

mostly. Within the framework of this thesis study, by checking of size and storage

frequency of state information, which will be essential to be stored, can be concluded

that these techniques are not required.

In [36], authors mention about recording only state changes instead of recording the

whole state information. After the recording of checkpoint, state changes are started

recording to memory incrementally. It is said to provide high performance. Be-

cause, creation of checkpoint and recording the state requires constant time only.

Restoring the situation is requires linear time bounded to situation changes. This is

also emerging independently from application and detailed checkpoint techniques.

General-purpose applications think memories they can access as their own states,

because this memory includes objects, which operated by these applications. For in-

stance a document processing application stores documents that processed by users in

memory. For this type of applications it will be sufficient to save history of memory

writings on checkpoints. In this article authors are not endeavouring with external de-

vice conditions and developing a productive checkpoint approach according to above

definitions. They resolve memory accesses in the source code by using a program

analyzer. In cases which status information changes during processing, a checkpoint

added automatically. In fact they are benefited from aspect orientation in this stage.

Program has written in Java, however within some limitations it is said that it could
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be apply on some languages

In [84], CC (Cooperative Chekpointing)theory is designed to increase the system

performance and reliability. This study has made a comparison between periodical

state storage and CC. By using CC both run time system and application programmer

can decide how and when checkpointing could be done. Generally programmer adds

checkpointing to application code in areas which it could be productive freely and

abundantly. Application requests a checkpoint during process time. System allows or

refuses that (disc or network usage and reliability information) on the basis of various

heuristics.

Constant and prepositioned checkpoint frequencies cause compromising from time

and source based quality features. The article [23], authors present a behavior-based

framework structure. They specify that, checkpoint consumes time and energy, that’s

why checkpointing at very frequent intervals causes time and energy restrictions es-

pecially at embedded systems.

A checkpoint system for rollback recovery intended and has been evaluated in [10] for

use in embedded systems. A pre-processor is designed for evaluation of the intended

system. Approximately 3000 tests has been carried for each checkpoint. Rollback

techniques are grouped under three main headings:

• Global reset

• Rollback recovery

• Roll-forward recovery

In the first two techniques fault detection mechanism returns the system to its start-

ing point or a different point just after the detection of a presence of a fault. Both

two techniques are cost-effective because there is not a necessity for any additional

resource. However there could be wasting of time because of system’s returning to its

starting point or a different point. At the roll-forward technique, system has to have

two copies of a program which are running simultaneously and one of them has to

work properly. A separate processor has to be used for checking this. This technique

increases costs while it annihilates waste of time of the other two techniques. Choos-
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ing one of these techniques is depending the trade-off between success and cost. The

intended technique in this study has designed based on control flow error. The pro-

gram is divided into simple blocks at compile time. These blocks consist of a set of

commands without jump commands or jump target addresses in them. Afterwards

error control mechanisms are added in these blocks. Checkpoint is also applied as an

interrupt. When a control flow error is detected, error control mechanism saves the

system by reloading it from its last correct saved state by informing error recovery

process. The memory, which stores checkpoint has to be fault tolerated.

The study in [83] firstly a checkpoint modelled by using a half Markov decision pro-

cess and afterwards the most appropriate checkpoint policy estimated statistically by

applying reinforcement learning algorithm (Q-learning). Checkpoint is placed on

processing time on different time points like T, 2T, . . . Each of this time points are

called as decision epoch. Decisions made on whether or not checkpoint at each time

point. This plan is considered as quite logical especially when checkpoint is located

sequentially. If its decided on checkpoint at any point, it is forced to divide two to

two forks as parent and child processes. The child process saves the state of parent

process. On the other hand parent process continues to run. Either processes continue

to run in parallel state. This time period which child process saves state in it, is called

as latency. Overhead is described as the increase at the runtime of the process. Fault

management intervention consists of two phases: correction and retry. After complet-

ing the roll-back, the process will be retried and intervention will be completed. It

is assumed that there won’t be any checkpoint during these two processes. Dynamic

checkpoint mechanism is developed on the basis of Q-learning which is an algorithm

of a reinforcement learning.

The incremental checkpoint process approach is intended for minimize the additional

load at the checkpoint by saving only the changed pages of a process in [49]. The

problem in this method is many updated values can be saved to the same page so

this increases the total size of the incremental checkpoint as time progresses. The

authors developed a page-level incremental checkpoint method in this article which

is called Pickpt. The method minimizes the usage of disk space. Test results showed

that Pickpt has decreased the disk space usage significantly according to existing

incremental checkpoint approach. Various methods developed to decrease the load of
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checkpoint. These methods are classified into two main categories:

• Methods of decreasing latency time: Example:

– Checkpoint without disk

– Forked checkpoint

– Checkpoint with compression

• Size reduction method: Example:

– Memory exclusion method

– Incremental checkpoint

Both of these methods try to decrease the data amount which stored in each check-

point (i.e. per each checkpoint). With size reduction method, unmodified memory

pages or large amounts of memory that read-only are determined and all of them are

deprived from checkpoint. In practical applications incremental checkpoint is one

of the most used methods. The method determines "the dirty pages" which changed

since the most recent checkpoint by using page fault mechanism. The biggest prob-

lem of such conventional checkpoint is the usage of an unpractical checkpoint file.

To do a full checkpoint for recovery, only retention of the last checkpoint file will be

sufficient. However, the old checkpoints cannot be ignored at incremental checkpoint

approach, because memory pages of the process are expanded on many checkpoints.

That’s why performance of the storage unit decreases

Tool Comparison

In this section, the current comparisons, and also a new comparison targeted to the

parameters that will be related to this doctoral study are given. Different compar-

isons were not included in the same set of tools. Nevertheless, different comparisons

constitute a very informative source about the most of the tools.

User Level or Kernel level Checkpoint

Generally, a checkpoint application is implemented either kernel level or user level

and sometimes combination of these. There several advantages and disadvantages

of these approaches. In user-level checkpoint applications, there is no need to make
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changes to the operating system. Therefore the operating system remains unaware

both checkpoint and recovery operations. In this case, in order to store and reload

state of a program, the user-level checkpoint/restart application must examine a wide

range of system functions. Because a checkpoint application must reach the much

information (memory mapped region, file open operation etc..) which is required

watching the state of the program in both when backup and reload. Another diffi-

culty in user-level checkpoint application is it cannot advantages of SMP (Symmetric

Multi-Processors) of threads. Because kernel does not know these threads in the user-

level. On the other hand in the kernel-level checkpoint application, kernel can adjust

the timing of thread and keeps track of their status. Moreover fault management

application can easily access the desired information in the kernel-level checkpoint

applications. And some operating system also provide a checkpoint/restart mecha-

nism in the kernel level, application programs does not need to do any preparations

for the checkpoint. However user-level checkpoint applications are more portable

than kernel-level. Briefly user-level checkpoint does not require to do any changes in

the kernel-level (writing to code, add, change etc.)

Comparison Tables

The first informative comparison was done by Eric Roman in 2002 [99] Table 2.3.

The result of this study is depicted in Table. Then in 2005, an outstanding study was

done by Kim [64] is shown in Table 2.4. Finally comparison study was done for this

study is summarized in Table 2.5.

Conclusion

Checkpoint mechanism is effective for fault management as well as being a complex

mechanism. Many parameters can be applied as a result of different requirements

with different values. There are many example information sources, tools, and appli-

cation available for this doctoral study that will be developed with different require-

ments. Nevertheless, enough design effort should set forth for each new application.

Fault management mechanisms is an application that information cost such as loca-

tion and time can be quite a lot. That’s why in every adaptation, options should be

used properly by optimization in accordance with the requirements.
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CHAPTER 3

FAULT MANAGEMENT REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Introduction

This section defines the reference software architecture developed under this doctoral

study. This reference architecture will enable development of software architectures

which will form a basis for fault management infrastructure software. The structure

proposed here forms a basis for fast development of various software applications

that may satisfy fault management requirements which may vary from one project to

another. The product, being defined by this document is under development and has

the opportunity to diversify according to actual needs. Targeted use, after finalization

of diversification-related decisions on actual needs, may enable:

1. fast development of application-specific fault management architectures, and

2. fast conversion to desired fault management software since it is considered that

key units of such reference architecture will be coded in time. Customized

architectures would be able to develop through selecting and combining those

coded units.

Applications expected from which to employ fault management infrastructure should

be developed together with some additional features. The proposed architecture and

supportive units will be facilitative to application systems. The applications should

enable instillation of features necessary for demanding such support in their early

stage of development (such as requirement notification, design stage).
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3.1.1 Architectural Views

In this study, several models that describe various aspects appropriate for architectural

views. This representation includes many aspects while not being designed primarily

for architectural aspects. Architectures are asked to provide their aspects through var-

ious models. Today, UML-based 4+1 perspective is widely accepted. Such perspec-

tive covers use case-based design, process, implementation and deployment aspects.

The design aspect, indeed, correspond to logical aspect in Krutchen’s 4+1 perspec-

tive. Therefore, the UML class diagram-based design aspect was accompanied by

conceptual modelling. Since the report did not organized to have these aspects with

their topic especially designed for them it would be facilitative to explain which parts

support these aspects. Use case view: This view is provided in details together with

use case diagrams under relevant requirements and sequence diagrams that describe

the use cases.

Design view: The architecture’s conceptual units and relationship between them are

modelled by supporting this aspect in addition to class diagrams that correspond to

architectural units. Classes included in the class diagrams, in addition, are used to

define internal structures of several components in the models for implementation

aspect.

Implementation view: Describes components that are defined as the main units of

the architecture in various parts isolated under similar names. Such components

placed in different logical layers and relationship between them form the frame of

the reference architecture. In the first part of this section several models that reflect

also the implementation aspect are included.

Deployment view: Different possible distributions are described and two important

deployment drawings are provided in the first section of the part on implementation.

Process view: This view refers to the control structure among the tasks. A serious

complexity on this matter was not identified in the resulting architecture; which means

no detailed model is needed.
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3.2 Studies Conducted

The literature on Fault Management was reviewed. Targeted features were determined

after assessing the determinative features of the domain according to the objectives of

this doctoral study. In order to develop an architecture which supports such features,

Software Architecture Design methods which would support also the concept of Soft-

ware Product Line were examined. The reference software architecture was designed

by use of such methods.

During the architecture design, firstly the scope was determined and the requirements

were modelled in addition to development of a feature model. Requirement modelling

was structured by use cases and supportive interaction models (sequence diagrams).

A layered structure was arranged, relational model of the concepts defined in the

requirements was developed by use of such information; and corresponding software

unit abstractions were located in the layered structure in a structural manner. Thus,

models that correspond to implementation and deployment views of the architecture

were developed.

3.2.1 Feature Model

The feature model study is the preliminary stage of the requirements study. Main

characteristics of the domain were determined after the literature review and in the

feature model various features that would be necessary for different fault manage-

ment infrastructures were provided in a graphical model. Requirements of the infras-

tructure to be developed to enable such features were provided in the form of another

model. The feature model was employed as a guide for transition to the require-

ment model. There is no organic link between the feature model and the requirement

model. Figure 3.1 shows the general concepts of the feature model.

3.2.2 Requirements

A general study on requirements was already conducted under this thesis work. In

this work, existing report was considered and improved to enable it to support a refer-
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ence architecture by proposing some changes. The requirement study was supported

with graphical models; for which UML compatible environments were employed. In

Figure 3.2 a use case diagram that deals with main features for the targeted fault man-

agement infrastructure is provided. In the following parts of this thesis descriptions

for each use case included in several scenarios are presented.

Since the repair function shown in the use case model is an off-line function then its

content is not modelled in this study. However, system decision on the start-up of

repair and notification on the end of repair will be carried out through reporting.

The communication functions, not shown in this use case but observed during the

literature review, are assessed in lower level details. In addition, this function is

included in the model through another indirect way by distributing it among levels of

detail reflection relating to the communication layer.

Similarly the state management function should be discussed here which seems ir-

relevant to operating mode that may be called main cycle but which will be needed

at the restart of the units. State back-ups should be made against any potential fault

before such faults occur within the necessary units. Such backed-up cases will be

used during restart procedures.

Typical procedure flow is from the monitoring to detection and then to diagnosis.

Recovery is the first option for any diagnosed fault. For any fault that cannot be

recovered is referred to repair function. Recovery is composed of, depending on

the type of the fault and the unit concerned, isolation of the unit from the application,

activating its substitute when necessary, and sub-operations of case loading and restart

which is the last step of the recovery process. In the remaining part of this section use

cases are discussed in details through several models.

3.2.3 Use Case Descriptions

In this part the use cases are explained by use of sequence diagrams. For some of

the use cases multiple scenarios are necessary to be assessed; which means multiple

sequence diagrams for those use cases are provided. The use cases are taken form 3.2

and explained and discusses one by one:
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Figure 3.1: Detailed feature model of the Fault Management
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Figure 3.2: Use Cases

3.2.3.1 Monitoring

Monitors any event that may indicate any fault.

Concepts relating to the Use Case Monitored: Memory, processor use, tasks, data

from units (temperature, voltage, etc.) notification data (traffic, time-out, data accu-

racy, etc.) the message "I am alive (heart beat)", etc.

Monitoring Methods: Operating system functions, symptom monitoring functions

Monitoring Point: Connection points from hardware, software or operating system

to the fault management system that are used for monitoring a certain fault symptom.

Connection points will be used only for data traffic.

Monitoring:

• Monitoring will be started and stopped on demand.

• Monitoring start/end criteria will be definable (ex; start/stop time, monitoring

duration).
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• Monitoring frequency will be definable.

• For any certain symptom type, historical data will be stored on a rules basis for

a defined amount/period (history cache).

• Symptom types should include the following:

– Those that should be received in a certain time

– Those that should be lower/higher than a certain threshold value

– Those whose data should have a certain value or pattern

– Those that will be sent to detection without any assessment process (ex;

messages covering ultimate fault information like BIT (Built-in test): In

this study the BIT Messages are deemed to be at direct detection level.

However, some other messages that will be deemed at the symptom level,

in general, and of this type sometimes contain upper-level information).

– What to do with the data (send, write down, etc.) may be subject to rule-

based determination.

• What to do with the data (send, write down, etc.) may be subject to rule-based

determination.

The need to start monitoring operations later without any continuous monitoring pro-

cess may arise from the following cases,

• When monitoring negative affects the operational mode (to be started possibly

with the user trigger)

• When monitoring negative affect the performance (to be started with the user

trigger or with the decision given by the diagnosis, depending on the decision

to be given)

• When there is no need to allocate resource for such operation as no continu-

ous need to related information is predicted even if monitoring does not have

any significant negative effect on the operational mode and the performance.

When up-to-dateness of the monitored data is not sufficient for the diagnosis

generation of up-to-date data may be requested regardless of the monitoring

period.
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Sample Scenario 1:

The "I am alive (heartbeat)" message is sent from the monitoring point (through inter-

rupt method). Monitoring monitors the delays of "I am alive" message, and informs

the detection unit of the delays according to the pre-defined rule. The detection units,

decides whether there is a fault or not after assessing the relation between the delays

in the heartbeat message.

Sample Scenario 2:

Monitoring reads out the temperature value from the monitoring point (polling method).

Monitoring, if the temperature value is higher than a predefined value in the rule,

sends a message to the detection. Detection decides whether there is a fault or not

after assessing the temperature value.

3.2.3.2 Detection

Receives and employ data from monitoring as input. This unit decides whether there

is a fault or not after assessing the monitoring data (which may be sent from multiple

monitoring points) according to a rule or set of rules. Such rules may be operated

under a certain scenario. Such scenario should not extend beyond taking decisions on

existence of a fault. However, in some cases detection of a fault may also mean it’s

diagnosis.

The detection unit will be able to store historical fault decisions for a certain num-

ber/time period. User will be able to start another more comprehensive detection

operation in comparison with the continuous detection upon any detection by use of

new monitoring data.

• The predefined set of rules cannot be changed by the user trigger. However,

new rules that do not operate under normal conditions can be run with receipt

of/demand for new data.

• Fault detection demands initialized by the user are expected to be more com-

prehensive and, in some cases, able to influence normal operation.
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• In the comprehensive detection, monitoring of several points that cannot be

continuously monitored due to influences on performance or normal operation

will be enabled.

An asynchronous symptom flow is expected to occur under normal circumstances

between the detection and monitoring. The detection will be able to detect any fault

that occurs as well as that which disappears. It will also record any change in the fault

status.

3.2.3.3 Prediction

The prediction employs monitoring data as its input. The prediction should be able

to access monitoring points and have the feature to automatically activate monitoring

operation. It will also give a decision on fault probability after employing a rule or

set of rules on the monitoring data (current or historical data) The prediction predicts

any probable fault

• by capturing predefined symptom patterns; or

• depending on the operation time.

Detection of any patter will be carried out off-line. The patterns will be sent to the

prediction in the form of a set of rules (ex; if symptoms of type a, b or c occur with

this order then there is a possibility of fault X to occur. Recovery method Y should

be applied).

Appearance of such patterns may be traced by use of two methods:

• When a symptom is received relevant pattern is searched by use of the past

symptoms the Symptom Log.

• When a symptom is received which pattern’s beginning this symptom is (if the

symptom is beginning of a pattern then this pattern is searched among those

which are being traced) or which pattern’s, started to be traced previously, next

step this symptom is should be determined. Runtime may be traced by the

relevant unit or the Prediction. Time-dependent triggering is another option.
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Statistical data may be changed at the runtime (other than the Prediction) and some

time-dependent rules may employ such statistical data in the runtime. Therefore, the

Prediction is able to access to both the prediction rules and the statistical records (fault

prediction will be able to be done through other statistical information such as MTBF

(Mean Time Between Failure)).

3.2.3.4 Diagnosis

Diagnosis will start upon fault decision given by the Detection. A synchronous fault

flow is expected to occur between the Prediction and the Detection when normal con-

ditions prevail. The diagnosis will be able to activate a query to find the source/reason

of a fault. There exist different sequence diagrams for different diagnosis scenarios

that vary according to the result of detection, previous information and reason of ac-

tivation such as user demand.

Statistical Records will not be employed during the Diagnosis stage. User will be able

to initiate the diagnosis. The diagnosis service to be demanded by user is reasonable

only when symptoms other than those that are continuously monitored will be mon-

itored or queried. (The diagnosis may also be triggered by the user input. Diagnosis

will continue after determining appropriate rules from the "Diagnosis Algorithms"

according to the demand type).

The diagnosis will have access to any kind of detection and monitoring history. By

use of such access source of a fault will be determined by getting the advantage of

temporal relation between the faults. It is proposed that the Diagnosis triggered by

Detection will carry on working when it completes its operation while the Diagnosis

triggered by user will suspend when its operation ends. However, because of the

complexity of the rules in some cases, the Diagnosis triggered by user firstly receives

the rules necessary for diagnosis (such rules also include necessary Detection data

which is not available at that time) then collects data in accordance with those rules,

and finally gives a decision. In the most general case the diagnosis will be triggered

by a fault or user, necessary rules will be received and necessary respond will be

given in accordance with those rules (such as generating ping message), and finally

diagnosis result will be generated by making queries. The diagnosis will not be able
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to directly initiate monitoring but demand information on fault from the Detection.

The diagnosis will have direct access to the Symptom logs. Alternatively, monitor-

ing data which does not indicate existence of any fault practically but which has a

probability to be employed in diagnosis may be stored after passing it through the

detection. However, since this alternative would cause performance (processor and

storage) problems it was decided to enable the diagnosis to examine such monitoring

data only in case of need. This access may be removed in the future if it is decided

that the need of the diagnosis to use symptom logs disappeared.

When operating diagnosis rules units which were already labelled as failed or other

isolated units should be taken into consideration. If there exist any communication

with faulty or isolated unit within the rules then generation of incorrect results by the

rules should be prevented. If possible, alternative rules should be employed in order

to generate the most appropriate results with existing information.

Example-1:

User may initiate a diagnosis demand throughout the system before starting a mission.

With the user triggering the diagnosis, the Diagnosis will determine what data it needs

and in what order by use of "Diagnosis Algorithms" and then send a demand for

queries/activation to be started which are necessary to receive such needed data.

Example-2:

The Diagnosis which receives a fault that communication is interrupted through the

detection will determine what data it needs and in what order by use of "Diagnosis

Algorithms" and then send a demand for queries/activation to be started which are

necessary to receive such needed data in order to find the reason of fault.

3.2.3.5 Recovery

Recovery will be activated by the results of the Diagnosis or the Prediction. Appro-

priate Recovery Rules will be obtained by use of information on the fault or potential

fault received from the Diagnosis or the Prediction. Following methods may be em-

ployed provided that such Recovery rules are respected:
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• Use of isolation, when necessary.

• Establishing checkpoints

– In order to start from the latest state in case of restart

– In order to start from the latest state in case of activation of redundant unit

• Restart in the absence of any redundant unit

– Restart of hardware

– Restart of software (task, process)

– Cold (without saving the state) or warm (by saving the state) restart

• In case of any redundant unit activation of the redundant unit as the active unit

– Activation at redundancy state 2N, N+1, N+M

– Cold, warm, hot restart

The Recovery will understand whether its operation is successful or failed with the

information sent by the Diagnosis while the Diagnosis will update its decision by

considering the information sent by the Detection or that requested from the Detec-

tion (example: x unit failed/not failed). The Recovery, if the targeted fault did not

disappear after a recovery operation, may repeat the same operation (Example: re-

reset the relevant unit) or initiate a more comprehensive recovery process (Example:

reset of the entire unit after it is detected that the operation conducted on the task

failed during the previous recovery process is unsuccessful) or carry out no operation

in order to recover such fault even if the fault did not disappear by deciding that the

recovery process failed. When the Recovery receives an information that the fault is

removed after a recovery operation then Recovery may, by informing the isolation of

the same, request removal of the isolation which is previously activated. Cases that

require repair, together with their time, which will be used by the Prediction in the

future are recorded on the Statistical records by the Recovery.
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3.2.3.6 Isolation

Isolation aims to protect the remaining portion of the system from effects resulting

from any fault.

• Isolation may be divided into two groups: Physical isolation

– Example: Dismantling the hardware from the system

• Logical isolation

– Data isolation

∗ Example: Using different RTPs (real time processes)

– Fencing

– Example: Deactivating input and output by use of the unit to be isolated

– Example: Blocking notification by removing the failed node in the net-

work from the routing table

3.2.3.7 State Backup

This is designed for preparation to states where state loading function to be used

during restart should be used. The checkpoint capability requires storage of the state

periodically of under certain circumstances. State back-up scenario carries out such

state storage procedure.

3.2.3.8 Reporting

Reporting activities are those included to send the results of several processes such

as recovery and diagnosis to user (operator). This can be done by displaying various

visual/sound messages on screen or just recording it on a log.
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3.2.3.9 Repair

Repair means removal of a fault that results in failure; include debugging and re-

compilation of the software. When a unit is re-included in the system after repair the

"time spend for repair" which will be used for prediction is recorded on the Statistical

records by the Repair. The Repair, indeed, is an off-line process and function relating

to repair is not given in this report in details. The Fault Management does not have

any task relating to repair other than recording the repair start time and the repair end

time.

3.2.3.10 Notification

Notification does not correspond to a different use case, and is included to enable the

afore-said communication in different use cases. It is aimed to create the notification

as a separate unit and thus to isolate communication method from the units between

which communication is provided. Such units will be connected to each other through

the Notification under normal circumstances. Appropriate communication type (such

as function call, message queue, socket, CORBA, DDS) will be provided by properly

structuring the Notification. In some special cases direct function call between units

may be available due to need to fast communication.

3.3 Reference Architecture

In this section concepts relating to the reference architecture study and infrastruc-

ture elements such as layers are described. Architectural views and information on

application-oriented models and adaptation discussed in the latter sections are also

included in this section.

3.3.1 Conceptual units of the architecture and their relations

This section describes mainly the logical view (according to Krutchen) or the de-

sign view (according to UML). Conceptual architecture units and relations between
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them are given. Some of the units mentioned here may be used as components of the

fault management infrastructure in the future while in some cases they correspond to

several concepts that may provide different application options. For instance, a com-

munication point (conceptual unit) may, after a variation resulting due to application-

specific requirements, become:

• a layer interface function (API);

• a piece of code that must be embedded into an application software; or

• a ready-to-use and autonomous component which operates like an agent.

The architectural units which are closer to application are described in the section

that refers to the Implementation view. The conceptual units cannot be implemented

directly. However, such concepts, in general, are implemented by their architectural

components that appear as their sub-units. In Figure 3.3 main conceptual units of the

fault management architecture and relations between them are provided. Then related

class diagrams can be driven for details.

Figure 3.3: Conceptual Units

The core of the architectural concepts is composed of the monitoring, decision and in-

tervention units; among which decision is the central unit. In case of user interactive

routing such routing will be started at this point. Symptoms to be monitored is col-

lected by the decision unit; routed, when necessary, by requests; comments are made,
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intervention unit is asked to respond after potential (estimated) or absolute faults. The

intervention unit has key functions such as fault prediction, detection and diagnosis

of the detected fault. Recovery operations that may be conducted on-line are the most

important interventions. Faults that cannot be recovered on-line will be directed to

repair functions which are fulfilled off-line.

The function within the conceptual structure which are the loosest relate to the repair

and a little bit reporting activities. During the repair, communication relating to outer

world concerning the starting and ending of such activity is targeted. Reporting will

include brief information to be sent to the user by various units. Such operations are

those which may be considered as less related to real-time and critical nature of the

application; and are not elaborated much in the figure. For example, only connectiv-

ity of the reporting concept with other functions which may be easily predicted are

shown. On the other hand, the unit which will exhibit the highest formal connectivity

to other units at the application level is the messaging unit although it is not so impor-

tant at the conceptual level. However, this connectivity, when considered in terms of

"generality: means availability to be adapted for various project requirements" which

is one of the most important criteria in this project, may be obtained through con-

nection protocols at different levels. In other words, a strictly coded structure is not

imposed or enforced.

In the following sections details of the main concepts are described in details.

3.3.1.1 Monitoring Concept

The monitoring corresponds to testing various parameters within the operating system

or application with a certain procedure. The message "I am alive" are also included

in this function. Information about parameters to be monitored and related methods

will be provided in the system installation. In addition, a more detailed or customized

monitoring methods will be able to be triggered in case of any challenging fault diag-

nosis operation.

Monitoring methods will be in communication with the point to be monitored; which

points will be defined in the application software or in the operating system. Avail-
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ability of selection between synchronous and asynchronous protocols would be use-

ful for such communication that facilitates messages. Such selection between syn-

chronous and asynchronous protocols may require not doing anything when waiting

for the respond after making a request at the level of fault management application

and storage of messages that cannot be received immediately within the message lay-

ers (such as mail box).

3.3.1.2 Decision Concept

Core features of the fault management applications relating to control are gathered in

the decision unit. The units that correspond to the upper layer in a layered structure

are those which relate to the decision concept.

Diagnosis is dependent of decision to be given by the detection. Under normal oper-

ation Detection is responsible for generating a decision on whether a fault does exist

or not after assessing the monitoring messages. The Prediction concept undertakes a

responsibility which correspond all operations to be carried out in some way by the

detection and the diagnosis. However, the Prediction is responsible for faults have

not happened yet. On the other hand, the Detection and Diagnosis conduct necessary

operations after an actual fault.

3.3.1.3 Intervention Concept

After diagnosing or predicting a fault it comes to an effective function if it is possible

to eliminate the fault on-line "recovery" functions will be employed and the system

will be forced to carry on its normal operation. In practice such recovery operation

will need to several operations such as getting a redundant unit into use, restart of

failed unit or maybe isolation of the failed unit that may be necessary for such opera-

tions. If on-line recovery is not able to fix the problem that it will be necessary to take

the relevant unit off-line and to repair it. As there is no important operation relating

to the repair it is not accompanied by a dedicated drawing.

Complex operations relating to the intervention are, for example, loading case in-
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formation which was backed up previously before restarting the failed unit and in

addition testing the same information before re-activating a unit which was deemed

to be fixed after a critical case.

3.3.1.4 Reporting and Messaging

The Reporting and Messaging concepts correspond to operations which are needed

by many other concepts. The reporting concept does not have many features that is

necessary to discussed in details. Information about control-related units and when

necessary monitoring and intervention units should be displayed in a format compat-

ible with the pre-designed reporting format. Such information may be compiled by

use of information reports relating to actual faults or collection of historical informa-

tion according to certain criteria. Information storages from logs which are deemed

necessary to exist within relevant units may support the report creating studies.

The messaging concept is an expression of the feature of various units of a system to

find each other and send messages according to different timing requests, and which

is provided through middleware layers today. Such messages may include informa-

tion or control commands. After definitions relating to conceptual definitions that

correspond to the "design view" from among the views within the UML-based ar-

chitecture several modelling will be provided for implementing such concepts with

their different architectural units. Architectural units, components that compose the

implementation view, class type architectural elements and those deployment layers

will be provided.

3.3.2 Architectural Layers

The aim of the project is to provide fault management capability for embedded soft-

ware, in general. In order to provide a fault management environment that is suitable

for applications to be developed it should be noted that basically three software types

will operate at the same time. The given three software types are:

1. Fault Management software;
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2. Operating System; and

3. Application software.

Moreover, an additional middleware layer may be considered in order to provide sup-

port in messaging, for example. In some cases it may be necessary to implement such

middleware layer as a component of the Fault Management. The communication

layer will be used in general; together with the application software is also necessary

for internal communication of the fault management. Figure 3.4 shows the related

layer structure.

Figure 3.4: Fault management software layers

As seen in Figure 3.4 the Fault Management is composed of Management, Contact

and Implementation layers; and the Message Intermediary Layer which will enable

integration of and connection with the mentioned layers and the Application Software

and the Operating System. The Management layer is composed of Detection, Diag-

nosis and Prediction components; and detailed information on these components are

given in Section 3.4.1.2, 3.4.1.1, and 3.4.1.3, respectively. The Contact layer is com-

posed of Monitoring and Recovery components and will be in closed contact with the

application software and the operating system. Detailed information on these com-

ponents are given in Sections 3.4.1.7 and 3.4.1.4 respectively. The Contact layer, as

the name implies, is divided into sub-units relating to functions that require contact
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with the implementation and operating system for receipt of monitoring information

as well as for responds to be given, and that are closer to implementation. The man-

agement concept is the layer where units that are rather related to management exist

and that is not in direct contact with the implementation layer.

3.3.2.1 Fault Management Hierarchy

When it is considered that more than one fault management units operate at the same

the need to a hierarchical decision mechanism becomes apparent. Therefore, a sub-

fault management system should be connected to the upper one at detection level.

In other words, a decision given by a sub-level fault management system should be

delivered to the Detection component of the upper-level one, regardless of content of

the decision. Within the frame of this general understanding a BIT is also considered

a fault management system. The systems to send messages such as BIT will also

be considered a lower-level fault management system and prevailing method will be

employed. Some information that is about fault diagnosis at its own level may be

considered as a component fault for "system of systems" at the upper level; and may

need to be assessed together with potential faults and conditions of other components

at the same level. BIT information, despite the possibility of corresponding to Fault

Management messages, will be directed to the system as only detection information

and, when necessary, message delivery from the first connection point to other units

(Diagnosis, Recovery units) will be made. Messages are developed after tests which

may, sometimes, be conducted continuously; and some of them contain a set of in-

formation. Such information which will be developed as test results may address a

fault or normal operation. Basically such information are also considered a symptom

in terms of Fault Management. However, there may exists which are more compre-

hensive or which are considered a fault message. The BIT data obtained from the

detection level and which indicate a fault should be sent to the diagnosis unit. The

diagnosis may need to examine other symptoms in addition to the sent one. Such

additional symptoms may be requested from other units in order to examine proba-

bilities like fault induction.

Information received which does not address any fault is an symptom for the Fault
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Management. However, such information will not be those which are continuously

monitored by the Fault Management. Therefore, it is not necessary to direct them

back to the monitoring level after being received at the detection point. Many of

them may be ignored. How to use which BIT information and also whether to ignore

such information or not should be application-based programmable through a devel-

opment point feature of the Fault Management. At such information input points

programmable connection points may be developed which has the feature to scan

incoming messages (parser) and which enables recognition of formats of incoming

message packages and loading of information on how to manage the incoming mes-

sages within the Fault Management system.

3.3.2.2 Message Middleware

Message middleware have wide range of use. Such layers, being considered a sys-

tem software, arise as structures in which complex software systems are increasingly

used. They are facilitated as a natural extension of and even services included in

the operating system. Complex software systems, as units having contact with each

other, find their place in an architecture and use the given defined common services

system for communicational purposes. The message middleware undertakes several

services such as connection types to be required by different messaging protocols

and buffering; and isolates the application from such challenges. This layer should

have an overall structure that covers necessary communication methods. In other

words, application developer should not engage in technical details of lower-level

communication. Such work should be transferred completely to the message layer.

Applications examined show that communication traffic, particularly, in embedded

systems is composed of messages with very short periods. General information on

the communication intermediary layers are given in Annex A.

Practical Use of Intermediary Layers, in general, synchronous communication is

enabled by use of RPC-type infrastructures. On the other hand, asynchronous com-

munication is enabled by use of MOM (Message Oriented Protocol). However, it is

absolutely possible to develop a MOM-based synchronous communication. In case

of need to very immediate intervention the most appropriate technique is the RPC.
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MOM is the best option for asynchronous and decoupled communications. However,

today many applications require very diverse messaging methods. For instance a typ-

ical company may wish to have both synchronous and asynchronous communication

methods to be supported by their system. For this in addition to simple one- way

FTP protocol, more complex middleware such as MOM or RPC may be used. For

example pipelining-RPC supports standard synchronous RPC protocol in addition to

asynchronous communication protocol.

A middleware which supports the fault management for embedded systems may vary

according to application-related needs but it would be useful to employ a featured

layer such as a message-oriented or object-based layer which would provide the op-

tion to call for functions between closer units; so that different messaging features and

resistance to fault are provided. Fault management and application software do not

show a close connectivity to the middleware but calling points of messages to be sent

at the interface should be structured according to the middleware. Such method will

provide units such as Detection and Monitoring with communication feature through

a messaging middleware or through direct communication.

Middleware Interfaces should be defined at the communication points of the units in

order to enable not only the use of different middleware, and use of function call ap-

proach when necessary but also improvement of isolation between the units within ar-

chitecture. If the interfaces are structured to be two-stage such different use becomes

available without any need to change the internal structure of the unit including its

own interface (first stage interface). At each stage, requests that may be received by

the unit (standard interface concept includes such definitions) and other requests to be

made by that unit from other units should be defined. With a simplified example, the

Detection unit in its interface should indicate that it will request monitoring informa-

tion from the Monitoring unit and also detection information may be requested from

it. Under normal circumstances, the information to be requested by the Diagnosis

unit from the Detection unit is defined as an (commonly known) interface element

as a method of Diagnosis. In addition, we should also know needs of the Detection

to other units in order to operate properly and what it will request from who. Instead

of such interface structures, called as adaptor or proxy, in the second stage a single

stage interface structure may also be used. In this case, however, the units should
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have different interfaces whose technology and connections are previously estimated,

and during the application those selected from among the considered items should be

used.

3.3.3 Class Diagrams

Classes are the fundamental elements of architecture. They model data-oriented struc-

tural units necessary to implement concepts. When sufficient details are provided

they also define units relating to the code to be implemented. In this section different

classes which compose the design are grouped in different class diagrams. On the

other hand, class relations are not given. The relations which arise in the form of a

data flow-based connectivity are already modelled within the components which in-

clude those classes. The classes which form the Fault Management system are shown

in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Classes relating to management

3.4 Components within the Architecture

In this section, structural components that exist within the architecture are described.

Firstly, fundamental units which will undertake operations to arise from requirements

(Functions of Fault Management System) are discussed. The structural units are:
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• Main units which undertake control of monitoring, detection and diagnosis op-

erations;

• Auxiliary units which will provide the above-given units with support; and

• Auxiliary units which will provide connection with other layers.

In this section, building stones of the reference architecture are provided together with

their upper-level components that compose them.

3.4.1 Essential components and their distribution

Distribution of Fault Management units in the form of a three-layer structure was

presented above. Units at these layers may either share the same processing hard-

ware and thus the same network node or vary according to the network nodes among

which they are distributed. Monitoring points would be the most distributed units

when located in a more distributed application structure. A symptom monitoring unit

should exist at each node having a monitoring point. A symptom monitoring unit will

be able to monitor more than one monitoring points. Due to increasing distributed-

ness requirements recovery points may be increased in number and distributed among

different nodes like the symptom monitoring unit. In the most distributed cases, in

addition to distributed detection units diagnosis units (and similarly prediction units)

may also be distributed such that they form a hierarchical structure. Existence of a

single diagnosis point would facilitate understanding the architecture when it is pre-

dicted that it would be valid for many systems.

A relatively more delicate distributedness example starts from lower levels is pro-

vided. Here only monitoring points and symptom monitoring units that check the

monitoring points are deployed by being repeated at distributed nodes. The next con-

cept which will run in connection with the application like the monitoring is related to

the recovery. When the symptom monitoring unit and the monitoring point duo is

taken into consideration it can be said that they correspond to the recover and restart

duo. In this sense, a similar distribution structure arises for the recovery-related oper-

ations.
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Figure 3.6: Component model for architectural implementation units

For example, recovery requests coming from the Diagnosis unit are routed to the

central recovery management unit. The central recovery unit, after assessing the re-

ceived recovery information, sends it to relevant Recovery Point which is already

distributed and coordinates the recovery process carried out among these distributed

recovery points. In this case (distributed architecture), each recovery unit should have

different rules algorithms. After necessary discussions it was decided to use a Cen-

tral Recovery Unit that will provide the coordination among the distributed recovery

points. Fault management functions are mainly deployed at the Fault Management

layer which is modelled with the Fault Management Central Node. The components

mentioned here are isolated on the basis of essential system functions; and the compo-

nents included the given essential functions and other units relating to their auxiliary

concepts.

In the remaining part of this section internal structures of the components in the im-

plementation view described in details.

3.4.1.1 Diagnosis Component

This component is the one that is over the control structure. It has an essential role in

interaction with the user. A rule-based algorithm runs for the fault that is detected and

if necessary request for a more comprehensive detection may be made; which may

result in different monitoring activities. It was previously stated that the components
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include units that correspond to the fundamental units and auxiliary units. After di-

agnosis either recovery or repair operation is called. Decisions given relating to the

diagnosis are recorded in a log.

3.4.1.2 Detection Component

Detection operations, like those for diagnosis, needs to be coded as rule based. These

rules will be employed to enable assessment of the incoming monitoring messages.

Decisions given relating to the detection are recorded in a log.

3.4.1.3 Prediction Component

Prediction component is the last one among the components which form the decision-

making procedure. It is designed to provide a chance to intervene before any fault

occurs. Since it will be activated before any detected fault it has direct access to

monitoring messages. It receives information on how to assess such messages from

its own set of rules. Decisions given are recorded in a log.

3.4.1.4 Recovery Component

This component also needs a set of rules since it operates on the rule based. Similarly

decisions given by this component should be recorded in a log.

3.4.1.5 Isolation Component

This component also needs a set of rules since it operates on the rule base. Similarly

decisions given by this component should be recorded in a log. Isolation operations

will be routed by the recovery management unit that is a central component.
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3.4.1.6 Restart Component

This component also needs a set of rules since it operates on the rule based. Similarly

decisions given by this component should be recorded in a log.

The state loading operation given here, in some cases, requires a distributed mech-

anism. Information on state may be reloaded from a local storage, another similar

(redundant) application unit or a central storage depending on the location of the

state storage. It is thought that this unit being distributed but concentrated near the

application (instead of loading from just one local storage) is acceptable to mitigate

the communication traffic in case of large state re-loads.

3.4.1.7 Monitoring Component

The monitoring unit is also a unit that may be deployed at the application layer and

that may be used after being multiplexed more than once. Each symptom monitoring

unit will be able to command more than one monitoring point.

3.4.1.8 Monitoring Point Component

This component will be embedded into the application software or the operating sys-

tem and, nonetheless, will be considered as a part of the fault management system.

Saying nothing of intervention to the operating system, it may not be possible, in

some cases, to embed an absolutely defined code part even in the application soft-

ware. This component, if possible, may be carried out as a component and in other

cases as any method that is able to provide the fault management with communication

opportunity (for instance, a function call that will be kept open to communication by

the operating system). This component, for its overall functions, will be connected to

the communication middleware through an interface. Although such existence of an

interface is available for many other components this interface undertakes relatively

major function of the monitoring point.

This unit is a unit that will have direct access to the application software and the oper-

ating system and located by embedding it into these systems. When this component
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will be located in the operating system, in general, it should be deemed only as a

logical expression: in such cases, there may not be any operation other than calling a

defined function or any unit that will be shown. In other words, the monitoring point

may be composed of just this function. If the unit which requests a service from the

monitoring point through an asynchronous way then the unit should know what to do

with response which may be delivered later at any time. Therefore, if this kind of

communication will be used it should not be expected such issues to be resolved at

the message layer level. Such requests should be made deliberately in a synchronous

or asynchronous way. For synchronous requests no other operation would be carried

out until the relevant response is received and the requester should wait. In general,

asynchronous communication means that the unit which sends a message is able to

carry out other operations without any need to wait for the relevant response; and it is

agreed that the result will be delivered as a return parameter or with another message

after a finite time. For a synchronous message the request sender waits for the re-

sponse and cannot carry out any other operation until the waited response is received.

However, both options have simplified modes. If the asynchronous message will not

wait for its response then it becomes a simpler mechanism in comparison with the

synchronous message. For the synchronous message the sender party should wait

for at least the verification of message communication. On the other hand, for the

synchronous message if the risk to lose the message then it becomes a simpler mech-

anism: no check will be made. In addition poll/interrupt modes should be defined

depending on whether the "symptom monitoring" unit which is a more central unit

requests for delivery of the monitoring data or whether the "monitoring point" which

is a more distant point in comparison with the symptom monitoring attempt to send.

When a typical scenario is assumed if a terminal which will periodically send data

is able to send its data without central approval then this is called "interrupt mode.

"poll" means sending the data as a respond to a question after a request.

Methods that should be at a monitoring point and a more central unit that will com-

municate with such point should have such expectations. For instance, in case of poll

method a central unit (typically a "symptom monitoring" unit) will be activated by

methods of the monitoring point such as "get symptom". Otherwise, in case of inter-

rupt model since the monitoring point tries to send its information it needs methods
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whose name is similar to the "set symptom" definition in the symptom monitoring

unit. In short, for the poll method there is need to the "get symptom" method at the

end point and for the interrupt method there is a need to the "set symptom" method at

the central point. This communication type addresses the features that may be used

in the entire Fault Management approach and thus to the communication approaches.

3.4.2 Pattern in Component Structure

In many components described in the previous section a significant common point

can be seen. It will be useful to consider this structure as a "design pattern". This

structure which is repeated in many components is composed of a set of rules, a log

and a control class. Moreover, interaction among these three classes exhibits several

similarities which can also be found in the relational connections in these diagrams.

We can call this pattern "rule-based control". Structural model of the Rule-based

control pattern is given in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Rule-based control pattern

This design pattern models an appropriate conception in order to form a flexible

structure aiming at availability in terms of various applications. The rules, here,

enables expression of application-specific variability configurations. Application-

specific adaptation-related information all along the entire mechanism such as how

to monitor a certain symptom, how to conduct a detection may be entered into the

rules without any need to programming, by use of commonly used terminology of

the application site and the interface. The system should be able to reload these rules

at their latest version in start. All components which were mentioned within the im-

plementation view in the previous section may be designed according to this pattern.

Already, identical similarity of the control component that correspond to the topmost
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layer is obvious. However, the middleware interfaces also exist even if these are not

displayed at these components. In addition, the symptom monitoring and recovery

components may also be designed according to such rule-based control pattern. Even

the monitoring points and the user units which are the nearest to end points may be

modelled in this manner. However, it may be possible to solve the rule basis issue

more easily at the application stage in terms of efficiency at the monitoring points.

3.4.3 Interfaces of Components

In this section interfaces of the defined components are described in terms of services

to be provided and received by them and by showing with which other components

this service trade will be made. It should be noted that these interfaces may be sup-

ported with various communication methods and may be realized by using various

communication middleware or through direct function calls. Published and required

sections of interfaces exist.

3.5 Studies towards Implementation

The reference architecture given in this report will be adapted to software to be used

for fault management after being elaborated. Such adaptation will be carried out

by giving emphasis on determination of set of rules on which the component will

be based. These rules will provide identification of the units and information on

how to provided fault management services according to these units for instance, at

the symptom monitoring level, the rules will provide information relating to how

to monitor a monitoring point, identification, location of that point, which method

(central management [poll] or end management [interrupt] methods) will be used, and

whether the messages will be synchronous or not. In addition, between what threshold

values a symptom found in a given point will be filtrated will also be determined by

use of such rules.

To give example on the recovery-related rules, what kind of backups a unit will have,

at which frequency and where a state will be necessary to be backed up (checkpoint)

can be given. Rules relating to how to assess symptoms from a unit according to
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the relevant unit and how to assess information within the symptom message will be

used in determining the detection and diagnosis algorithms. In case of support by a

Feature Model what error management features are expected from the Feature Model

may be defined. Such features may also be repeated for other units. After provid-

ing such information it will be possible for the reference architecture to become an

application-specific absolute architecture. Components of this reference architecture

may be coded (by versioning for different platforms) in the future so that it will cover

options at the variability points to be determined by use of a feature model that will be

extended. When the features are selected, the resulting fault management infrastruc-

ture will be formed as a ready-to-run sub-system. In this section several techniques

relating to customization of the Reference Architecture are provided.

3.5.1 Structuring with Design Patterns

The pattern consistently resulting in the Reference architecture showed that the de-

fined components may be considered as a "Rule-based Control Pattern". In addition,

considering different details of the process it can be seen that it is able to employ

common patterns defined in the literature. For instance, for the state backups, a de-

velopment which is appropriate for the "memento" and "state" design patterns may be

provided. For the communication-related needs the "proxy" pattern may also be taken

into consideration. For the communication points of distributed components which

have to use different platforms, the "adaptor" pattern that will provide compatibility

with the interface may be useful. .

3.6 Use of the Reference Architecture

As is seen particularly in the deployment diagrams several options such as existence

of multiple copies of some of the components, and various distributions of these

copies will be available. The structure of the application, fault management features

which are selected according to such structure and locations of the necessary com-

ponents will enable transition from the reference architecture to the desired system

architecture. The architecture should be converted into fault management software
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customized for the application by addition of necessary details. It would be useful to

be aware of the architectural structure of the application initially. Determination of

different fault management requirements of the application components, having de-

cision on different techniques on how to fulfil such requirements and then structuring

fault management architecture compatible with the application architecture would be

reasonable way to use. It would be useful to establish a feature model that will en-

able selection of different fault management features for an efficient use. A feature

model was developed also in the report. However, this model was used to determined

fault management requirements at the initial stage. A feature model adaptation for

the product line conception may be very useful. In addition, various versions of the

architecture according to different applications of its components, which are stored in

a library as coded components it would be enabled to find fault management software

from that library as new applications are developed. During each improvement spe-

cific needs should be met and it should be taken into consideration to improve such

units in a way that enables improvement of such units to be components targeted to

re-use. Such an effort may not be shown several projects if the project deadline is so

strictly defined. However, such effort should be shown as much as possible. Upon

completion of a project such units which are just completed should be reviewed and

detailed. The points that should be taken into consideration in the course of devel-

opment of a component are version options or adaptation features of the component

in terms of different requirements, different communication protocols, different rates

and platforms. For cases with limited performance constraints more general adapt-

able components may be developed. In other cases a separate version for each case

may be obtained maybe by performing the adaptation in the pre-compilation environ-

ment. The rule-based approach would be significantly important for, particularly, the

units which are at the management level. Functions of the components will be mainly

defined by the rules. One of the most important steps towards making the architecture

applicable is designing and then testing the rules.

3.6.1 An example to Rule-based Process

Sets of rules are the principal element that will show the way in which many unit

will operate. To give an example, the following scenario which covers the event
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chain symptom-prediction-recovery is given. In this example the rules relating to

prediction or fault detection to be carried out after the warning message activating at

the symptom level are provided. First of all, characteristics of the symptom message

arising at the monitoring point should be assessed:

• Symptom Point: CPU monitor at the operating system (temperature, voltage,

frequency, load)

• Symptom Type: Temperature increase

• Reason of Warning: Violation of default threshold value

A message relating to the processor temperature is received by the Symptom moni-

toring unit from the monitoring point. The rules defined in this unit indicate which

temperature values should require a message that should be transmitted. Table 3.1

gives the rule on generation of message for the processor temperature.

Table 3.1: Rule on generation of message for the processor temperature in the Moni-
toring unit

Type of Symptom Condition to generate message Message to be sent Receiver
Processor temperature Processor temperature >62 Processor hot (63) Prediction

Processor temperature Processor temperature >90 Processor hot (96) Detection

The monitoring point detects the temperature rise in the CPU and sends such infor-

mation to the Central Symptom Monitoring unit. Alternatively, information sent from

the Symptom monitoring point is assessed by the Monitoring Unit and then sent to

the relevant unit (Prediction or Detection) after being filtered. This information re-

ceived by the Prediction Unit as a warning is compared with the table of rules. In our

example, the Prediction unit firstly checks if the CPU_FAN is on or not. If the FAN is

not operating the Prediction unit sends a potential fault decision to the Recovery unit

together with a unit number. If the CPU_FAN is operating then its revolution speed

is examined. If that speed lower than that specified in the table of rules then the same

potential fault decision is sent to the Recovery unit. In both cases the Recovery unit

shuts the system down and sends a warning to replacement of the FAN to all units.

Table 3.2 provides the rules to be applied within the prediction unit when the said

warning message on the processor temperature is received by the prediction unit.
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Table 3.2: Rules to be applied for the prediction unit for processor temperature warn-
ing

Rule
No

Request Condition Operation NextRule /Exit

1 Fan operation no
Recovery
request

2

2
Fan speed

measurement
F.S.<threshold value

Recovery
request

3

3 Processor voltage Vcpu >thresholdVcpu
Recovery
request

4

4 Time frequency Fcpuclk >Fmax
Recovery
request

5

5 Processor load Lcpu >thresholdLcpu
Recovery
request

6

6 Warning message! Exit

If the FAN is operating the rule number 3 in the table of rules relating to the relevant

unit (CPU) is applied. This rule refers to whether there is an increase in the CPU volt-

age. If the CPU voltage value has increased then the Recovery unit is informed of the

same; the Recovery unit decreases that value and then re-checks the CPU tempera-

ture. If the temperature is lower than the threshold value then it sends this information

to the relevant units. The units to be informed in this case are the unit which requests

for a recovery operation and other recovery units. In addition, the same information

may be sent to the user as a Reporting process.

If both the CPU Fan’s speed and its voltage value are within the acceptable range

then the Prediction Unit applies the rule number 4. According to this rule CPU fre-

quency is checked. If the CPU frequency value has increased the Recovery unit is

informed of the same. The Recovery unit decreases the value and then re-checks the

CPU temperature. If the temperature is lower than the threshold value then it sends

this information to the relevant units. The 5th and the last rule refers to the load

on the CPU. Load distributions of the processes that use the CPU are assessed and

the number of the process which cause the extreme load on the CPU is sent to the

Recovery Unit (the rule may not let process use the CPU more than a pre-defined

extend). The Recovery unit kills the relevant process and all other processes that the

original processes is linked with; and then re-checks the CPU temperature. If the
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temperature is lower than the threshold value then it send this information to the rel-

evant units. A rule-based operation may be even more complex. While establishing

such sub-mechanisms structures that enable perfect programming, and that are easy

to learn how to use it, do not include complex implementations and that may operate

faster may be designed. For instance, interference through parsing of rules may be

conducted at the installation stage so that a run time environment may be developed

which will not spend time for that process in the course of the run. In addition, design-

ing displaying structures that makes perfect rule entry easier would prevent arbitrary

rule entries.

3.7 Options for the Preliminary Design Stage

During the preliminary phases of the study several assessments were made on the ba-

sic architectural styles. Some of these first trends were eliminated in order to provide

a more general infrastructure without being influenced by a certain pilot application

trend.

3.7.1 Black Board Architecture

A black board-based architecture was assessed. While discussing this approach the

facts that different information from different points will be received and that differ-

ent units may draw different conclusions from the given information depending on

the application criteria were taken into consideration. However, it was concluded that

a more structured and strictly defined decision-making process would be more effi-

cient when in particular the limitations were taken into consideration. The fact that

the expectations from fault management are structurally obvious eliminated the need

to connive at the inefficiency source such as collection of communication and local

decision-making features at a certain point. The points at which various information

will be gathered and assessed are more or less defined in this study like other fault

management approaches. With the reasons stated above it was concluded not use

employ the black board architecture.
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3.7.2 Layered Architecture

Another preliminary assessment was conducted on the layered structure. Layered

structures cause inefficiency although they are easily understandable and provide a

traceable structure. However, it was concluded that there will not be a heavily layered

mechanism required in the latter phases of the study and slightly layered mechanisms

are preferable for studies of this kind. In addition, it was also considered that such

layered structure naturally support a hierarchical deployment: In this study, there is a

necessity to repeat the elements which are closer to the application at different points

in a distributed environment. Therefore, it was agreed to employ a light and flexible

layered structure which included a limited hierarchical structure and only two layers.

3.7.3 Control Flow

For the study on the architectural needs the communication with the existing systems

to be provided was determined as the starting point of the study. Consequently, a way

starting from the lower level concepts such as symptom monitoring up to the upper

level checkpoints was selected; which means from bottom-up structuring approach

was adopted. As a result of this approach the user requests are able to initiate specific

monitoring operation at the lower layers. During latter assessments it was concluded

that the user interaction should be limited to the upper level control units; which also

conceptually reasonable. Therefore, it was concluded that the operator interventions

as well as the upper level control units (units undertaking the diagnosis and prediction

tasks) should have limited interaction to the topmost relevant level without ignoring

any level.

For instance, if a fault has occurred and it has not been diagnosed by the system then

additional checks may be required by the operator. In this case, instead of the operator

initiating specific monitoring operations by getting in touch with the symptom mon-

itoring or with the detection functions which are a layer above the monitoring initial

determination of actions to be activated and initiating them from the topmost layer,

which is the diagnosis-related unit, was found more reasonable. Necessary routines

will be formulated at its own base of rules that correspond to level of each unit.
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3.7.4 Built-in Test (BIT)

It was found necessary to assess a feature which already exists and relates to the fault

management such as the Built-in Test (BIT). After BIT operations several messages

covering comprehensive information will be generated. Such messages may be as-

sessed at a lower level since these messages will be received by the fault management

from outside. However, messages from a lower level, as included in the architec-

ture, correspond to more unprocessed symptom information while the BIT messages

may possible include information relating to operations such as diagnosis which is

at the topmost level. Delivery of these messages to the relevant operations was also

assessed. In other words, ıt was planned to transfer the information being transmitted

directly to the detection or diagnosis operations at the relevant level instead of engag-

ing the capacity of the system at the symptom messages level. Then these opinions

were abstracted and concluded that the BIT information is at the most appropriate

level in terms of the detection level and thus such information should be sent to the

detection level. In addition, understanding where the incoming information should be

delivered is another operation that should be settled at the first contact point. The BIT

signals which will pass through a couple of points without causing a heavy message

traffic will be able to reach the Diagnosis operation.

3.7.5 Managing Message

Features that may provide a message receiving unit that can be defined without any

coding effort through an "expansion point" regarding how to send such comprehen-

sive input info to which appropriate point of the fault management system may be

developed later. As a result, the signal flow was structured to be from bottom-up

and the control flow from top-down. Another point similar to the control flow is the

type of information to flow. Firstly in was thought that the raw information from the

monitoring points would flow continuously but then it was decided to inform only

the changes. Although a continuous raw information flow means simplicity trans-

ferring only the changes would not cause a significant complexity; however, it will

provide a chance to eliminate major portion of the network traffic. According to this

opinion, for instance, even if there is a continuous information flow to the symptom
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monitoring unit such information will be sent to the detection unit only when this

information points out any fault and constitute a set of information that is not known

previously. Similarly, even if information that may correspond to fault continuously

comes, another message will not be sent to the detection after the problematic infor-

mation initially monitored but when the incoming information starts pointing out that

the relevant fault disappeared then necessary information will be given to the upper

level units. This approach has been footed on two basic reasons:

1. Reduction of message traffic; and

2. Reduction of operation intensity.

Although the operation seems to the same in general it would be reasonable to reduce

such intensity on the upper points (for example, over the monitoring point several

other points may exist such as the symptom monitoring, detection and diagnosis,

respectively) which will have to process many other information. It would be useful

to employ such filtration actions closer to the relevant source, as much as possible:

operation intensity on this point as less and more accurate and efficient filtration may

be conducted at the point the filtration is fully engaged.

3.7.6 Intelligence at Monitoring Point

The monitoring points are first contact points of the data to be delivered to the fault

management through the application software. The monitoring point, in order to re-

ceive this information, have to get in touch with the application. At this point the

information is either delivered as raw information (the only function of the monitor-

ing point is transmission) or processed by more intelligent structures. Works to be

done here may be increased and reach at an intelligent agents capability. The consen-

sus on this point is to provide simplicity of the monitoring points and that the filtration

process may be facilitative but symptom monitoring units should be used to do this.

The Symptom Monitoring units will know under what circumstances and what values

relating to the data they are monitoring they will send messages to the fault manage-

ment system, through a rule-based operation. Filtration process should not take place
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at higher level the mentioned one. In particular, it would be useful to determine sim-

ple monitoring points for the monitoring point and the symptom monitoring units

that will operate at the same node. In order to enable the proposed reference architec-

ture to be used by different systems the connections to the application system should

be easy to learn and easy to erect. Therefore, the monitoring points should be kept

simpler.

3.7.7 After-intervention Notification

A fault that has been diagnosed is waited to be recovered. However, there exist two

principal approaches on this matter: 1- Diagnose, request for recovery, forget: the

monitoring and detection information will flow upwards. If there is no new fault in-

formation received then the recovery is deemed to be successful; if such information

received then recovery should be repeated. 2- wait for confirmation of the recovery

success after requesting for recovery: This approach is compatible with the approach

"delivery of only the change information" which will be expected also from the mes-

sages from the lower levels. In addition, it may be necessary to carry out the recovery

action on certain critical units by a unit which is isolated from the system and to

re-connect it back to the system after the recovery is confirmed. In such cases, confir-

mation of recovery is needed. Such critical components correspond to cases in which

fault cannot be tolerated but other measures may be taken if it known that it is not

operating and when the system can operate without the given component or that the

task should be quitted.

3.7.8 Separation of Diagnosis and Intervention operations

In an example on the rule-based operation given above how the prediction unit will

move after a warning related to the processor temperature. The prediction unit, with

the guidance of the rules, was able to make sequential tests and to determine the next

step depending on the test results. However, before this point a discussion was made

on how to make the prediction or diagnosis units (which have power and skills equal

to each other) more effective through intervening approaches. For instance, there was
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a possibility to increase the measurement frequency in order to decrease the processor

temperature, which means measuring the temperature value with intervals of a couple

of minutes, and therefore to determine if the prediction made will be correct or not.

However, each condition which will be specified by use of rules for the prediction,

diagnosis and recovery processes should be known; which means in this case there

is a necessity for the operations relating to the recovery to be separable. Although in

some cases gathering two types of feature at the same point would be effective it was

concluded not use such structures in order not to disturb the regularity of the system

as that requires specific rules. In this case necessary measurement can be made in

a desired order and many problems can be diagnosed in this manner. We can, then,

refer the diagnosed problem to the recovery unit just for once.

3.7.9 Central / Distributed Management

The essential components at the management layer that compose the architecture will,

in general, operate with a central algorithm. Some of the unit that are closer to the

application may be distributed. In this case the option to design the recovery opera-

tion in a distributed way was discussed. In case of restart of more than one applica-

tion units a method that may require coordination such as use of a sequence may be

employed. The mentioned coordination may be provided through a distributed algo-

rithm. However, distributed algorithms increase the probability of error. During the

discussions it was decided that the distributed processes to be experienced would not

so complicated to deserve a distributed algorithm. In order to provide such coordina-

tion through a central approach the recovery operation may have a component at the

management layer.

3.7.10 Hierarchical Integration of Fault Managements

Like in the discussions on where to connect the information coming from the BIT

units different fault management systems may need to operate in an interconnected

way. In this case a hierarchical structure was agreed upon. Each fault management

system will carry out valid operations within its own structure. However, the hier-
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archy should be structured to find the source of the overall fault by assessing the

diagnosed results at the upper fault management point by the fault management of

more than one systems when considering a more general fault that cannot be under-

stood alone by the deficiencies resulting in the operation area of a single system while

many systems of this kind are operating together. In this case, like in the BIT exam-

ple, diagnosis results of the lower systems should be delivered to the upper system’s

detection unit.

3.7.11 Overall Approach to Discussions on Options

Related decisions were taken by taking some important criteria into consideration for

the discussed options. The mentioned criteria are: functionality of the fault manage-

ment, network traffic, use connection to the application software and generality.

3.8 Conclusion

Here, a reference software architecture that may be used for Fault Management in-

frastructure software is provided. Different fault management features that will be

needed by different applications may be found by customizing and elaborating this

reference architecture. It would be useful to develop adaptations of the given archi-

tectural elements, tools to be used for making selections and various adapted versions

of these elements.
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CHAPTER 4

RULE BASED USAGE AND CHECKPOINT APPROACHES

FOR FAULT MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

4.1 Determining the Method

In this section, results of a study for determining a method on how to impart Rule

Based Usage and Checkpoint abilities to this doctoral study are presented. A ref-

erence architectural design for fault management applications, which could be sup-

portive at various applications for various institutions, was made at previous works.

Some applications have been developed in the industry based on that architecture. The

mentioned reference architecture foresees a structure that can be easily adapted to any

required fault management. In order to achieve this adaptability, points that can be

programmable on rule level have been considered. These points will be within the ar-

chitecture and applications. A literature survey had been made on rule based systems

and domain specific languages within the context of this project of which this report

is also a content. A similar study had been made also for Checkpoint approach. This

ability is not included yet in current applications and a study is needed on its appli-

cation. This section presents a proposal for a method on how to achieve the ability of

adaptability to different applications and, with similar intentions, checkpoint ability

by using a rule based approach at fault management reference architecture.

The proposed reference architecture for fault management offers fault management

islets that work with a layered structure on different levels and in a distributed style.

Different rules will be used depending on the types of these elements. In order to

prevent language differentiations within the system integrity, how the rules will be
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stated with a single language approach should be defined. However, it is possible

to propose unit language definitions that could be defined as different sub-units of

this rule language. In this case, for units that undertake different fault management

duties (ie. surveillance or detection), different rule languages could be proposed.

Very simple installation information could be enough for some fault management

elements and it could be felt like there is no need for an expert system that would

appear along with complicated inference expectation. However, it would be useful to

apply a consistent approach within general structure of the system. Target here is a

fault management that can be easily adapted: instead of developing a specific fault

management system for each new application by coding new programs, it is desired

to shape adaptations with a high level specification. This high-level specification can

be realized with rule structures that will reflect the definitions about the domain. As

a result, new systems can be realized with a method that does not require much time

and will gain the ability of Software Production Line. The environment in question,

which has been constituted with an understanding of language that is specific to the

domain in order to run it, is shown at Figure 4.1. We can assume to have some general

requirements that would be applicable to the rule based languages that are considered

to be defined:

1. Rule defining languages must be easy to learn and use.

2. Consistency and similarity must be sought at language structures.

3. Languages must be supporting faultless entry of domain specific terms and cog-

nizances and thus, supportive of swiftly forming of different fault management

applications.

4. Elements like ’status control’ and ’message transmission’ that should be kept

in hand at rules’ state and action stages must be defined by using terms and

mechanisms that refer to domain’s expertise.

Aside from language’s own properties on faultless and swift development, support

of tools can be more important. Because of this, also the development of tools that

would support expression process of these rules will be useful.

For a Rule based system to be executed:
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Figure 4.1: Domain specific, rule based system environment

1. Language definitions

2. Interpreters / compilers that will run the rules that will be written in these lan-

guages are needed.

Abilities That can Be Expected of the Language

In this part, some abilities that are considered to possibly be possessed by the lan-

guage are presented under the light of already finished researches and continuing

development activities in the industry. Issues of expectations on expression style and

of what kind of temporal can be reflected to the language are dealt with. At current

applications, some ’C’ language alike rule structures have been found out. Studies

have been made within the scope of possible fault management domain and also on

temporal mechanisms that can be considered within the extent of this study in practi-

cality. Some important ones of these mechanisms are reflected at this report.

Features that are related to the language’s expression ability are presented below:

• Compatibility with the existing rule based structured syntax might be useful.

• Usage of regular expressions: This requirement has been defined especially to

be able to state more than one unit with short expressions.

• High-level structure that can be useful in terms of ease of use.

• Reflection of a terminology that is suitable with fault management domain.
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• Inclusion of suitable abilities and expression styles that exists at programming

languages based on Event Algebra.

Abilities that the language can model:

• Ability to reflect recurrent, serial and temporal events.

• Ability to run commands with options that are either synchronous or asyn-

chronous.

• Ability to run parallel events.

An example about synchronization options that are not deemed necessary to be de-

veloped for now because of the assumption that it is not currently needed much, is

shown below. At this example, rule based language is assumed to also enable proce-

dural blocks first and foremost for its practical benefits. In addition to that generally

assumed synchronized mechanism, asynchronized functioning ability is also seen.

Asynchronous mechanisms bring into force, in a way, parallel run ability. Functional

blocks that will also be important in terms of efficiency can have place within rule

based language. Usefulness of mentioned temporal abilities can be shown in a more

meaningful way within blocks. The striking property at these structures is that more

than one different rule (or rule element) can be used as a single entity. Another area

of utilization for blocks is cases where various synchronization requirements will be

used together. At following part, sequential usage of different rules for a correc-

tion process and asynchronous action groups that might be needed during running

of these rules are shown. At this example it is shown that rules that require separate

times from each other do not have tolerance for sequential running and it is preferable

to start each one without waiting for the others to finish.

The language that will be developed and running/interpreting environment that should

be considered along with it are seriously being considered in terms of efficiency.

Examples and choices at the following parts are presented to examine the efficiency

ability with regards to performance. Similarly, expression ability is given importance.

Most of the processes can be made with current grammar – for this, it is also possible

to use a ’timer’. Temporal events can be coded when timer related variables also take
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place within cluster of facts. By registering events that are bound to time as facts ,

sequencing ability can also be fulfilled with standard rules. However, in these cases,

a lot of compromise might have been given from understandability of expression and

from running efficiency.

Example: A command block that includes synchronization

This example includes compound rules that should be examined together. Sequential

rules, which are trying to make an inference in an efficient way while examining

various possible reasons of a malfunction, constitute a block as a whole. Basically

in this example, a sequence that is arranged with helps of ’if’ and ’else’ words and

thus, a sequential process cluster is being represented. Only after the condition part

of previous rule is evaluated then the next rule can be run. This functional block also

includes interferences to the system. For example, by increasing fan speed we can

observe a decrease in central processor’s temperature. This block deals with different

interference and observance processes that need to be examined together in order to

fix a possible malfunctioning related to over heating of central processor. This block,

which can be considered to have correction purpose, should be thought to have been

activated as a result of a diagnosis on CPU temperature:

1. if fan is immobile then start fan

2. if fan is immobile then pass to another processor hardware, alert for repair

3. {Else} wait for 1 minute

4. if CPU heat is reduced, exit

5. {Else} if CPU frequency > critical value then reduce CPU frequency, wait for

1 minute

6. if heat is reduced then, exit

7. {Else} if CPU voltage > normal value then reduce CPU voltage, wait for 1

minute

8. if CPU heat is reduced, exit

9. {Else} if CPU load > 90 % then stop some tasks, wait for 2 minutes
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10. if CPU heat is reduced, exit

11. {Else} if CPU heat > Critical Value then unknown error, log, exit.

Sequential processes take place at above example. At an alternative approach to that,

namely classical black board approach, a similar ability can be attained by setting

facts against realized event sequences in a defined order. For example, if heat is not

reduced within a minute after the fan is started, it is arrived to the conclusion that

there is an error. If we want to test all of these events together at the condition part

of a single rule, we have to be able to generate a fact that will represent fan is started

and then a minute passed and heat was not reduced’ events exactly in respective or-

der. Perhaps sequential blocks are suitable to code this compound condition that also

includes temporal in an easier and more efficient way. However, sequentiality in this

example brings a danger with itself: worst case scenario can be that if a solution can

not be reached at the first test conditions, requested intervals will overlap after each

intervention and when 11th line is reached, 5 minutes will pass away. This duration

will in turn cause the central processor to heat dangerously. Purpose of that example

is to present modelling of temporal events to be run efficiently. It does not have an

importance with regards to a real fault management scenario.

In order for above mentioned waits not to overlap with each other, interventions and

the following waits can be run parallel. To achieve this, asynchronous commands

can be used. At Table 4.1, for the purpose of an easier reading, command contents’

different fields are arranged as columns and total waiting time has been shortened by

applying previously mentioned temporal mechanism.

Asynchronous column carries the value of ’A’ if command is asynchronous. These

types of commands cause the next commands to start without them waiting for the

previous ones’ results. Otherwise commands are synchronous: they stall the next

command until they are finished.

Intervention Ability

Example set at Table 4.1 also gives place to intervention events like ’speeding up fan’

and ’decreasing CPU’s voltage’. At the right side, which constitutes action part of

rules, actions that would normally affect ’facts’ can be found. Actions are usually
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used as messages at this study. When we direct those messages to mechanisms that

would affect controlled real world application, intervention fact does arise. Inter-

vention ability that can be at the language brings to mind the need for sequential

command clusters in terms of clarity. With this approach, some problems will be

expressed in a more efficient and easier way for programmers. First step at adapta-

tion of rule based systems to embedded applications is reactive systems. It is allowed

to make changes mostly on facts with external inputs at reactive systems. On the

other hand at interventionist systems, outputs that could affect those external inputs

indirectly are produced. Although potentially a stronger and more complex model is

indicated with interventionist systems notions, apart from providing an easier expres-

sion of this ability no other complexity is proposed as within the framework of this

doctoral study solutions that are easy as much as possible and that would not lead to

errors are sought. At Figure 4.2 the transference of standard rule based structure and

its add-ons into a reactive and interventionist system is represented.

Figure 4.2: Rule Based Systems and Reactive and Interventionist add-ons

Temporal Expressions

Abilities of arrangement of events and existence of expressions about time at rules’

conditions part are presented by languages based on temporal algebra. There are var-

ious language studies in literature that would meet those kind of requirements. When

we take a look from the perspective of simplicity and running efficiency GEM lan-
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guage can be considered as close to this study’s requirements. Also, we can see that

many other studies take GEM as a reference. Abilities similar to planned temporal

expressions take place at this language. Producing ’compound’ events expressions

by correlating events at GEM are summarized at Table 4.2. First two of these are not

temporal.

Table 4.2: Compound event expressions at GEM language

Expression Explanation

e1 & e2
If both events have been occurred then this ’compound’
even has occurred. (AND)

e1 | e2 Development of any event is sufficient. (OR)
e + [10*sec] After 10 seconds from e.
e1 ; e2 If both events have developed in order.
{ e1 ; e2} ! e3 If e1 ; e2 happened in order without e3 coming in between.

GEM is a language that can correlate events with their variable names, able to use

delay times and exact time (ie. [10:30 27/6/95]) and it is rule based. Those kind of

event expressions can be given place within rules. A rule’s general structure is like:

Rule rule-id [detection window] {event-expression action}

Detection windows that rules will be valid for can be defined. In this case, when it

exceeds the defined time, rule is not taken into assessment. At the action part, again

events can be produced and commands for existing rule’s or other rules’ activation

or pacification can take place. At the GEM study, running environment mechanisms

that would cancel the errors arising from delays in events’ recognition are suggested.

In this study, while benefiting from GEM language to its fullest, not implementing

unnecessary abilities (for the sake of simplicity, efficiency and security) might be

considered.

Examination on expression styles and implementation efficiency

In this part, coding alternatives that will be developed by different language structures

will be assessed over a short part of the example that was set in Table 4.2. Assess-

ment criteria will be easy to understand expression style and running efficiency. In

summary, classical rule based approach that each and every rule condition will be
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assessed independently will be compared to approaches that will set restrictions on

sequencing. In spite of its disadvantages like inefficiency and temporal ambiguity

at running times, the classical approach is also known to have advantages like being

widely used, tested and supported with tools.

Sample problem

In a scenario about corrections that will be made after CPU temperature diagnosis,

if cooler fan is slow then its speed is increased, at the same time CPU clock speed

is decreased and after a minute CPU temperature is measured again. The important

thing here is that by doing two separate corrections in sequence, we must not spend

two minutes instead of one. Solution options are coded, firstly with a standard rule

based approach that does not have temporal abilities, then with a rule based approach

that has a compatible temporal ability with GEM, and lastly with an approach that

has sequential abilities.

1. Standard Rule Based approach

We can assume that a message coming from a timer will be added as a fact

to the system, in order for a one minute delay’s being considered as a fact at

coding that will be done with this approach. To model the sequence between

two events, firstly we can discern the condition that a fact is present related

with the first event but it is absent related with the second, and then we code

the information that first event took place before the second. At a certain start

time we must also assume that none of those facts are yet in a state that they

are ’true’. Lastly, we must remember that control outputs like starting the timer

or increasing speed of fan at action phase of rules can be activated. Different

timers must be able to be named related to different events and also they must

be accessible.

//——— Correction pursuit for the state of fan slowness: ————————–

Rule 1 : Condition Fan_Slow & ! (Time1_over) , Action fact : Fan_accelerated;

Time1_start (1 minute)

Rule 2 : Condition Fan_accelerated & Time1_over & Temperature_High ,

Action message ’CPU temperature high’; stop_system
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Rule 3 : Condition Fan_accelerated & Time1_over & Temperature_Low , Ac-

tion message ’CPU temperature is decreased by accelerating fan speed’

//——— similar approach is repeated for CPU clock: ——————————

– Rule 4 : Condition CPU_fast & ! (Time2_over) , Action fact : Clock_decelerated;

Time2_start (1 minute)

Rule 5 : Condition Clock_decelerated & Time2_over & Temperature_High ,

Action message ’CPU temperature high’; stop_system

Rule 6 : Condition Clock_decelerated & Time2_over & Temperature_Low ,

Action message ’CPU temperature is decreased by decelerating CPU clock’

At the first rule at this coding, in order to be able to recognize the state that fan

slowness event took place prior to clock timer event, the truth that first event

happened but the second has not happened yet is added to facts list as a fact.

By using that fact at the second or third rules, condition that the sequence is

finished is looked upon. ’Resetting’ of facts is an issue to be dealt with. Some

language rules provides erasure of all ’events’ that are used at when action part

is fired. In this example, that kind of details are not integrated. Moreover, in

order to keep the example simple, condition elements like Temperature_High

and Temperature_Low are supposed to be measured anew when the rule is be-

ing run and they are equivalent of their values at that time. On the other hand,

an example that would produce a measurement request when it is required will

be more realistic.

Another interesting issue that can be seen at this example is that the second

and the third (similarly at 5th and 6th rules) condition’s first two elements are

the same. Only, different actions are triggered for two states of the last element.

Different rules can be triggered, in conformity also with RETE philosophy with

respect to efficiency, by looking only at parameters related to temperature and

creating branches for different values after happened events bring the central

state model of ’states’ at conditions of different rules to a joint state. At stan-

dard running environments, each rule’s condition forms a separate evaluation

tree and all elements have their places at each tree even if these elements are

repeated. This causes inefficiency.

When these rules are run, two timers are started at the same time effectively. In
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fact, this problem can be solved with only one timer.

2. Temporal Rule Based Approach

At the same example that is coded with a syntax compatible with GEM lan-

guage, without the need for producing additional ’facts’ for sequencing but still

producing repeatations at conditions, a solution is given:

//——— Correction pursuit for the state of fan slowness: ———————

——— Rule G2 : Fan_Slow +[1*min] ; Temperature_High → notify ’CPU

temperature high’; stop_system

Rule G3 : Fan_Slow +[1*min] ; Temperature_Low→ notify ’CPU temperature

is decreased by accelerating fan speed’

//——— similar approach is repeated for CPU clock: —————————

——- Rule G5 : CPU_fast +[1*min] ; Temperature_High → notify ’CPU

temperature high’; stop_system

Rule G6 : CPU_fast +[1*min] ; Temperature_Low→ notify ’CPU temperature

is decreased by decelerating CPU clock’

3. Asynchronous Sequential Command Blocks

At above examples, rule based approaches’ constituting a condition of difficulty or

inefficiency for sequential processes to occur as a result of in-sequential run struc-

tures have been examined. In this part, hybrid approaches that are oriented at coding

of some critical parts with a sequential structure are covered. The first approach was

shown at Table 1 previously. A short example that is used for other approaches for

comparison purposes instead of example at Table 1 is coded with table approach at Ta-

ble 3. This approach fulfils sequencing function by writing next command’s number.

Depending on condition’s true or false results, different sequences can be provided.

Thus, inefficiency of ’sub condition expressions’ separate evaluation’ that takes place

at previous methods can be prevented. However, some abilities are unavailable at a

complete sequential approach: At this approach a middle ground has been achieved

by allowing some commands to be asynchronous.

Time delay mechanism at Table 4.3 differs from the approach used at Table 4.2. At

Table 4.2, delay requests were placed at ’next command’ field. At this table, time
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delay is expressed as an event among other events by taking its place at action in

accordance with GEM language. As events can be produced as actions (can even be

compound) at GEM language, this kind of change seems appropriate.

Table 4.3: Table approach that contains asynchronous commands and is GEM com-
patible

Command # Asynchronous * Condition Condition true Condition false

Action
Next

command
Action

Next
command

T2 A Pervane_slow
Fan_accelerate;

[1*min]
T3 T4

T4 A CPU_fast
Clock_decelerate;

[1*min]
T5

Exit
block

T3 CPU_heat_High
Exit

block

Notify
‘fan is

accelerated’

Exit
block

T5 CPU_heat_High
Notify

‘CPU heat is high’;
stop system

Exit
block

Notify
‘CPU clock is
decelerated’

Exit
block

At this approach, data structure complexity at a rule based system’s run time has

been reduced. Run model is tried to be deduced to central structure as in C alike

sequential languages. However, because of inclusion of asynchronous rules, a parallel

run mechanism is needed to some extent: such mechanisms are kept at minimum.

When we look at the solution at Table 4.3, we can see existence of two blocks that are

actually started with T2 and T4. After started asynchronously, these blocks continue

sequentially within themselves. A multi tasked run is possible. In fact that problem

can be coded as two parallel blocks: in order for the first two conditions to be tested,

a sequence is not needed, they can be tested at the same time, and thus we get two

parallel blocks. This table appears as coded in parallel blocks at the next approach.

Parallel Blocks

At this approach, as it was at Table management, it is tried to give weight to sequential

mechanisms as much as possible where as multi-tasking of rule based systems is

tried to be kept at minimum. Instead of sequential blocks started by asynchronous

commands, we have parallel started sequential blocks. In most cases, two approaches

can be used to give the same result. At below example, same problem is organized as

parallel blocks.
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ParallelBlock {

If Fan_Slow then

Accelerate fan;

[1*min];

If CPU_temperature_high then { notify ’CPU temperature is high’ ; stop system }

Else notify ’fan accelerated’; }

ParallelBlock {

If CPU_clock_fast then {

CPU_clock_decelerate;

[1*min];

If CPU_temperature_high then { notify ’CPU temperature is high’ ; stop system }

Else notify ’CPU clock is decelerated;

Whether it is Table approach or parallel blocks approach, instead of using two timers,

it is possible to change codes in a way that would allow us to use a single timer.

Effort of reducing timer is in fact a reflection of the effort that is being made to

decrease repetitive structures. A similar efficiency gain exists at the philosophy of

Rete algorithm that is occasionally used for standard rule based systems’ application.

At this algorithm, processes that will be utilized parallel although they correspond to

same events are represented at a common state flow. Parallelism is allowed only at

cases where there are differentials.

Rete algorithm requires a not so easy run environment. In general, it increases effi-

ciency at rule based systems. However, in perspective of this study, existence of lots

of functionality complexity must be examined for justify its complete application.

Alternatives that have been discussed until now, in a sense, creates an optimization

environment that can be interpreted as reducing complexity load and relay it to the

programmer through Rete application.
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At following parts, after similar examinations with regards to application are made,

approaches that will be proposed for the study are being discussed.

Examination of application mechanisms

A standard rule based system can be run by building an evaluation tree for each rule’s

condition side and as events progress at run time, by making evaluations at relevant

places within those trees. Condition side of a tree that has completely passed evalua-

tion is considered to be fulfilled and action side can be triggered. Proposed approach

is interventionist. While conditions are examined, some events, like accelerating fan,

are triggered. This kind of interventions can have a place at condition evaluation

trees without causing too much change basically. While evaluation is going on, some

outputs are also triggered at some points. This information on trigger can either be

shown on trees or it can be held separately and then associated with tree if necessary.

At Figure 4.3 condition evaluation trees for Rules that are used at temporal rule based

approach example are shown.

Figure 4.3: Condition evaluation trees

At run time, it is necessary to evaluate the trees at Figure 4.3 from left to right. For

example, if Fan is Slow fact is present, bottom left leaves of G2 and G3 trees will be

realized and they will give permission for their right side neighbors to be evaluated.

Later when one minute delay event happens, ([1*min]) not is realized. After that,

turn will come to realization of ’Temperature is high’ (’Temperature low’ at G3 tree)
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knot. Thus, only if events that are supposed to happen sequentially do happen in that

order then condition of the rule at the root (i.e. G2) will be validated and action will

be enabled.

When the tree at Figure 4.3 is examined, we can see that they have a lot of similarities.

A general running environment must look into every activated not at each tree at each

fact change (or when a message is received) by scanning all rule trees. However, if

common parts of trees are transferred to a central structure, roams over this structure

will cancel the repetition complications.

Proposed approach

With a short definition, the development will be language-centered but also will be

mechanism centered that will not necessitate high inference ability and performance

and levels that are close to hardware will also be in consideration. It will be neces-

sary to design both structure of language that will define rules and the environment

that compounds defined with this language will be ran. At this part, preliminary de-

sign principles on firstly the language and then the running environment are given

consideration.

Rule definition language

During development of rule defining language, first of all, structure of the language

must be defined and then value types of this structure’s elements must be classified

and lastly, if possible, all of these values must be sequenced. Left side (condition) and

right side (event) elements must be present at rule expressions. The state that system’s

history brings about must also be represented at conditions. State within framework

of reference architecture will be depending on data like installation information and

composition of facts that comes about as a result of received messages. It will be

useful to spare separate specification fields for information classes like these. For

some cases, it will be sufficient to send messages at actions whereas for other cases,

actions that intervene target system will take place. It can be assumed that this kind

of interventions can be made by sending messages. However, it might be useful to

specify different types of processes separately with regards to a semantic angle (even

if they all can be realized by sending messages). For example, it might be appropriate
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to event types like intervention requests, notification requests and reporting requests

as different expression types.

What is proposed for this project is arrangement of action side as generally work-

ing with messaging. This approach is also coherent with its aspect at actual study.

Semantic differences can be expressed by tagging messages for different kinds of ac-

tions – for example, a symbol that is related the type of action can inserted at the

beginning of each message tag. Furthermore, unit that will receive message will also

be informative on the type of work that is requested. It will be useful for expressions

to have an element that is allocated to the receiver of message.

When application environment is considered, issue of not inhibiting performance will

be crucial. Rules must evaluate some states that might be complex during conditions

are formed: these conditions also include sequential, repetitive and temporal relations

during events. Because each rule is evaluated independent of one another and no

sequential run is considered among rules at commonly used rule based systems, this

kind of conditions can be realized by indirectly forming of complex facts. It will

be useful to take this kind of needs in a more practical way within scope of this

study. Characteristics of language that are given below are intended for expressing

sequenced, repetitive and temporal conditions in a more practical way.

Condition Definitions

For the purpose of easing the expression of complex conditions, conditions must be

taggable and these tags must be able to be used in forming more complex conditions.

Examples for tagging definitions:

CONDITION DEFINITIONS {

A: token (source (1), 4) & 0x03 != 0x00

B: token (source (1,3), 6 ) > 60

}

Pattern Definitions Patterns represent compound conditions. Basic structure at pat-

terns is sequenced conditions. Repetitive conditions can be viewed as a special state
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of sequenced conditions. Also, temporal restrictions can be placed by a sequence.

Pattern samples that contain simple sequences are shown below:

E1: A ; B ; A | C ; D

This pattern corresponds to the sequence that after condition A happens then condi-

tion B, later conditions A or C and lastly condition D happens in exact order.

E2: A ; A ; A

E2 sample represents a repetitive condition. Same condition can also be shown as A3.

Two basic mechanisms are considered for temporal expressions for now: time needed

in between two conditions, and the requirement that a condition must be executed

within a certain time. At those kinds of expressions, pattern can be used instead of

condition. Examples for temporal expressions:

A ; 25mS ; B

At this pattern it is expressed that after condition A happens, 23 milliseconds must

pass and then condition B happens. If needed, it is possible to define that time as at

most: ’If condition B happened within 25 mS at most after condition A happened’

conditions can be expressed as shown below:

(A ; B) ! 25mS

A ; 25mS ; B

At these expressions, syntax of GEM [75] language is used. The meaning of the

first expression is: During conditions A and B are happening, 25 milliseconds timer’s

’time over’ message should not be seen

At this approach, exact time durations like ‘25 mS’ are defined as receipt of a message

that a timer sends when its time is up. This timer is started after when previous

condition is perceived. When the second expression is interpreted in this way, the

expectation that 25 milliseconds will pass after condition A and then condition B will

take place.

When the second expression is interpreted as such, it is expected that 25 milliseconds
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will pass after condition A and then condition B will happen. The time that passes

after 25 milliseconds is not important. Furthermore at GEM language ’guard’ expres-

sions can be added to conditions by using attributes of events. Even though similar

specifications can also be made by using events’ attributes and time stamps, these fea-

tures are not considered for this study for now. GEM uses operators of |@ for starting

moments, and @ for ending of events. It is possible to show the same expressions

within a spotter at GEM approach as shown below, because it enables facilitation of

more general time variables independent of timer analogy:

A ; B [when @B - @A < [25 * mSec] ] or A ; [25 * mSec] ; B

A ; B [when @B - @A < [25 * mSec] ]

In fact, a single even”s time is shown with @ operator. It possible to talk about

starting and finishing moments of a compound event. If we were to call pattern A ; B

as P3:

P3 : A ; B

The second expression that corresponds to total time’s being less than 25 milliseconds

can also be expressed in a different way:

P3 [when @P3 - |@P3 < [25 * mSec] ]

After conditions are defined as simple or pattern, these conditions can be used to

form left side of rules. At below examples, actions to be taken as a result of formed

conditions are being expressed as error statements:

A→ error (source (1), 2)

P2→ error (source (2), 3)

Expression method: Conditions that patterns involve time constraints are shown

above. Because a high level abstraction ability is targeted, comprehensibility of tem-

poral expressions also must be sought. Basically, two different usages have been

observed (infix and postfix) depending on choice whether time expression will be ex-

pressed at the interim or at the and of other events. Temporal constraint is shown in

a more visual way at infix expressions (ie. A; 25mS; as in pattern B). On the other
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hand, a time constraint that is needed for a whole pattern can be expressed more com-

prehensive at postfix expressions (ie. (A ; A ; A) < 25 mS ). In fact, it is possible to

use a single expression style but it is needed more to use the suitable style at complex

patterns. For example, if only the postfix style will be used, expression of sequenced

events becomes more complex. We can look at infix and postfix styles of the same ex-

pression to have an idea – at this example, the sequence that is formed by conditions

A, B and C is expected to be with 1 and 2 mS delays in between:

Infix: A ; < 1 mS ; B ; 2mS ; C

Postfix: ( ( (A ; B) < 1 mS ) ; C ) 2mS

It seems that postfix is a more suitable expression for temporal constraint conditions

that target entirety of a sequence where as infix is suited best for all other remaining

sequential operations. It can be said that also at GEM language this approach is being

used: because a temporal constraint for entirety of expression is assumes a duty like

spotter expressions, it is written after the expression as it is happens at spotters (ie.

(A;B)!C ). Decision of using either both of expression styles (infix and postfix) or

choosing one of them can be made by a choice depending on expression clarity and

optimization of parameters on difficulty of processing the language.

Language design procedure:

1. Rule structure must be designed: different information types that can be orga-

nized as sub units of condition and action parts must be defined.

2. Actual grammars must be expanded with specifications that are related with

temporal expressions and regular expressions.

3. It must be decided that how the status info will be managed: rules look whether

necessary condition for the event is realized or not usually by establishing re-

lations on facts that are kept on a blackboard. Also, actions can make changes

at status info. At Rete approach, state model develops as facts occur and action

triggering ability can be acquired without the need of making much more evalu-

ations at reached ’state’. It is suggested to use Rete logic as much as possible at

the actual project. Reason for this is to have calculations that are easier to time
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and work at a shorter span. In return, development cost will increase. Also,

even though memory need will increase, it is not expected to pose a problem as

not much state space have been observed at problems, yet.

4. Interfaces that rule based sub system will be in iteration must be defined (ie.

console, and different message layers).

5. Possible values for each sub unit of condition and action parts must be defined

in full as much as possible. Sub units and values that they can take can be

expressed as additional constraints at syntax. However, it must be kept in mind

that these can change through time.

6. Meaningful sub clusters must be presented by grouping values if necessary and

tags/key words must be found that would correspond to these meanings.

7. If there are values that can not be used together with other values, they should

be identified and documented. This information will be used for generating

error message or directing user in case of a faulty rule entry.

It will be useful to create effective data bases would be used at all of these steps that

realistic information could be gathered from this study and used at decisions to be

taken.

Running Environment:

1. By keeping in mind that at sub units, especially like spotters, messages will be

received frequently, it can be expected that need for a lot of inference perfor-

mance that this kind of inputs will trigger. In order to increase efficiency at in-

ferences, structures like document trees must be considered. It can be expected

to design structures that will provide this kind of state model to be incremen-

tal as constants. Also if possible, developing the ability for these structures to

adapt themselves automatically must be considered. Within the scope of this

project, constant document trees must be sought as much as possible.

2. By taking into consideration different protocols, definitions of addressing mech-

anisms at messages must be given. For example, it might be necessary to route

messages to target unit via TCP/IP or 1553 protocols.
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3. Choices must be made by comparing ’state management’ choices while taking

rule clusters into consideration:

• Facts are kept in a black board structure at a standard rule based orienta-

tion and each inference is capable of using all of the facts. Rule that is

trying to find out whether required condition is fulfilled or not by using

inference necessitates an inference that can also be explained as a search

for information that it is interested in by looking at history and finding out

whether the desired state has been reached or not. As a result, work load

per inference is high.

• If the fact space is small, states that fact cluster will imply with a state

machine model can be modelled. With each entry, system makes a con-

strained state change under the light of information that is formed by rule

cluster at hand. On the other hand, action part is activated when this state

machine triggers an output. At this option, process that is required for this

inference is reduced to a proportion that can be neglected.

• Another state based presentation is formed by document tree model. At

novel rule based approaches (i.e.. at Rete algorithm usage) this model is

valid. Again inference is pretty much simple and development between

facts (rule based history based) is kept at a tree structure. Difference

between document tree and state machine is that a state can be reached by

different ways or a single one. For example, if a certain amount of money

has been dropped into a vending machine, information of in which order

those coins were received and the total amount was achieved is irrelevant.

On the other hand, words’ entry order is important at a word crawler.

Document tree presents a state model that is dependent on events’ order

of occurrence.

4. Running expressions at rule language faster by compiling them and with an

option of machine language must be considered when it is required for perfor-

mance. Normally, proposed method depends on the principle of rules’ being

interpreted instantly. At current state, a need for compilation is not observed.

5. In order to prevent contradictory rules, some validation ability would be useful.

The most important contradiction occurs when they are at the same state, more
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than one rule’s conditions are triggered. Start of contradicting action parts of

rules that will be initiated simultaneously is the kind of situation that is wanted

to be prevented. Even though it can be observed with naked eye what the right

sides of simultaneously triggered rules are going to do, still it would be useful

to automatically check whether differently expressed left sides have the same

meanings. In order to gain this ability, it is planned to transform conditions into

a normal form. This way, similarity check can be made between normal forms.

6. A simple way must be followed as much as possible for conflict resolution.

Standard rule based inference engines take into consideration possible conflicts

between rules when they decide to choose which one of them for triggering. At

this study, it will reduce run time ambiguities to create the environment which

would cause the least conflicts as much as possible. It will be useful to take

precautions to prevent conflict resolution if possible.

7. User interface design: preparation of related screen designs for conditions

where user interactivity is required might be considered.

8. A tool with visual support will be useful at development of rule base. Develop-

ment of such a tool that could be used at entry of rules might be considered.

4.2 Checkpoint Ability Development Approach

There will be different installations and requirements at Fault Management applica-

tions. Checkpoint (CP) ability, on the other hand, necessitates a capacity at process

power and transmission channels. or an efficient and secure functioning, it will re-

quire the utmost care at optimization of design on that ability. Foremost parameters

are outlined below:

1. At which points and in what frequency application necessitates a state save.

2. Where will the states be stored: like at the related unit, on the outside, or at

specific backup point. Factors like proximity will be affective. Also, it will

be important whether physical memory that state is going to be saved will be

temporary or permanent.
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3. Usage of precautions like incremental state save, saving of compressed data,

and narrowing the memory down.

4. Recovery cost and management.

5. Fault management units

6. Evaluation of checkpoint abilities for also fault management units’ themselves.

Suggestions on work to be done

1. First of all, units that checkpoint is going to be applied should be identified.

(a) Installation of checkpoint approach must be designed for identified units.

(b) Relationship between redundancy management and checkpoint approach

must be presented.

2. These processes must be supported by tools if possible.

3. State storage policies must be defined and suggestions on their application must

be presented.

4. As it is in rule based approach, checkpoint policies must be applicable without

much special programs by a high level method.

While checkpoint approaches are being developed, their convenience with other com-

ponents of fault management architecture must be sought.

General life cycle expectancies on checkpoint

1. As stated previously, to determine for checkpoint backup at which points and

how often it should be.

2. To decide on recovery and rollback policies on the whole system or different

policies on different units if possible.

(a) Coordinated / Uncoordinated / Message-driven method choosing: Unco-

ordinated method should be avoided in spite of the forecast that there

won’t be so much state information emerging within this project. Because
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saving the whole history would cause memory usage which will be hard

to estimate the amounts, and also the complication of rollback algorithms

and real time executions will spend times which will be hard to estimate

as well.

(b) Determination of separate sub-policies for the Backup and Restore proce-

dures

Above mentioned support tools can be used to prevent errors during rule typing and

making it easier to type without the need of syntax knowledge. For example, typing

of rule can be made easier by making the fields that the rule requires table based and

instructive for user and by providing possible choices for necessary data. Required

fields and thus the structure of table will change depending on the type of rule.

Evaluation of Method Options While deciding which methods are going to be used,

it is crucial to clearly specify not only constraints of environment in which check

point and recovery from error mechanisms will be used but also the requirements. If

check point approach is going to be used as a recovery from error method like it was

mentioned above in detail, the choice of which one of the methods below will be used

must be based on requirements.

• Synchronous

• Asynchronous and

• Communication-driven (Hybrid method)

The most important constraint for the method that is going to be chosen is that it

must be acceptable for a real time system. Advantages and disadvantages of syn-

chronous and asynchronous methods must be evaluated and an appropriate method

must be chosen depending on actual and possible constraints. These constraints and

requirements will be used at specification of mechanisms that are going to be used

at overcoming difficulties like memory and domain management, process migration,

domino effect and orphan message that occurs at checkpoint applications along with

the specification of method that will be used.
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When literature survey is examined, it is observed that checkpoint and recovery ap-

plications might be problematic for real time systems. Basic causes for this are costs,

difficulties for processes to fulfil their delivery times and the effect of this delay on

time sensitive data that will be sent to outside world. Approaches for this kind of

real time systems have been usually concentrated on Virtual Machine notions. De-

tails are isolated from user code by developing Checkpoint and Recovery from Error

applications at Virtual Machine level.

Real time systems bring about absolute constraints because of their time-critical na-

ture. These constraints are:

• Consumption of resources

• Overload and

• Delay

When these constraints are considered, checkpoint process must be finished within

a specified limited time. A research that was taken from literature has been able to

make processes reach their delivery times by using below methods [25].

Checkpoint process must not come in between threads that are called as mutators and

facilitate user codes. Checkpointing applications that have been designed for real time

systems generally use copy-on-write method while recording instantaneous image of

active memory. The simplest method that is used at checkpoint’s general applications

is to stop all working mutators, save necessary state data (a memory area) and start

mutators again. This approach is not really suitable for real time systems. The most

important reason for that is the fact that copying time from memory to memory is

longer than anticipated. This, in turn, affects delivery times of processes and causes

delays. One of the methods that is used to decrease copying time is to do this process

simultaneously.

Copy-on-Write: When checkpoint request is received, related (copied) memory area

is protected by using Memory Management Unit (MMU). Working mutators are

stopped immediately and a thread that is working in the background saves those write

protected pages. The worst case scenario for this process is as shown below.
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Copy-on-write approach is considered to be an appropriate method for real time

checkpoint applications. The basis that supporters of this view show as proof is the

fact that mutators are stopped only for the duration required to copy memory area

magnitude (a few kilobytes decided by MMU). Whereas this duration might be ac-

ceptable for some applications, it is not really acceptable for real time systems. It can

affect validity of system.

Two main methods are being used at real time embedded systems:

• Off-line

• On-line

At off-line checkpoint applications, check point acquisition period for a process is

predefined. The most common checkpoint applications at literature for real time sys-

tems belong to that category. The most crucial disadvantage of these methods is that

they are not adaptive to faults that might occur during run time of checkpoint acqui-

sition.

On the other hand, on-line check point applications are more suitable for the task

because they are more adaptive to errors that can occur during check point acquisition

period.

Conclusion Remarks

As a result, in the light of research done and observations, we can define Checkpoint

design approach that will be used at this study as shown below: A Hybrid Check-

point approach that takes communications between RTPs instead of tasks seems to be

more viable and useful for our purpose. Thus, advantages of both synchronous and

asynchronous checkpoint applications will be benefited from.

Systems that are designed in a ’hybrid’ structure will be supported with both user level

and core level verifications. However, we gave more weight to core-level since fault

management can easily access the required information and also it takes advantage of

checkpoint applications that are already available in the system. We know that this

approach can cause loss of a little modularity but will bring maximum autonomy and

manageability to the fault management.
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Checkpoint and fault recovery applications are designed off-line since almost all of

the processes are known beforehand and static. Thus, all processes’ checkpoint ac-

quisition periods is decided by using dependency relations with each other still when

processes were being defined. However, for more dynamic systems, coordinator pro-

cess might help each task at instant checkpoint acquisition, depending on status info

that will be sent by other tasks.

At checkpoint approach, there would be no need for a process migration mechanism

but critical issues like memory and domain management must also be kept in mind.

As abundance of received checkpoints will increase the size of stored data, size re-

duction and memory narrowing methods can be used. Incremental checkpoint shows

page-based read-only memory narrowing by using virtual memory protection hard-

ware. While the program is running, check point mechanism sends a list of all pages

that were modified since the last check point. If operating system supports, list can

be managed with virtual memory primitives at user level. For example at Unix sys-

tems, all pages are set to read-only state beginning with following check point by

using mprotect() function and then it adds a page to the page that was modified to

catch SEGV signal. At the same time page is set to read-write. When time for check

point arrives, only pages at the list are stored because remaining pages consist of only

read-only variables. If spotting the modification locales at application program is

easy, incremental checkpoint approach can result at a considerable reduction at size

and load of checkpoint. In cases where there is no scarcity of storage area, it might

be more appropriate not to use size reduction and memory narrowing techniques by

taking performance and speed factors into consideration.

Technique of hiding delay might be used to ensure Checkpoint optimization (speed

and performance). Hiding the delay techniques are ’copy-on-write’ and ’main mem-

ory check point’. In cases where there is no memory problem, Forked-Diskless check-

point approach [92] stands out as the most applicable method. At this method, either

process state is written over the copy or copy assumes role of process application.

It is considered to be more appropriate for copy to assume the role of application.

In other words, applications (processes) whose checkpoints will be saved will copy

themselves at designated checkpoint save periods.
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At the designed checkpoint application, decision of in which order restarting will be

made might be taken into consideration by preparing a dependency graph of task or

RTPs. Along with this, as there is a priority based process structure at VxWorks

or other operating systems, it might be necessary to take this priority structure into

consideration during preparation of dependency graph.

At this stage, the problems of how RTPs or tasks status infos will be stored and

how these infos will be restored during recovery have been examined by looking at

VxWorks system calls and command help pages (VxWorks man1 and man2 pages),

going through lower levels. Commands and system calls that can be related with these

are prepared. On the other hand, an evaluation process on how theses commands and

system calls can be used at design and development periods is still ongoing. Ways

and methods to store RTP’s state with actually ready commands are being examined.

As said before, because status info of any RTP process is going to be copied (forked-

diskless) as a block (copying the process), work is being done on commands and

methods that will either copy RTP directly or RTP will copy itself.

As the Hybrid (synchronous and asynchronous) method is going to be adapted at

designed checkpoint method, development of a new RTP process, which will be only

used at management of check point, as a coordinator process seems to be applicable.

By this, coordinator process will have the capability to manage the process with help

of methods and algorithms whose details were given above. Other processes will keep

informations of in which periods and by using which algorithms they will be getting

information within themselves. Along with this, restarting process will happen in

same direction and coordinator RTP will manage this by using recovery algorithm

that has been presented above.

Observance points of fault management architecture are considered to be a part of

fault management system although they might be within the application. Similarly,

code parts that will be within the application might be needed also for check point

application. For example, ’state transmission’ services that will transmit only needed

status info to each unit when they send a request might be needed to be developed.
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4.3 Checkpoint Approach for Fault Management Infrastructure: Design

At this section, design decisions and design models that have been derived from re-

sults of study of method on how to act to give this study Rule Based Usage and

Checkpoint abilities are presented.

4.3.1 Checkpoint Design Decisions

Depending on the results of checkpoint literature survey and method setting reports,

need to adapt a design approach that can be applied within scope of this project and

that will also be generic. As the application environment will be VxWorks operat-

ing system based, a design that will also support internal structure of this system is

needed. VxWorks features Real Time Process (RTP) structures and under these, tasks

at more detailed levels. Even though researched made concludes that an RTP based

checkpoint is not very feasible for this study, to construct a design model that will

support both RTP and task based checkpoint approach is decided. Accordingly, de-

sign has been directed by taking into consideration the checkpoint approaches that

were attained at previous studies and during method assessment stage.

Checkpoint and recovery application that will be developed are designed as off-line

because they are considered to be pretty much static applications in which almost all

processes are known and because they will be ran on real time embedded systems. In

this way, checkpoint acquisition periods of all process could be specified while they

are being defined and making use of their dependency relations with other processes.

Because, this structure seems to be more appropriate if tasks that are developed with

relation to the study and RTPs (all processes that are running on system) that are cre-

ated by these tasks are known before-hand. However, a design approach that covers

both on-line and off-line functions can be adopted as a generalizing design approach

is being considered. This means inclusion of abilities of either predefinition or dy-

namically specification during run time of checkpoint acquisition period.

Requirement study has been supported with graphic models and for this, UML com-

patible environments have been preferred. A use case diagram that explains main

abilities have been developed for targeted check point infrastructure. This use case
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diagram has been formed during requirement analysis studies and it is also used to

give direction to these studies. Figure 4.4 shows this use case diagram. Scenarios that

are again supported by graphic methods and explanations for necessary use cases at

this diagram are presented later on.

Figure 4.4: Combining the events at assessment trees

Typical event flow at Reference Architecture for this study is from sign tracing to

detection and then to diagnosis. Because recovery process is considered as the first

option for diagnosed faults, recovery process will be initiated in line with information

received from diagnosis unit. For errors that cannot be recovered, again, recovery re-

quest will be made as defined at guiding architecture. Source of the fault and fault

information that are specified by diagnosis unit will be sent to Recovery unit at check

point. Recovery process will be achieved by restoration of faulty unit from appropri-

ate check point (calculated from recovery line) and by sub process of restarting which

is the last step of recovery process, depending on type of the fault and related unit. At

the remaining part of this part, state uses’ details are explained in detail.

4.3.2 Use Case Explanations

At this part, use states are explained with the help of sequence diagrams. For some use

states, more than one scenario must be examined and thus more than one sequence

diagram have been used. Use states are taken from Figure 4.4 and they have been

explained one by one.
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4.3.2.1 Process Management

Process management center includes a couple of functions that will be carried out by a

process. Terms Related to Use Case: Process management consists of two functions:

• Checkpoint Management

• Recovery

Checkpoint Management: Checkpoint management consists of ’Save State’ and

’Define Period’ sub units. Processes will have an autonomous structure that will

make them capable of getting their own checkpoints when they are most available.

However, it is necessary to define dependency of processes (message exchanges) to

each other in order to achieve synchronization between processes and to prevent neg-

ative effects like domino effect during recovery. For this purpose, Define Period unit

will both define dependency between processes and it will define the most suitable

save period for each process by looking at their priorities, if there is any. Thus, when

a save state period for a process is defined, it will be necessary to look at both process

priority and process dependency. Process priority is expressed between 0 and 255 at

VxWorks operating system and while 0 is corresponding to highest priority, 255 cor-

respond to process with lowest priority. If priority among processes will be used at

applications, this priority must be taken into consideration while defining checkpoint

acquisition periods. As dependency between processes is going to change from ap-

plication to application, a process priority graph will be prepared for each application

and checkpoint acquisition periods will be defined by depending on these graphs. If

process priority will not be used at applications, only dependency info of processes

will be enough in defining the period.

A process that will acquire a checkpoint to save its state will get a checkpoint while

taking this dependency and priority info into consideration and after each checkpoint

acquisition operation, it will send this info as a header info at application message to

processes that it has dependency. Thus, process that has received this info will acquire

its own checkpoint before communicating with other processes and then it will send

a message. So, because there will be no orphan messages during recovery, it will be

successful.
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At Figure 4.5, sequence diagram for the operation of notification of dependent pro-

cesses by process that has taken checkpoint and at Figure 4.6, sequence diagram of

checkpoint acquisition process scenario are given.

Checkpoint acquisition procedure will be carried out in conformity with below order.

However, a revision of this approach is currently under debate: The answer to the

question of whether a process will be in charge of calculating its own checkpoint

acquisition period or will it be handled by central process is postponed for now for

assessment of other alternatives. This responsibility is given to the central process at

the actual design.

1. Each process calls checkpoint building function to save its own state at a t time

when it is available. This function sends the request to get a CP to central

process (checkpoint manager).

2. Central process, after receiving the request, parallel calculates both process de-

pendency and process priority in order to determine suitable checkpoint period

for the process.

Figure 4.5: Notification of dependent processes by process that has taken CP
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Figure 4.6: Checkpoint acquisition process
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3. Checkpoint manager determines the most suitable checkpoint acquisition pe-

riod in accordance with those two pieces of information and sends the result to

related process.

4. Process, firstly chooses the unit (memory or disk: external, internal) that its

state will be saved.

5. Saves its state info at the time of t by calling state save function. State saving

procedure’s sequencing diagram is shown at Figure 4.7. At state saving proce-

dure, each process saves its state information when it is most suitable for the

task.

Figure 4.7: Process state saving

Faults at the program’s code or at the data can cause hardware exceptions like ille-

gal codes, bus or address exceptions, division to zero or other exceptions. VxWorks

exception handling package deals with those kinds of exceptions. Default exception

handler stops the task that causes exception and stores the task’s state when exception

occurs. In this case core and other tasks continue to function without any interrup-

tions. Tasks are able to add their own debuggers for known hardware errors. If a task

provides a signal handler for an error, default debugger does not intervene. Instead,

new signal handler steps in. A signal handler that is defined by user is pretty much

useful for overcoming catastrophic events.
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setjmp() and longjmp() functions are being used for this purpose at VxWorks oper-

ating system. A process that wants to store its state uses setjmp() function. setjmp()

stores the called state into ’jmp_buf’ argument for its later use by longjump(). In

short, setjmp() routine stores a process’s state while longjmp() is used to recall the

process from that stored state. Actual state of the working program completely de-

pends on memory’s (code, global variants, heap and stack) and registers’ contents.

Registers are composed of stack pointer (sp), frame pointer(fp) and program counter

(pc). longjmp() uses those registers’ contents that are stored by setjmp() for later in-

stallation. This way, after setjmp is recalled, longjmp() restores the program’s saved

state.

Example: int setjmp(jmp_buf env);

This function records current state of recorders in ’env’.

Recovery: Managing process will start the ’recovery’ process by the error info com-

ing from diagnosis unit. As the error info is going to include which process(es) is

giving error, central process will send the information to all processes that recovery

process has begun depending either on its previous or actual calculations of recov-

ery line and along with this information it will also send the information about at

which ’t’ time each process will return to checkpoint. Processes will be re-installed

along with the state information at that t time according to the queue defined by re-

covery line. Each process will keep the information of where checkpoints are stored

by itself. However, in case related processes malfunction, central process will also

send the information of from where checkpoints will be restored along with to which

checkpoints they will return to other processes. During recovery, only related pro-

cesses will be restarted but processes that are not related to crashed or not crashed

processes will not be restarted. For this reason, processes’ relations to each other will

carry importance.

Recovery line is the most important pillar of recovery process. While overcoming

problems like process dependency, domino effect and garbage collection, Recov-

ery Line also enables the processes to restart from the most convenient checkpoints.

While recovery line is being calculated, the same two algorithms that give the same

recovery line will be helpful. Roll-back Dependency Graph (RDG) and Checkpoint
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Dependency Graph (CDG): One of the algorithms will be sufficient. Recovery lines

that will be constructed according to these algorithms will be used to restart the pro-

cesses.

Sequence diagram that corresponds to recovery process scenario is given in Figure

4.8.

Figure 4.8: Recovery process

Recovery line is an asynchronous process that is calculated periodically and it is done

independent of the recovery process. Thus determination of preserved Recovery Line

number, calculation of recovery line, its creation and deletion of old recovery lines

processes are all process that will be done parallel. These processes, in fact, will

be executed in certain periods. As processes will be set free with regards to check-

point acquisition, every process will send all checkpoints that they have taken to the
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central process. In order for the central process to be able to calculate recovery line

periodically, it will be forced to wait all processes as this process will take place

asynchronously and as all processes can not take checkpoint at the same time. Thus,

periodical calculation of recovery line can be done only after all checkpoint informa-

tion have been received from all processes. Number of recovery lines that the system

holds will be defined by a configuration file and according to this, other recovery lines

will be deleted for them not to occupy much space.

Processes during recovery operation are re-initiated with the order defined at recovery

line from their cached state with setjmp() function by help of longjmp() function.

4.3.2.2 Class Diagrams

Class diagrams are among the basic components of architectural structure as seen

from Figure 4.9. They model the data central structural units that are needed to fulfil

above mentioned notions. They also define the units related to the code that will be

developed when enough detail is provided. In this part, diagrams belonging to the

classes that constitutes the design and class relations are being presented. Relation-

ships that form as a dependency on data flow in general are modelled also between

components that include these classes.

4.3.2.3 Architectural Components

In this part, components that are used at the architecture are defined. Units that will

carry out processes which will appear during requirement analysis and method devel-

opment are as in Figure 4.10. Also distributed structure of checkpoint management

architectural components is depicted in Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.9: Class Diagrams
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Figure 4.10: Component model for architectural implementation units

Figure 4.11: Distribution about checkpoint management architectural components
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CHAPTER 5

LANGUAGE DESIGN

The design of an interpretive evaluation approach is presented for a rule-based fault

monitoring language for processing events within the constraints of its application

domain. A Dynamic subscription algorithm is applied to improve the time complex-

ity toward acceptable levels. Time performance of existing language processors for

rule based systems has been improved especially after RETE and similar techniques

that however, could not be easily employed when events need to be processed. The

approach presented in this article is demonstrated through a subset of the operations

that is sufficient to represent all different cases for the developed language. A time

complexity that is lower than linear is achieved, per received event.

5.1 CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFINING THE APPROACH

Fault management research and a software product-line adaptation for them have been

considerably developed for mission critical applications [62] laying the foundation for

this research. Low-level language syntax has been used to start experimenting with

different languages for a variety of fault management needs such as monitoring and

detection. Need for a higher abstraction level aroused and convenience in program-

ming for such an established domain could be catered through a rule-based language.

There are many formalisms and languages that can be used for the event processing

domain. A majority of those are very complex, difficult to learn and use, and hence,

not convenient for repeated deployment of different fault management components

for mission critical applications. A practical language was selected as GEM [75], due
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to its simplicity and ease of learning and use. Further adaptations were conducted

to yield a yet simpler and more consistent language in its expressive style [63]. The

earlier processing was performing a black-board metaphor and needed a speed im-

provement.

In general, the language consists of temporal, logical, and arithmetic operations.

Some operands may be stored in a symbol table, representing the working memory

or the fact base. Events on the other hand, mostly disappear after being received and

instantly processed. Although there will be the capability to store values carried in

by events, no such capabilities are addressed in this article where event processing

is the priority. Events are also subject to logical connectives in expressions that are

evaluated to Boolean values. What is interesting in this research is the temporal and

logical operations on the events. Other kinds of expressions can be processed in es-

tablished ways, mostly on an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). Also, what is discussed in

this article is the ’condition’ part of the rules where the action part (Right Hand Side)

will send a message, or set values in the variables, or create an event to be fed into

the same system. The time complexity of processing the condition part is where the

actual contribution is required.

Three operators are covered in this article. The ordering operator (“;”) is found to

be demonstrative enough for the temporal operators. This operator is used to specify

the case when one event has to happen after another. For example, the condition

expression "a ; b" specifies the case when "b" should happen after "a", hence arriving

of the "b" event after an "a" satisfies the condition. Two logical operators (AND: “&”

and OR: "|") are also included that can represent the different cases in combinatorial

operations.

The goal is to minimize the run-time temporal complexity. We took the liberty to

spend larger times for the initialization of the data structures. The application en-

vironment can comfortably tolerate longer set-up periods. Also, given the problem

constraints, memory space is not a problem within practical considerations
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5.2 DATA STRUCTURES AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

For each rule a separate AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) is provided as the heart of the

mechanism to evaluate the condition expressions. A hash table is allocated in the

main event loop that maintains the subscriptions to different event types: One arriving

event, hashed to a specific location in the table, will start a series of notifications

to the nodes of the ASTs that have subscribed for this kind of event. The key to

our improvement lies with the "Activation Order Flow-graph (AOF)". This structure

holds the activation order, to determine which node in an AST should start to listen

to its incoming event. In other words, a node in the AST needs to know when to

subscribe to an event through registering itself on the hash table. Figure 5.1 displays

the main data structures and their operational connections.

Figure 5.1: The three main data structures

To support run-time, pointers are involved where possible that eliminate the need for

searches. At any given time, the hash table is only sensitive to the events whose turns

have come in the ASTs. The system does not listen to the events that should not

be active due to their orderings specified by the temporal operators in the condition

specifications. This measure is also employed for saving computation time.
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An event follows the pointers in the subscription list at the hash table to the nodes in

the ASTs. Right after such notifications these AST nodes are unsubscribed unilater-

ally by the Hash Table. Hash Table becomes insensitive to this kind of events until at

least one node from one AST requests subscription for this event type. A node receiv-

ing the event notification in an AST, attempts a partial or complete evaluation if all

other necessary events have been received. After this, a new set of nodes in the tree

should be ready to listen to their events – they should subscribe in the hash table. The

current nodes that have completed evaluation or at least completed event notification

reception let the AOF know themselves so that AOF can decide which nodes’ turn it

is to subscribe next.

5.3 ALGORITHMS

Among the three main data structures, algorithms concerning the AOF are presented

here: the Hash Table is straight forward and the usage of the AST is quite common.

Initialization concerns are different from the execution time therefore different algo-

rithms are involved for initialization and execution times. Current implementation

did not consider priorities for operators – usage of parentheses are enforced.

Figure 5.2: Fundamental flow types
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The Activation Order Flow-graph (AOF) is constructed at the setup time, through

a post-order traversal of the AST. The initial node of this graph points to the AST

node(s) that need to be active first – at the beginning of the execution. One node in

the AOF represents one node in the AST and this pair of nodes are connected. A node

in the AOF keeps the activation order of a node in the AST. All the outflows of a node

in the AOF represent nodes to be active concurrently after this one. The activation

flow can thus fork where each fork needs to be met by a corresponding join in this

flow-graph. Figure 5.2 depicts the three fundamental flow types that correspond to

three cases: a single event, a parallel activation for ’and’ or ’or’ connectives, and a

serial activation unit corresponding to the ’;’ connective. We refer to these units as

atomic, diamond, and serial flows, each having a single start and a single end node.

There are pointers in both directions among the AST nodes and the AOF nodes. The

links in the AOF represent the activation order. The two structures communicate

within the following process:

1. An AST node notifies the corresponding node in the AOF of the fact that it has

received its event or finished its evaluation

2. AOF proceeds to the next node(s)

3. Those next nodes in the AOF point back to AST telling the ASTnode(s) to be

active: now they should subscribe to receive events.

The initialization of the AOF is represented with the following pseudo-code in Figure

5.3.

After the initial construction of the AOF, there needs to be a consolidation of neigh-

bouring "fork" or "join" nodes. Alternatively, such successive fork or join nodes can

be eliminated during the construction of the graph.
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Figure 5.3: The initialization of the AOF

5.3.1 Run Time Considerations

Except for a sequence operator (“;”) no operator causes an ordering: all the event

expecting nodes should be activated at the same time, if they come before in a depth

first search, a sequence operator node in the AST. Forking nodes correspond to non-

time-ordering combinatorial operators (&, |).

One corrective action is required in case of some situations caused by some event

sequences. Such cases require the passivation (un-subscription) of some nodes with-

out waiting for their events. Explained at the end of the next section, process can be

carried out by using lists of nodes to unsubscribe held at the nodes that are responsi-

ble for the evaluation. Figure 5.4 presents a sequence diagram for demonstrating the

runtime flow of actions as the main operation scenario.
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Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram for the run-time operation scenario
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5.4 A TRACE THROUGH AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The goal is to conduct minimal work upon reception of an event. However, this

approach assumes less than O (n) processing time per event identifier appearance in

the rules. If a condition is satisfied before receiving all the events in the expression,

evaluation should terminate but still, work needs to be done to unsubscribe for the

events not yet received. Although not increasing, the total processing time for the

rule does not also reduce, it is always about n operations of O (n) where "n" is the

total number of event identifiers in the condition part of the rule. Tracing through

the data structures, following the path of incoming events will help demonstrate the

details of the computation time:

On the hash table, incoming event can hash to a row in the table in constant time.

Then per each subscribed node, a notification will be conducted again in constant

time via pointers held on the right of the row. One event may result in O (n) notifica-

tions but we are targeting a complexity that is assessed per event identifier in the rule

expression. One notification costs constant time complexity.

On the AST, a node receiving the notification, will change state (from ’active’ to ’ma-

ture’) and ask its parent to attempt an evaluation. An event can result in an operation

with two operands: current node, its parent holding the operator, and its sibling are

involved and this results in constant time. However, if an evaluation was conducted,

this time the parent turns into ’mature’ state and asks its parent for evaluation. De-

pending on the states of the other siblings of the parents up on the path to the root,

more evaluations may follow each other, rendering an extra complexity of log (n).

This is because of conducting constant time computation per event reception, but not

at the time of the reception due to the readiness of the siblings and accumulating them

to be conducted later.

After AST, next stop in the trace is the AOF. It should be noted that different regions

in the AST can be active (listening for events) concurrently. All such regions upon

maturing, that is receiving the notifications or conducting an evaluation, should no-

tify AOF and in return, AOF will cause the new locations to be active. AOF links

correspond to "next node for activation" relation. A request comes to AOF from the
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AST, carrying the current node. All the outflows for that current node are triggered

and such next nodes cause their AST counterparts to subscribe in the hash table. That

costs O (n) computation.

An additional computation arises due to the need to unsubscribe the nodes that did

not need to wait for event notification. For example, an OR connective ("|") may

correspond to a single event as one of its operands and a huge complex sub-tree as

the other. If this single event arrives, there is no need to evaluate the other operand

that may be an expression involving many events. All those events need to be un-

subscribed. This is the worst case O (n) computation that might be required during

the processing of the arrival of one event. Again, this situation is due to the fact that

those event identifiers residing in the condition did not use their computations that

would cost constant order per event identifier because they did not have the opportu-

nity to receive an event. Lists of nodes to unsubscribe are prepared at initialization

time, to avoid traversing the tree to find each such node, that would add to the time

complexity.

5.5 AN EXAMPLE

One rule will be used to demonstrate corresponding data structures and processing

operations. In real applications, there will be many rules executing at the same time.

The following expression is considered as the condition part of a rule:

(A & B) ; ((C | D) & E)) (1)

The AST corresponding to (1) is provided in Figure 5.5.

The AOF for this example is depicted in Figure 5.6. The sole responsibility of this

graph is to determine the next set of nodes in the AST to be active given a current one.

There could be many active regions concurrently in one AST where "active" means

subscribed to be notified by events.

Subscription of an AST node is done in the Hash Table which has its keys as event

types. An event received by the system is searched in the Hash Table by directly

checking the location through a hash function and is ignored if no key is found at the
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corresponding entry. Once an incoming event matches a key in the table, the list of

subscribed nodes corresponding to that key is traversed for notifying each element.

There are pointers from this list to the nodes in the ASTs for different rules. To

keep the search time in this table to a minimum, an event type that has no current

registration is not kept in the table. Likewise, potential subscribers are not kept in

the lists in this table. They are inserted during subscription and removed during un-

subscription.

Figure 5.5: AST for the condition expression (1).

Figure 5.6: AOF for the example.

The alternative is to keep inactive keys and potential subscribers in the table accom-
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panied with state information that carries the "passive" value. This alternative will

lengthen the key search and for list traversals although for a small difference. How-

ever, a slightly costlier operation of insertion (or deletion) is necessary during sub-

scription (or un-subscription) in this case but of constant time complexity rather than

linear. The hash table after the initialization of the program is shown in Figure 5.7.

Only hash entries for the event types A and B are initialized with keys, due to the fact

that nodes in the AST that corresponds to other events (C, D, and E) are not active in

the beginning. They can only start listening to events after the (A & B) condition will

hold that is after receiving A and B events. This is due to the sequence connective

“;”.

Figure 5.7: Hash Table after the initialization of the program

5.5.1 Execution

Now that the important components are initialized, a trace can be conducted to ob-

serve the variations on them at execution time. Any received event that is not of type

A or B will be ignored by the Hash Table. An event type of B for example, will be

directed to related entry and collide with the key, meaning that it is a desired event.

All the nodes listed to its right need to be notified and then their pointers deleted from

the Hash Table for an immediate un-subscription. Since an arriving event will be di-

rected to all subscribers for this event, there is no need to keep it in the table: After

notifications, an event type will have no subscribers left.

In the AST in Figure 5.5, node 5 labelled with "B" was the subscriber for this kind

of event, and will be notified. Upon notification, it will change its state from "active"

to "mature" and will request an evaluation from its parent. Since the parent needs
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the left operand to complete its "and" operation, with missing left operand it cannot

proceed with the evaluation. This is where processing for this event stops. Now, the

Hash Table and the AST have advanced to the status shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9.

Figure 5.8: Hash Table after receiving a "B".

Figure 5.9: AST after receiving a "B".

Next, if an "A" arrives, Hash table, otherwise ignoring any other event, will notify

the "A" labelled node in the AST. Also un-subscribing this event, the Hash Table is

now completely empty. This "A" node in the AST after maturing its state, will ask

its parent for evaluation. Now that all the operands are ready, the evaluation proceeds

and the 2nd node ("&") now turns to mature state. Now the AST needs to check if this

evaluation will trigger further evaluations; the 2nd node requests evaluation from its

parent, the 1st (“;”) node. With only its left child matured, this node cannot perform

evaluation. Therefore, the 2nd node (“&”) being the last one to conduct evaluation
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assumes the responsibility to inform the AOF in order to prepare other nodes for

subscription.

The joining node in the AOF for "A" and "B" corresponds to the last evaluated node

(node 2) in the AST. Through the pointer between those corresponding nodes, the

node in the AST stimulates this join node that wakes the C, D, and E nodes in the

AOF to trigger their counterparts back in the AST for subscription. Figure 5.10, 5.11,

and 5.12 depict the states of the data structures after these subscription operations.

Figure 5.10: Data structures after first partial evaluation

Figure 5.11: AST after the first partial evaluation
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Figure 5.12: AOF after the first partial evaluation

Now a special kind of processing will be demonstrated through the reception of a

C kind of event: the parent for the corresponding node in the AST holds the "or"

operator (“|”). Receiving only one operand should be sufficient for an evaluation.

Without waiting for a D event, the evaluation proceeds. This time however, since

the node in the AST corresponding to the D event should be forcefully unsubscribed

since it did not have the chance to automatically unsubscribe. Such nodes remaining

subscribed may cause undesired repeated evaluations. The AST nodes that carry an

or operator, also carry a complete list of the nodes in their sub-tree to traverse them

in linear time for unsubscription.

5.6 IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF THE PERFOR-

MANCE

To verify the algorithms, the system has been implemented using the Python lan-

guage. Pointers have been emulated through the data structures provided in Python.

Execution results were found satisfactory with the experimentation rules created with

an anticipated resemblance to the environment of the application. Also events were
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generated through an event simulator developed within the same environment.

The following rules were written to test the system. Events are named with single

capital letters. The random event generator generates events named ’A’ through ’Z’.

Not all the generated events are used by the rules. The generator was programmed to

produce 10% of its produced events that are not present in the rule expressions, and

90% that are included in the rules.

Rule1 = ((((A;(B&C))&(D&E))&(F;G));(H;K))

Rule2 = ((A;(C&(E;F)));(((K;T)|(M;N));P))

Rule3 = ((A;(C|(E;F)));(((K;T)|(M;N));P))

Rule4 = ((A|(B|(K|T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule5 = ((A|(B&(K|T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule6 = ((A&(B|(K|T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule7 = ((A|(B|(K&T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule8 = ((A&(B|(K&T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule9 = ((A|(B&(K&T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

Rule10 = ((A&(B&(K&T)));((F;M)|(P;R)))

A basic experiment was run to assess the evaluation times for the condition statements

in the rules. Different numbers of events were generated and the experiment was

repeated for those different cases. In case an event caused a processing in any of the

rules, the computation time for that rule was recorded. The results are reported here

for the case when the program was run for one million events. On the average, less

than 30 microseconds were spent per rule update. Table 5.1 lists the computation

times for each rule.
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Table 5.1: Rules and Computation Times

Rule Number of Updates Average Update time (microseconds)
1 242421 32.82
2 15 26.64
3 39 23.93
4 228545 31.09
5 245012 33.21
6 236915 32.15
7 37 29.11
8 132118 30.95
9 129085 30.49
10 185 24.02
Average: 121437.2 29.44

The computational environment included Windows 7 64 bit operating system, Intel

I7 CPU Q720 processor running on 1.6 GHz clock, and 8 MB System memory. Im-

plementation language was Python version 2.7.

5.7 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATIONS

Regarding a set of rules as the determining factor for the problem size, the operands

in the condition parts of the rules constitute the input. Assuming an operation to be

carried for each operand, the best case yields n (n = input size) operations. Spending

constant time on each operand, i.e. reception of an event, therefore would be a very

good accomplishment. This is not very difficult to achieve if the average case is con-

sidered. If all the events need to be received, the total execution time can be handled

in "n" constant time operations. However, there will be cases where an operand will

be ignored for current care, instead, time for it would be spent during the processing

of another operand. This may cause accumulation of postponed computations end-

ing up with a burst of linear complexity computation coinciding with a specific event

input. Keeping the average same, processing of a particular event input could theo-

retically take n-1 operations. Although practical scenarios indicate such cases would

not require few operations, the general complexity is in principle, O (n).
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What matters in the application is the CPU load an incoming event induces. As long

as there are not many events arriving at unanticipated frequencies an acceptable com-

putation time per event reception will comply with the real-time expectations. The

concern in this project is to try to achieve near constant time computations per event

reception. This is mostly achieved. The less likely cases of having excessive pro-

cessing however is not impossible, but luckily easy to predict, only by inspecting

the rules. It may be possible to overcome these incidents of condensed computation

through rearranging the rule set. For example, an expression that includes a big num-

ber of events taking part in a multi-operand ’or’ operation, can be broken into many

rules that only consider a few of them at a time and update a fact to represent this

intermediate result. Table 5.2 summarizes the different operations to be performed

when an event is received.

Table 5.2: Computation Requirements per Event Reception

Operation Computation
Complexity

Explanation

Search for an event
in Hash Table

O (1)
For checking if any
subscribers exist

Notify subscribers
for the event

O (n) O (1) per notification.

Evaluating expression
after event notification

O (log(n)),
per notification;
Worst case:n log (n)

An evaluation node asks its parent
for possible evaluation, potentially,
evaluations can extend up to the root.
Also, simultaneous similar operations
may take place at different
ASTs/sub-ASTs.

Finding next nodes
to subscribe

O (n)
Each node takes O (1) time;
there could be many nodes to activate.

Re-initialize after
one rule fires

O (n)
Subscribing ‘next’ set of nodes
where next is the initial set.

n: number of operands in all rules

The biggest time in worst case, can be consumed by the evaluation operations, if

they happen to be taking place at the same time: One event may trigger different

locations on one AST, and in many ASTs, that attempt an evaluation. One evaluation

will take place accessing two operands and conducting the calculation and storing the
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result. So far this atomic evaluation spends constant time. However, once completing

evaluation, a node tries to activate its parent for the parents own evaluation. This kind

of evaluation requests may be honored in a chain that could continue along the depth

of the tree, hence causing log (n) computations. So far, an evaluation path caused

by the notification of one event to one AST node was discussed. If this happens at

multiple locations on one or more ASTs, the log (n) computation time will be repeated

for O (n) event notifications. This case is another worst case. One possible way to deal

with such a situation is through a static code analysis tool: An automatic resolution,

even a methodological suggestion may not be possible for example to change the rule

set in a known pattern. However, a warning can be made and the time cost for such

a situation can be calculated and presented to the programmers. The analyser should

search for an event that notifies many nodes, and consider the distance of each such

node to its root in ASTs.

Current environment expects a constant flow of events with known frequency that is

about at lower milliseconds range. For example, continuous monitoring of some en-

vironmental values through sensor readings can create such input. On the other hand,

some sporadic events are also expected, such as CPU temperature. The worst case

for the repeated and converged occurrence of such sporadic events in our application

domain also is within the processing capability of the application. The real-time con-

straints of the domain therefore are possible to be satisfied. However, the worst-case

"n log (n)" characteristics of the solution should be analysed not to hamper the speed

requirements.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION

Most of the work related with event processing or improving the efficiency of rule

based systems present their results with an evaluation in computation times. Although

their specifics may not be published, our algorithms are open and time complexity

analysis is presented. It is also possible to provide a comparison based on CPU times.

For this purpose, some tools with the closest purpose to ours have been selected. To

give an idea about the speed of the processing, describing the underlying system is

helpful: Windows 7 64 bit operating system, Intel I7 CPU Q720 processor running

on 1.6 GHz clock, and 8 MB System memory. Implementation language was Python

version 2.7.

Since keeping the processing time per arriving event to a minimum was an important

goal for this work, the performance evaluation is presented here in the average pro-

cessing times for event arrivals. To be able to present a comparison with the existing

tools, similar numbers of rules and events were generated and performance was mea-

sured. Table 6.1 lists the processing time in micro seconds, for such different sized

problems. Only event types that took place in the rule expressions were generated

in the experiment. A random event generator is employed to drive the experiments.

Some event arrivals caused the firing of an event, without causing a significant pro-

cessing difference from the others that only caused partial evaluation. Whereas some

events were only searched for currently active subscriptions and not processed any

further if their time was not ripe.

The other three work in the literature that provided measured times were used to

present a comparison. However, a precise definition of how they were measured is
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Table 6.1: Average Processing Times per Event Arrival in Microseconds

# of Events
# of Rules 1 10 100 2000 10000 100000
10 21.22 33.34 39.29 37.43 42.25 42.58
100 19.5 24.61 34.34 34,21 37.58 40.59
1000 25.63 28.4 43.69 32,77 50.37 n/a
2000 26.97 28.5 32.77 51.19 54.28 61.22
10000 27.03 30.28 50.37 51.19 60.61 n/a

missing. We took the most sensible interpretation for such published data in our effort

to compare similar information. Out of those, more detailed but less explained mea-

surements were provided in [128] where Xiao et al. report an improvement over Rete

with no event processing mentioned. This work is also included in the comparisons

due to the available data and to provide an idea in comparing event processing and

non-event processing cases presented as we reflected in Table 6.2, in terms of number

of rules, "data scale," and milliseconds.

Table 6.2: Processing times in Xiao et al.’s work [128] in milliseconds

Data Set Scale
Rule Set Scale 1000 2000 10000 100000
10 9 21 100 1040
20 12 22 115 1120
100 19 35 206 2320
1000 20 40 230 2640
1000 22 46 252 2870

In [130] the authors claim that they improve Rete in terms of temporal operators.

They used after and before operators and also combination of them to define tempo-

ral constraints between events. They compare their algorithm which is called Rete’

to Rete and got the following results in Table 6.3. However there is no detailed infor-

mation about the number of rules, rules structure, events and complexity of the events

that were used in the test.

This information can probably be interpreted as the total time spent in processing

the number of events presented in the Data Size columns, for one row at a time.
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Table 6.3: Processing times in Zhou et al.’s work [130] in milliseconds

Rete Rete’
Telephone system 0.4072 0.1008
Alarm system 4.8038 0.6877
First aid system 0.0776 0.02

The performance of the system is slightly reducing when a bigger rule set is run,

corresponding to a row in this table. In Zhou et al.’s work [130] measurements that

can only be used in their improvement are presented. Their approach as they refer

to Rete’ looks to have outperformed a Rete implementation by about a factor of 4.

Problem specifics or the granularity of the measurement units are not mentioned.

This study cannot be used in a comparison but can give an idea if the times can be

interpreted as per event or per rule etc.

Finally another improvement work is published by Moreto and Endler [78] where

similar to the work in [130] numeric results are more towards assessing their im-

provement – not as much for comparisons. Using different tree structures they have

improved the time complexity from exponential to near linear. However, the small

data cases corresponding to the beginnings of the two curves both correspond to big

performance times. As they conservatively mention that their application can process

1000 to 2000 event instances per minute. Whereas the graph in their Figure 7 indi-

cates a time of around 350 seconds for 2000 events, for their improved case. This is

a result we can use for comparison, assuming 350 seconds for the total time spent for

2000 events.

Table 6.4 presents the problem size that can be found in both [128] and [78] for a

performance comparison. Since [78] does not report rule counts, different rule count

cases were averaged in [128] and in this work and used in Table 6.4. Whereas Table

6 displays other problem sizes available in [128] for a comparison with this work.

An overview of the comparisons would render a rough judgement as the proposed

approach being very faster than [78] whereas slower than [128]. However there are

problems in the comparison with [128] simply because of lack of precision in the

definition of the performance times reported by them. Also, they do not process

events. This is a mere RETE improvement work. This comparison is made assuming
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that the times are for the total processing for all the fact notifications presented in

[128] as "data scale" that we compare with event counts.

Table 6.4: Comparison with two studies

Average Total Processing
Time in milliseconds

Approach 10K events 100K events Comments

Proposed approach 477 4159
Averaged for different

rule counts

Xiao et al. [128] 180.6 1998
Averaged for different

rule counts
Moreto & Endler [78] >40000 n/a Estimated from curve

Table 6.5: Comparison with Xiao et al.’s work [128]’s work for performance times in
milliseconds

# of Events
1000 10000 100000

# of Rules [128] This work [128] This work [128] This work
10 9 42.45 100 422.5 1040 4258
100 19 36.29 206 375.8 2320 4059
1000 20 49.58 230 503.7 2640
10000 22 56.76 252 606.1 2870

One more observation is possible when the curves are plotted for the two approaches,

that display processing times as functions of event counts. Different curves are pro-

vided for different program sizes in terms of numbers of rules. When the general

characteristics of the curves are compared, the proposed approach yields a more lin-

ear trend and the approach presented in [128] yields an exponential trend.

Figure 6.1: Curve characteristics for comparison with [128]
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Considering the available information in the literature, there are parameters that would

affect a precise comparison. Some work is reported with the number of rules and

number of events. However, the complexity of the rules and events (what is included

in an event) are usually not described. Within such constraints, our results provide

reliable margins suggesting a preferable use in appropriate real-time applications. As

an overall statement, the presented solution provides probably a lower-abstraction

level environment for rules but predictable and for most cases faster processing when

compared to the prominent alternatives. Table 6.6 provides further considerations in

the interpretation of the comparisons.

Table 6.6: Characteristics of the alternative Approaches

Speed Platform Event
Processing

Proposed approach fast Python language yes
Xiao et al. faster n / a no
Moreto Endler slow Java language yes
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The approach demonstrated itself as satisfactory. The estimated performance as a

result of the complexity analysis is better than the alternatives as far as we could

access their information. Our experimental assessment is based on the prototype

implementation of the processing environment for the limited functionality that can

be expanded to a more complete language. For example, specifying partial condition

expressions and using those through their identifiers, in bigger expressions is in the

immediate list for future enhancement. However, such expansion is not expected to

add extra complexities due to the selection of the included capabilities in the current

prototype that resemble the different cases in a complete language our domain may

suggest. This also defines the future work, to include other operation types and mixing

the event type of operands with variable type operands. A C++ implementation is

expected to be completed where different data structures and some fine tuning on the

algorithms can be experimented. One interesting study will be to access the necessary

information for complexity analysis for other event processing implementations in

order to conduct a more comprehensive comparison.
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